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EDITORIAL

May, 1990
Vol. 3, No. 8

On Botswana’s Democratic Process
Through this issue, SAPEM is happy to flaunt an array of
indigenous scholars of a country about which most academic and
intellectual analyses have hitherto been confined to the gurus of the
African Studies industries of the northern hemisphere. These six
intellectuals represent the core of the cadre that is quickly asserting
itself in a country which, due to the vagaries of history and economic
circumstances largely beyond its control, is still dominated by
expatriates in academic and professional sectors. To some extent,
this achievement on the part of our Botswana colleagues reflects
favourably on the efforts of SAPEM towards the mobilisation of
indigenous scholarship.
The debate on democracy in Botswana is but a continuation of
the broader one on the One-Party State in Africa. SAPEM devoted
a speciai issue to this subject (SAPEM: Vol. 2, No. 12, Sept. 1989:
The One-Party State in Africa). Since then, the debate has continued
to smoulder in both SAPEM and other publications on the continent
and beyond. In some circles outside Africa, the subject of the
One-Party State in Africa has become a fad, feeding the African
studies industries as they try to cash in on a subject about which
parallels are being drawn between Africa and Eastern Europe.
Sadly, it has led to a simplistic and narrow analysis of the African
condition: the false dichotomy between the One-Party State and
Multi-Party system as signifying non-democracy and democracy
respectively; and even the vain expectation by a number of Western
countries
and some of their academic advisers
that democracy
can be imposed on African States by simply insisting that they adopt
a multi-party system or else forego aid. There are obvious dangers
with regard to such a strategy which is bound to fail and lead to even
more false conceptions and perceptions of the democratic process.
This is why the contribution of the Botswana colleagues herein is
most welcome and instructive. In general, they subscribe to the
position which most African intellectuals in the sub-region and
beyond have been wont to emphasise: namely, to quote, our previous
editorial on this subject:
—

—

In variably,

the pursuit of aO ne-Party State on the part of those
Africa has been less a response to the mass
demandfor freedom and democracy than an attempt to silence
and arrest a democratisation process that began in the struggle
for National Liberation and seeks a full resolution of the National Question. Sofar, the overall negative aspects ofthe OneParty State in Africa is more than sufficient evidence that this
is a political system which is out of step with the realities of our
conft'nenf. (SAPEM, Vol 2, No. 12, Sept 1989: "The One-Party
State in Africa: Out of Step With Reality?")
concerned in

But the main

import of these analyses of the Botswana situation
explode the mythical dichotomy between the One-Party State
and the Multi-Party system. There is no doubt that the Botswana
leadership view the Multi-Party system as constituting the very basis
of democracy; and, conversely, believe that aOne-Party State would
be a negation of it But the analyses herein are not so kind,
determined as they are to show that political democracy cannot exist
in conditions of widespread poverty, illiteracy and inequality. Yet
is to

in contrast to other situations in most parts of Africa.

For, Botswana
eight political parties in a country of a little more than a million
people.
Certainly, this is the main assertion by Patrick Molutsi who goes
on to illustrate the classic contradictions inherent in
capitalist
development. On the one hand: Botswana’s economy is lauded as a
success story in Africa: an average annual rate of growth that has
has

increased from less than 3% in the 1960s to 10% in real terms in
the

1970s; and an increase in GDP per capita from L;S$80 in the
1960s to about US$1 200 in the 1980s. All this is largely attributable

to the

mining boom, foreign assistance and beef exports. Others
point also to the immense advantages of the dual, and,
perhaps, even contradictory, position that Botswana enjoys: being
would

member of the Southern African Customs Union

(SACU) through
large revenues; and as member and Chairman of
the Southern African Development Coordination Conference
(SADCC) through which it receives foreign aid.
On the other hand: 25 % of Botswana’s labour force is unemployed
in a population that is growing at 3,7% per annum; unfavourable
rural-urban migration that is swelling Gaborone at an average
growth rate of 12% per annum; and, consequently, all the other ills
associated with urbanisation and gross inequalities in capitalist
society: poverty, housing shortage and crime. The implied question
herein is: Can poor and disadvantaged classes (including the women
who constitute 51,6% of the population) really exercise their
democratic right, let alone be able to organise against a much more
organised state whose very objective is to render them disorganised?
Therefore, the authors conclude that Botswana’s liberal
democratic process is "sitting on a very fragile ground" and that its
stability and durability b ”questionable". They come short of
concluding that Botswana b a de facto One-Parly state as is the ca.se
in many of the liberal democracies (of the West) in which opposition
parties help only to further legitimi.se the ruling party. But there are
inferences to the kind of questions raised in the previous issue of
SAPEM (Vol. 3, No. 6, April, 1990, Zimbabwe: Special Anniversary
Issue): the reliance of the post-colonial state on an uninformed
peasant base while seeking to marginalise the urban cla.s.ses. And .so
it is in Botswana that the opposition has been able to pick the odd
scat in an urban constituency in the capital itself. The question is
whether, given both the rapid proletarianisation of the peasantry
and the growing petty bourgeois class, the Botswana Democratic
Party (BDP) will continue to exercise hegemony through the delicate
balancing of competing interests within the petit bourgeois
leadership itself, or be forced to resort to the One-Party State as a
defence against the rbing tide of working class and petit bourgeois
disgruntiement.
There is no easy answer to this question, especially given the
dynamism of the Botswana situation. For, Botswana’s democratic
process depends as much on the peculiar historical circumstances
that have combined to mould what is today a nation in the making,
as on the vagaries of a dependent capitalist society whose destiny is
also linked to the unfolding scenario in South AfricaO
a

which it receives

there is much to commend about the Botswana democratic process
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BOTSWANA: MULTI-PARTY DEMOCRACY?

Political Parties and

Democracy in

Botswana
At

independence, the BDP was well-positioned to build

up

its

resources

Patrick P. Molutsi
N A democratic

society, especially one
proclaims the basic principles of
liberal democracy, political parties are
an indispensable element of the
political
system and electoral process. Botswana is
internationally acclaimed as one of the few
democracies in Africa today. Since indepcndence, Botswana has successfully
operated with a liberal constitution enshrining freedom of speech, association, press,
and protection of private property.
Regular, free and competitive elections,
an essential tenet of democracy, have been
held in 1965, 1969, 1974, 1979, 1984 and
the latest in 1989. This paper discusses the
role of political parties in Botswana’s
democracy. The basic question addressed
is: are political parties indeed promoters of
democracy? To answer this question, we
address issues of party consensus on basic
principles of elections, resource endow-

I

which

which is essential for effective

— the Botswana Democratic Party
(BDP) formed in 1961 was smoothly

party

prepared to inherit the
colonial

state

new

State by the

(Vengroff, 1977).

The colonial state encouraged

the formamoderate, non-racial political
party to inherit the post-colonial state. Two
tion of

political office.

were

the tradi-

tional leaders of the people were systemati-

cally incapacitated by the support and
cial favours accorded

leadership

was

a

the BDP whose

also dominating the Legis-

lative Council of the
With

to

spe-

territory.

mixture of the African National

Congress (ANC) and Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) ideologies, the Botswana
Peoples Party (BPP) was considered too
radical and racist to inherit the State.

petition and internal organisation and
democracy. However, before we can ada

to start

with

historical overview of the origins

of

political parties in Botswana.
A Historical Overview

In Botswana, as in many

post-colonial
societies, political parties are a new
phenomenon representing a new era.They
are

a

direct

outcome

of the nationalist

sU'uggle and the subsequent non-traditionpolitical system. However, in Botswana,
the nationalist struggle was not as antagonist as it was say in Ghana, Nigeria,

al

Kenya and not to mention Zimbabwe, Angola, etc. Instead, the mainstream political
Sapem May, 1990

stitutional talks". It ended in 1964 with the

in 1958 and the chiefs who

—

Moreover, its leadership lacked the politi-

issues, it is in order

unitary State.

The battle for State power started in
Lobatse in 1963 in what were called "con-

other forces which contested State power
the Botswana Peoples Party — formed

cal and social stature which those of the

dress these

a new

new Constitution relegating the chiefs to an
advisory role in the House of Chiefs. Thus,
with these talks, political parties were
legitimised as the sole contestants for

a

com-

ment

undemocratic and inappropriate as leaders
of

quasi-government BDP enjoyed. This
shortcoming among other constraints made
their campaigning especially in "Tribal
Reserves" almost impossible (Mpho,
1989).
The chiefs who had for many years been
the main link and line of contact between
the

people and the colonial state under "insystem", considered themselves
legitimate inheriters of State power. Indeed, most of the new politicians had either
been outside the country or had been
peripheral to the country’s colonial politics.
direct rule

The colonial state did not,

the chiefs’ view

on

the

however, share

f)ost-colonial state.

The first election took

place in March
by three political
parties. Two of these were factions of BPP,
dubbed BPP (Matante) and Botswana Independence Party — BIP (Mpho) respectively and the BDP. The well placed BDP
naturally did very well in this first election
1965 and

was

contested

and has since done

so.

Since 1965, new

political parties have been formed. They
have at present increased Botswana’s
political parties to eight. These include the
Botswana National Front (BNF) formed in
1966 and led by Dr Kenneth Koma, the
Botswana Progressive Union (BPU)
formed in 1982 and led by Mr Daniel
Kwele, the dormant Botswana Liberal

Party (BLP) formed in 1978 and led by Mr
Martin Chakalisa, and two break-away factions of the BNF

—

Botswana Freedom

Party (BFP) 1989 led by Mr Leach
Tlhomelang and the Botswana Labour
Party formed in 1989 by Mr Oswald Jacobs
and Mr Lenyeletse Koma. Seven of these
in exception of BLP (Chakalisa) contested
the 1989 election, but only the BDP and
BNF were able to obtain a parliamentary
seat.

They considered them too conservative.
3

elections. None of these has been able like

regular seniinivs for the
poorly trained membership.
the BDP lo hold

implications of the lack of resources
of the opposition parties especially has turned Botswana’s politics into a
one-party system. The BDP has all the time
The

on

the part

landslide victories and hence

won

dominated both the Parliament and the

In short, there is currently very little competition and threat to the

local government.
BDP.

Party DemcKracy and Leadership
It is often said that before

they can hope

of democracy at a national
level, political parties must first and
foremost be democratic themselves. Their
to

be promoters

democratic behaviour must be reflected in

constitutions, structures and pracGenerally, no political organisation will ever say it is undemocratic.
This is ptirticularly the case in modern
times when the word democracy has become so much of a uig that even military
the party

lical behaviour.

"False consciousness": Does the

BDP concretise the hopes, views and
of the

aspirations

people?

and civil dictators will be happy to

political parties have become a
permanent and indispensable feature of
modem politics in Botswana. Although
they still have a lot to do to mobili,se the
people, already a significant proportion of
the population identify with each of the parIn sum,

lies.
Resource Endowment
One

major problem facing Botswana’s

political parlies esfxjcially the opposition
parlies is poverty. Political parlies lack
resources to campaign and do the activities
expected of them. Their poverty reflects on
the general poverty of the population

which

them. Hence at independence,
most parties were very poor and dependent
on hand-outs from solidarity organisations,
supports

for

example, the BPP at the lime received

most

of its assistance from Nkurumah’s

Convention

People’s Party (CPP) in

Ghana.

independence, however, the BDP
which by the nature of its support i.e.
Chiefs, leading farmers, teachers,
businessmen/women, was always relativeSince

ly better off, has substantially increased the
4

between itself and the opposition paronly has the BDP been able to
mobili.se local resources to build a huge of-

gap

lies. Not

fice complex, acquire a licet of vehicles and
employ full lime staff but the Party is also
receiving large foreign monies which are
being used among other things to train
party cadres and the general membership
(sec Otlhogile and Molomo in this issue).
The opposition parties on the overall
remain impoverished and consequently illorganised. For instance, none of them has a
formal office accommodation. In both the
last election and the

subsequent ca.scs to the

High Court, the BNF had to appeal to
people in freedom squares to make financial contributions. Although overall the
public response has been positive, the
monies so raised have often proved inadc-

unlikely to improve the party’s
long-term financial position.

quate and

The insurmountable

financial

con-

parties arc evident in their
localisetf activities. None of these save for
the BNF during the 1989 general election,

strainus of other

be as-

sociated with.

However, democracy docs not
cause someone

says

exist be-

he/shc is democratic

but becau.se it can be seen to exist in practice. It is

a

process

made possible by .several

complex socio-economic and political
democracy in
Botswana is limited by factors such as il-

and

conditions. Internal party

literacy of the mas.ses and party cadre,
lack of re.sources and the weak or
sence

the

total ah-

of management stfuctures.

prrpulation is still ilindependence, the governundertaken an aggre.ssive educa-

Most of Botswana’s
literate. Since
ment

has

tional programme

aimed among otlier is-

improving literacy levels at youth
and adult levels. Overall, the results have
sues at

been

encouraging. The level of literacy has
independence to

risen from about 10% at
about 35% in the

1980s. In addition, up to

22% of the local

population is said to be

lluenl in the

English language.

However, in terms of quality, most
literate Batswana have not

attained levels

fifteen

required to make them potentially effective
leaders. Most have primary school leaving

parliamentary candidates in any of the past

qualification or at best a Junior Certificate.

have been able lo field more than

Sai>i;m May, 1990

Even then, most of these

are not

necessari-

leadership training as well as help in the
genuine rules and regulations
governing party members on among other
issues of primary elections.

ly politically involved. In the end the ‘old’
elite
very few in number who formed the
parties in the early sixties continue to
dominate the leadership of these parties.
Illiteracy is compounded by poverty.
Both the population and the party supporters arc in general too poor to undertake
training and other activities that will im-

revived

their skills. Related to these two
problems is the absence in many parties of

(University of Botswana Democracy
Research Project, 1989 findings).

—

prove

evolution of

As noted above, most political party con-

stitutions provide for creation of cell, ward,
branch and regional committees, etc. In the

main, these committees

effective local party structures to promote

participation, for example, of women,
youth and minority groups (sec Madisa in
this issue). Such structures which arc often
provided for in the party constitutions,
would if established

provide a platform for

The

are

in effect

only during the election

year

foregoing factors have combined

to

situation where many

parties in this

country have developed a

‘personality

create a

cult’. Certain individuals have become in-

dispensable

they dominate the party at
al 1 levels. This trend docs not augur well for
as

both party

development and dynamic

leadership.
Limited
This paper

has argued that party
democracy is limited in Botswana. Firstly,
not all principles of election and, therefore,
democracy have been agreed upon by the
parties. Secondly, .s(K;io-cconomic condilions relating to poverty, educational levels,
etc work against
party internal democracy.
Pul differently, parly democracy in
Botswana is very weak. This makes the

country’s democratic tradition fragile because

there is

consensus, but

no

limited

competition and one-party domination of
the status

quo.D

Patrick P. Molutsi is a lecturer in SocialOfjy,

4

University of Botswana

The Political Process
Does

multi-partyism persist due to the lack of a strong opposition?

Mpho G. Molomo

B
has

OTSWANA’S political system
operates under the paradigms of a

multi-party democracy. This process
the country through six general

seen

elections,

an

exercise which may be said to

have entrenched the

application of
democratic norms in Botswana’s political
process; multi-party competition, secret
ballot electoral system based on universal
adult suffrage, freedom of the press and associalion, and the extension of civil liberlies and the adherence

to

the rule of law.

This paper intends to provide a broad
summary of Botswana’s political environment. It seeks to address the particular manncr

in which the democratic tradition is

lion, opposition parties have been banned
one-parly stales declared. Still in others,

or

members of

opposition parlies have been
detained, and others barred from addressing political rallies. The multi-party competition which exists in Botswana has conlinued unabated,

though there have been
complaints from .some members of opposilion parties of harassment and the monitoring of their movements by the police. The
periodic and regular elections in Botswana
have been hailed by several commentators
as a

commitment

still boasts of

multi-party

prisoners.

Multi-Party Competition: An Overview
In most African

countries, through what

is often referred to

as

political consolida-

a

record of

no

political

Britain and the United Slates do
real

opposition,

per se,

not

rellecl

but the in-

stilutionali.saiion of

hegemony. In another
formulation, they rcpre.scni the hegemonic
influence of the hegemonic cla.ss, the hourgeoisie.
On the contrary,
in Botswana not

so

multi-partyism persists
much

as a

result of the

institutionalisation of hegemony, but main-

ly due to lack of a sU'ong opposition. As illustratcd in Table 1, opposition parties in
the past six national elections have never
threatened Botswana Democratic

Party
(BDP) rule. Sceptics have asserted that the
stable

multi-party framework which

Botswana has

Multi-partyism is essentially

a

Western

political idea which through its articulation
of basic political freedoms mystifies class
rule, in the

Sapem May, 1990

orderly and rational

political process, the exercise of basic
political freedoms, and regard for fundamental human rights. To dale, Botswana

entrenching itself in Botswana’s political
life. In particular, it discusses opportunities
and constraints which shape Botswana’s
system.

to an

petty bourgeoisie. The two-party systems
which exist in the advanced democracies of

case

enjoyed over the years would
opposition were to make
significant gains at the polls.
be ercxled if the

of Botswana rule by the

5

Table 1: Outcomes of National

Parliamentary Elections, 1965-1989

BDP

BPP

BIP

1%5

28

3

0

1%9

24

3

1

3

1974

27

2

1

2

2

1979

29

1

1

1984

28

1

0

5

0

1989

31

0

0

3

0

BFP

BLP

BPU

BNF

Year

BLP(Labour)

»

0

0

Compiled from Richard Vegroff, 1976, "Central Local Linkages: The Party System", ed., D. L. Cohen and J. Parson in
Society in Botswana', J. Parson, 1976, "A Note in Botswana and the UBLS Election Study" in Politics and Society in
Botswana; J. Polhemus, 1983, "Botswana Votes: Parties and Elections in an African Democracy", yourna/ of Modern African
Studies, Vol 21:3; I. Sabone ed., Botswana Goes to the Polls 1984, Department of Information and Broadcasting, 1984; N. Mmono,
1989, Elections Office, Gaborone.

Source:

Politics and

though President Masire argued,
after the elections, that "democracy will not
Even

suffer

result of the reduced number of

as a

opposition seats in Parliament", it goes
without saying that the fruits of a strong
multi-party democracy lie in the strength of
the opposition. The reduction of, not only,
the BNF seats in Parliament, but

of reduc-

ing Parliamentary compeddon to only two
pardes goes a long way to undermine the
practice of a multi-party democracy. Winning 31 out of 34 constituencies lays
credence to charges of a de facto one-parly
slate in Botswana. The voice of the opposidon in Parliament has been effectively curtailed, such that the checks and balances of
die systenu the real strengdi of the system,
are played by the BDP back benchers.
A new and interesting development in
Botswana’s polidcs is that in spite of its apparent popularity in the rural consdtuencies, the ruling BDP is gradually losing
control of urban councils to the opposition.
These include Jwaneng, Lobatse and
Gaborone. Only Selebi-Pikwe and Francistown are

under the BDP.

Other councils

pardes

are

won

by the opposition

the North East under the BPP,

and Mochudi where the BNF won six of the
council wards and the BDP four. The BNF

majority in Mochudi council wards is,
however, not only offset by the consdtudonal machinery which allows the Minister
of Local Government and Lands to
nominate addidonal council members, but
also by

the arbitrary nature of the delimita-

don of constituencies. This situadon comes
about as

the

6

a

result of the inclusion of some of

KgaUeng/Tlokweng council wards, in

which the BDP

performed exceptionally
well during the past election, into the Kgatleng District council.
The constitutional provision of allowing

Botswana Labour

Party (BLP) lead by Mr
Tlhomelang and Mr Oswald Jacobs

Leach

the Minister to nominate additional coun-

respectively.
Interestingly enough, in the 1989 clcctions, not all political parlies fielded

cillors, which ostensibly is intended to en-

Presidential candidates. Out of

stability and the inclusion of people
specialised skills in councils, has

sure

with

recently come under severe criticism from
the opposition parlies, because it reverses
their council majorities. It is, however, ap-

has used this
privilege to reward loyal political activists
who lost in the general elections, a practice
which has the negative effect of neutralising the opposition.
parent that government

Electoral

Competition

went to

re-affirm their commitmuld-party compeddon. In ac-

the polls to

ment to a

cordance with the Electoral Act, Parliament
was

dissolved and within 60 days, as

laied
sued

by the Constiludon, the President isan

elecdon writ for the elecdon for the

National
had

sdpu-

a

Assembly. This time, Botswana
eight registered political

record of

parties, of which all but the Botswana
Liberal Party fielded Parliamentary candidates. These were: The Botswana

Democratic Party

(BDP) led by Dr Q. K. J.

Masire; the Botswana National Front

(BNF) led by Dr K. Koma; the Botswana
Peoples Party (BPP) led by Dr K Maripe;
the Botswana Independence Parly (BIP)
led by Mr Molsamai Mpho; the Botswana
Progressive Union (BPU) led by Mr D.
Kwele; and two newly-formed parties, the
Botswana Freedom Party (BFP) and the

total of

eight parlies, only three fielded Presidential
candidates. One would assume that the aim

parties is to win the general elections
an alternative government, but the
fact of politics appears to be more complex
than that. Motives other than winning the

of all

and form

general elections seem to have been apparent. In these elections, the BDP was
returned to power for the sixth successive
term with a record high of 31 out of 34
seats. This time, however, as illustrated in
Table

On the 7th October 1989, Botswana

a

2, only two parties are represented in

Parliament; the BDP with 31 and the BNF
with

only 3 seats.

The

increasing development and sophis-

tication of Botswana’s electoral process
was
an

further marked in the 1989 election by

the BNF and the
provided, on the one hand,

electoral pact between

BDP. The pact

that the BNF should not field a candidate in

Nkange, thought to be a BPU stronghold,
and on the other hand, for the BPU candidates in Francistown so as to incrca-sc the
chances of the BNF candidate

against the

major contenders, the BDP and BPP.
of the pact was to avoid splitling the votes and thereby giving the BDP
the chance of winning these constituencies.
The election outcome, though still contested in the High Court, ran counter to the
intent of the pact in that the BDP scored
two

The

essence

decisive victories in both constituencies

(see Table 2 below).
Sapem May,
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Table 2: The
BDP

Parry

Multi-Party Competition in Botswana’s Electoral Process, 1989

BNF

BPP

BIP

BPU

BFP

BLP

BLP

(Labour)
Total
Vote

162 277

66 512

10 890

6 209

2 186

1 363

48

65,04

26,66

4,36

2,49

0,88

0,55

0,02

34

33

12

4

1

2

I

Seats

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Scats Won

31

3

0

0

0

0

0

% of Overall
Vote
No. of

Candidates
Fielded

Unopposed

Source:

Report to the Minister of Presidential Affairs and Public Administration

Universal Adult

Suffrage

Since

independence, Botswana has obright of
universal adult suffrage. Unlike in neighbouring South Africa where the majority
are disenfranchised on the basis of colour,
served the fundamental human

Botswana operates a non-racial democracy
where every Motswana with the age of 21
and above is

eligible

to vote. The BNF,

which appears to be

drawing most of its
from the ranks of the youth, has
constantly argued in favour of lowering the
voting age to 18 years, as in other
support

democracies such

as

the United States and

United

Kingdoni. They argue that denying
18-year-olds the vote is to disenfranchise

tax

the

and people directly involved in
country’s development. The ruling

payers

BDP,

on

the other hand, which is generally

believed to

enjoy support from the rural
elderly people is content with the present
minimum age
When the

closed in July
a

total of 367

of 21.

supplementary registration
for the 1989 general election,
069 people had registered, an

increase of about 72 (XX)

voters over

the

1984 roll. However, not all

registered
voters exercised their democratic right. The
bad weather on the election day is advanced
as one of the reasons some people did not
vote.

Some

more

substantive

reasons

relat-

ing to insufficient time allowed for voting
are advanced. The electoral law provides
that voting takes place within a day, that is,
from 6.30 am to 7.00 pm. The supervisor of
the elections, however, reserves the

right to

on

the General Election, 1989.

extend the

Nigeria where in a bid

not

civilian rule, the country’s military
leader Major General Ibrahim Babangida
decided to curtail the 13 political parties

voting time for a further period
exceeding two hours beyond the clos-

ing time. It is alleged that in some polling
stations, people were turned back at the
time of closing, while
tinned into the

in others, voting conearly hours of the morning.

Perhaps this Is one area where the electoral
law needs to be strengthened with a view to
extending the voting time.
A lot of questions have been raised about
the registration process itself. That is,
measures involving producing an
identity
certifying one’s age were not used. Because
of that there is suspicion that people who
were under age may have voted. Similar
charges were made during the 1984 general
elections where the supervisor of elections
conceded to that possibility, but declared
that it could

not

have influenced the

to

civilians in 1992". Out of

in the 1989

general elections. However,
with the National Registration (Omang)
about to be completed, it is possible that
this problem will be solved by the 1994
general election.
There

are

also

as a

charges that substantial
are

disenfranchised

result of an absentee ballot. Due

a

total of 13,

only 2 are given the privilege to participate
in electoral

politics.

Botswana’s political paradigm presents
a

marked eontrast. In

a

political party is

burial

registering a
borehole syndicate.
say, some of the parties are

society

Needless to

Botswana, registering

as easy as

or a

localised. The increase in the number of

political parties from six to eight without
any legal impediment is indeed an indication of the constitutional adherence to
allow for freedom of association.

out-

of the elections in any constituency.
The election office should have done better

to

Freedom of the Press

Freedom of tltc press is one of tho.se

liberties whieh

are

said

to

be

enjoyed in

Botswana’s democratic process. Opiwsition parties, especially the BNF, have made

scathing attacks that the official media does
adequately cover their political rallies,
and that if they did so, they reported negativcly. The official press has not only been
not

the

under the watchful eye of the opposition,

adequate job opportunities in

but it has also earned stem rebuke from

Botswana, disproportionate numbers of

government. The private media also has

Batswana work in the South African mines

been criticised

absence of

and industries, and as a result, the
of them

are

unable

majority

to vote.

Freedom of Association
In the aftermath of Botswana’s

general

elections, a most striking event happened in
Sapem May, 1990

contending for recognition to meet his
"government’s criteria for returning power

come

numbers of Batswana

to return the country

to

by government for allegedly being partisan.
In a rather unprecedented move, in the
aftermath of the Kanye by-election in 1986,
the Secretary General of the BDP and Minister of Agriculture attacked Radio
7

Botswana for

having "turned into Radio
Front". The press has also been warned by
government against publishing "negative
reports" of public affairs "lest they get engulfed in the storm". The.sc threats were put
into effect with the arrest and trial of

a

Radio Botswana reporter,

he contested in the 1984 BDP primaries
the

for

Lobatsc/Barolong constituency.

Botswana

prides itself with the existence

of the rule of law which

enshrined in

was

the Constitution at the attainment of inde-

arising from the March 1987 riots
in Bontlcng, a suburb of Gaborone. Even
though Mbaiwa was finally acquitted of all
charges, the state had, however,
dcmon.stratcd its power and willingness to
arrest on what it termed national security
infringements.

rights record, in particular of having never
imprisoned anybody for political activity.
This fact is emphasised in the 1989 BDP
election manifesto that "respect for the
rights, privacy and property of others lies at
the heart of the concept of civil liberty".

violence

few in Africa which has

One of the

Another demonstration of the interfcrence with the freedom of the press occurred

during the 1989 general election
when the press was not "permitted to enter
cither the classrooms or places where
voting was taking place". The press was
also barred from witnessing the counting of
votes. This indeed appears to have been a
serious derogation of the freedom of the

press.

Democracy Research Project of the
University of Botswana in its 1987 survey
learnt that people get most of their vital information, including government development programmes, through indirect means
of communication, particularly the radio. It
goes

without saying that the strength of

democracy is an informed public. The press
constitutes the most effective link between
the state and the

referred to

as

people. The press is often
dog of the people.

the watch

Amidst

speculation of irregularities
on rigging of elections, the
public could have been given the benefit of
doubt by allowing the press to observe the
electoral process in its entirety. Again, the
which border

"Tshiamo", incident, where
was

to

a

ballot box

discovered after the final count in

a

closely contested constituency of
Gaborone South in 1984, and High Court
had to order

a

re-election, should have

in that direction. The
presence of the media would have absolved
the election office of renewed charges of
rigging the election, particularly that the
impartiality of the supervisor of elections is
questioned by opposition parties because

a

clean human

major tests to the adherence

the rule of law in Botswana

was

in the

emotionally charged Bonileng disturbanof 1987, in a case allegedly involving
the kidnapping of a child by a Sangoma
(faith healer). Highly placed sources in

CCS

castigated the incident as
politically motivated, that "there were individuals, groups and parties who saw
government

violence and civil strife
could be used

The

arc

cither under

sU'uc-

tural

pcndence in 1966. The country is one of the

was

what is
happening in the majority of African
economies which

Rule of Law

Samuel Mbaiwa,
charged with incitement of

who

decades. Botswana, contrary to

to

as a

vehicle that

discredit government and

thereby gain power. As a result, the state
used force to put down the disturbances".
A

serious

analysis of the incident,
was triggered by
deep seated grievances characterised by
"high levels of unemployment in the urban
population, inadequate housing facilities,
high cost of rented accommodation in
urban areas, insufficient post-primary
education for a large number of youths".
more

how-ever, revealed that it

The attitude of the Botswana Government

towards similar forms of industrial

action before and after the

Bontlcng inci-

dent has been consistent. The government

insistslhatalllabourdisputesmustbcchanthrough legally constituted bodies.

nellcd

In line with this

belief, the Selebi-Pikwe

miners’ strike of 1975, the

Barclays Bank
employees’ and Primary School teachers’
strikes of 1989 were declared illegal.
Economy

added pressure

Botswana’s

of multi-partyism which has been accorded intemational acceptance and recognition is also attributable

to

the country

success

story

the relative economic

has enjoyed

over

success

the past two

adjustments of the International
Monetary Fund or burdened by a deep debt
crisis, enjoys a stable economy and a healthy balance of payments. It has one of the
highest growth rates in the world.
The basic factor of political economy

is,
recognised by the BDP in
their newsletter, Therisanyo (consultation),
which asserts that "political freedom

ironically,

even

w’ithouleconomic freedom is an empty vesscl". With this a.sscrtion, it is in order to
make

that the full

development of
should not end with the
attainment of juridical and political libertics, which BoLsw'ana is internationally acclaimed for. It should include meaningful
economic benefits to the majority of the
people. In a nutshell, politics should not be
abstracted from social reality.
a case

liberal democracy

Undoubtedly, Botswana’s economic
underpins its political stability (see
Molutsi in this issue). The Botswana

success

Government is said to engage

in "disu'ibupolitics". The most cited case is the
1974 Accelerated Rural Development
Programme where, in an election year, the
tive

handsomely in the
provision of basic rural infrastructure, a
factor which partly explains the overwhelming BDP electoral support in the
government spent

rural

areas.

The government

boasts of a witlc tirray

of financial assistance

measures to

botli the

population with a view to
enhancing their economic well-being, such
as; Self-Help Housing Agency (SHHA),
Financial Assistance Policy (FAP), the
Arable Lands Development Programme
(ALDEP), the Accelerated Rainfed .Arable
Programme (ARAP), just to mention a few.
rural and urban

There is little doubt, however,

that the cf-

fecLs of these programmes

have been minimal, particularly in terms of reducing income inequalities, unemployment and
housing shortage. Botswana’s unemployment problem is growing at an alarming
rate, w ith scores of jobless people from the
rural areas roaming all the urban areas in
pursuit of employment.
i
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The electoral
in the urban

strength of the opposition
areas may well be an indica-

tion of the "distribution crisis" which

government is experiencing, particularly in
of

housing, unemployment and ininequalities. People are clearly
demanding more than one man one vote,
and are now seeking to lie their one vote to
material gains. The recent industrial actions
by Barclays Bank employees and primary
school teachers, though government again
insisted that they were politically
terms

come

motivated, are indications of industrial discontent

which all boil down

to

insufficient

material rewards.

launching the election campaign fund
appeal, the BNF disclosed that it was
seriously constrained by lack of financial
resources. They further disclosed that,
while political
partie^ are not allowed by
law to seek external assistance, it has come

29 votes, while in Selebi-Pikwe the veteran

BDP

returned with

financially".
Perhaps as a reflection of the administra-

tive and financial constraints,
and BNF

were

only the BDP

able to field candidates in

tions, the BDP fielded candidates in all the

square kilometres which does not have a
well developed infrastructure. Two thirds

a

difficult terrain which is

only accessible by heavy reliable trucks, a
facility not enjoyed by all political parties.
The opposition parlies, in particular:,-are

none,

and

one

in-

Delimitation of Constituencies
The

Botswana present a

census

of 1991, a

Delimitation Commission be set up to draw
boundaries of

new

constituencies in

Delimitation of constituencies is
cate

a

deli-

and sensitive exercise because if im-

partiality is not observed, constituency
boundaries

can

be made

to

coincide with

of party

vehicles and is belter housed at the party

Lobatse did not have the rural component

a

resources.

The

reasonable fleet of

adheadquarters, Tsholetsa

House.

of this

nature

have led

to

renewed calls

by the opposition for propertional representation, where the distribu-

tion of seats would be in accordance with

the

areas

Far From Perfect

While Botswana is hailed

of

Barolong, it is argued, would have gone

to

the BNF.

as a

beacon of

multi-party democracy in the Southern
African sub-continent, its democratic practice is far from being perfect. Stringent
measures

need to be taken

to perfect the
procedures which to date
loopholes. The delimitation of

electoral law and
have many

constituencies needs

Botswana.

minislrative

BDP commands

races

was

majority of only 87 votes.

popular vote emerged without a single seat
in Parliament. Proportional representation,
because of its popular representation, has
the tendency of sustaining marginal parties.
The ruling BDP talks strongly against this
system arguing that it would create political instability.

Party

dependent candidate.

strength. It is widely held that
if in the 1984 general elections Matsiloje
wasnotpartoftheFrancistownconstituency BPP could have won it. Similarly, if

less endowed with financial

Close

a

Parliament, and the BPP with 4,36% of the

of the country, particularly the western sand
veld consist of

candidate, Mr K. P. Morake,

Botswana Labour

after the national

Botswana has a total land area of 582 000

record low margin of

254 council wards, the BNF 223, the BPP

counU'y.

is

BDP

a

49, the BIP 11, the BFP 11, the BPU 4, the

dealing with a predominantly
rural and illiterate population where the use
of the media is limited, parties have to rely
on making physical contact with the
people. This involves U'avelling the entire
one

Mochudi, the BDP candidate snatched the

popular vote. The argument is that opposition parties like the BNF got 26,66% of
the popular vote but got only three seats in

precinct of constituencies in
rather curious situation. It has become increasingly apparent,
particularly in the urban areas, that some
constituencies are under-represented. The
electoral law provides that a constituency
should comprise at least 20 000 people.
Many urban areas have out-grown this
threshold. This, therefore, suggests that

where

dramatised this winner take-all situation. In

constituency with

Resources

parlies and the electorate. Election campaigns must not be seen as coinciding with
national election, but as an on-going
process of political mobilisation and
socialisation. In Botswana, in particular

outcome in Mochudi and Selebi-Pikwe

German-based organisation) is sponsoring the

Administrative and Financial

important in the dispensation of
democratic norms. Democracy implies,
inter alia, regular contact between political

are com-

Friedrick Erbert Foundation (a West

Parliamentary constituencies in the
1989 general elections. In the council elec-

are

Election results in Botswana

puted on the basis of a simple majority, that
is who ever passes the post first qualifies
for Parliament. The 1989 general election

"clearly in the trial of former Deputy
Executive Secretary of the BDP, the
out

the 34

Administrative and financial capabilities

..

In

allow for

be revisited to

effective representation in
Opposition parties need to

more

Parliament.
exert

to

themselves

even more to

enhance the

eroding framework of Botswana’s multiparty democracy.

Perhaps the two major factors which account for Botswana’s stable multi-party
democracy are; the absence of a strong opposition, and the economic success it has
enjoyed during the past two decades.D

Mpho Molomo is Lecturer in Political
Science at the University of Botswana
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How free and fair?
The role of the state

Bojosi Otlhogile
OTSWANA has

just celebrated the
anniversary of its most notable
political achievement — the survival of its Independence Constitution. She
has also recently held her sixth general
election since Independence in 1966. It is

B

23rd

these

two

features which have earned

Botswana such titles as

"Africa’s

success

story" and "shining star of democracy".
Since 1965, Botswana has tenaciously
stuck to the five-year periodical election.
What, one may ask, in a continent where
writing con.stitu tions has proved far easier
than preserving them, makes Botswana
unique? How long will the Westminster
style democracy survive? How free and fair
arc

the elections in Botswana?

President of the

Republic and the National
Assembly, both of which are elected.' Elections arc to be held on a five-year cycle. The
procedure for elections is governed by the
Electoral Act while there is a specific Icgislation dealing with the Presidential Elections. All constitutional provisions pertaining to elections arc specially entrenched.
That is to say, can not be altered by Parliament unless certain procedural steps have
been followed. To

some

extent,

this is

a

constitutional safeguard

have the franchi.se

demonstrates the

tion

and indeed it
similarity of Botswana’s

liberal democracies. The
only difference is that in other democracies
system to other
such

as

the USA and the UK,

opposition

electoral democracy is

parties in the as.scmblics arc well repre-

guaranteed by law. The Constitution
provides for a legislature consisting of the

sented, and indeed are alternative govern-

In Botswana,

1966, commanded an overwhelming majority in Parliament and,
therefore, rendering the very constitutional
safeguard hollow. For, any determined
government with such parliamentary
sU'cngth can easily pa.ss any legislation effccting any changes it .so wishes.
The franchise is open to citizens of age
21 or above. Foreigners no matter how long
resident in the country, and dc.spitc the fact
that they pay tax have no vote. Women, ux),
party has, since

ments.

In the

ca.se

of Botswana, tlic ruling

Quite

even

the basis of

on

though di.scriminais not prohibited.

sex

large number of the population of

a

Botswana is under the age
wondered whether,

of 21.lt may Iv
bearing iliis in mind, it

might not be more democratic to lower the
age of voters. Most democratic states have
lowered the voters’ age from 21 to 18. The
process of election and representation is ux)
innx)rtimt to exclude a sizeable majority of
the population.
ruling Botswana Democratic Party
(BDP) has on cx;ca.sions justified the exelusion of those between the ages of 18 and
21 on the basis of immaturity, even though
bccau.se of their education they arc better
The

equipped to understand the electoral
prix:e.ss than the greater number of the electoratc

in the rural

areas.

Besides, im-

maturity is no less worse than .security. Yet
tlie Botswana Government has not

found it

irresponsible to recruit those between the
of 18 and 21 into the Botswana

ages

Defence Force. The law in Botswana dex's
not

exclude from the electoral process

tho.se who
even

to

arc

senile

on

of age,
stipulating the

the grounds

the extent of not

ceiling for the age of electoral canTwo explanations of the
government’s intransigence arc po.ssiblc.
Either the BDP is unsure of the strength of

upper

didates.
The role of the

government in running the elections has been
boxes

10

questioned: ballot

its .support

within the youth, or they believe
Sai>u.m May, 1990
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\

correctly

wrongly that the opposition
the
people.
or

commands great support amongst
young
A

major complaint about the electoral
process in Botswana has been the dominating position of the government in the running of the elections. All the paraphernalia
of the election process is dealt with by the
government to the exclusion of the opposition. The government determines the
timing and date of elections. The printing

delineation of constituencies. The dclimitation of constituencies is conducted

by a
commission which is to be appointed by the
Judicial Service Commission. The chairperson

holds

of the Commission is

or

held

a

a person

who

high Judicial office. Other

members of the Commission shall

not

be

active politicians for the
years, nor

scmbly

preceding five
be members of the National As-

by the

public service. Theoretically,
therefore, there is a larger measure of indepcndcncc on the part of the Delimitation

government. We should point out that the

Commission. The inclusion of a member of

of ballots and ballot boxes is done

supervision of elections to the National Asscmbly is the responsibility of the Supter-

or

the judiciary

involves a sense of confidence

the part of the citizenry. The inclusion of
member of the judiciary also has its own

opportunities to canva.ss and give out
(some from charitable organi.sations abroad) under the cover of official
business. The ruling party has a monopoly
ment

favours

over

the

u.sc

of the government media, both

ncw.spapcrs and radio stations. No distinction is made between party propaganda and
state

business.

The

Constitution, however, allows all

political parties to u.sc the Kgotla as long as
they discuss development matters. It is
natural that the party in power is the one
that undertakes development and, therefore, has

of the Kgotla. And be-

more use

on

cause

visor of Elections, who holds an inde-

a

pendent office. He may appoint a.ssistants
in the performance of his functions. The
impression created about the supervisor of

shortcomings. If one bears in mind that in
its 23 years of independence, Botswana has

government and party, the Kgotla in practicc is invariably used for pai'ty interests.
The opposition parties, bccau.se they arc not

elections is that there is
measure

of independence

impression is in fact
In the first

a

reasonable

in the office. That

not correct.

instance, the Supervisor of
by the President, and

Elections is appointed

the President alone. The

opposition parties
in his appointment. It is not
surprising that the present incumbent is a
former political activist of the ruling party.
Secondly, the Supervi.sor ol' Elections docs
not have sufficient facilities and personnel
to run the elections
independently of the
government. It is for this reason that he still
have

no

relics

say

civil

for the

manning of
polling stations and counting of votes. He
also relics on the Attorney-General for
legal advice. It is true that the AttorneyGeneral is an independent officer.
However, it is equally uuc that the Attorncy-Gcncral is first and foremost a civil scron

servants

and chief

legal advi,scr to the government. It is also perfectly clear that Attorncys-Gcncral arc political appointees.
vant

While it may be .said that there is a
measure

of

large

independence of the Supervi.sor

never appointed any citizen to a
cial office, it then emerges

high judithat the
delimitation process, therefore, is a
monopoly of, and is enrtusted to foreigners.
No matter how independent and impartial
they arc, the fact is that they have not come
of age in the Tswana society. Nor arc they
privy to the idiosyncracics of our society.
It is for this

that

reason

our

constituen-

cics criss-cross and merge areas with

diametrically oppo.scd interests. Some
parliamentary purpo.scs
fall into one constituency while council

communities for

purpo.scs arc

in another. This situation,

though not peculiar to Botswana, creates
problems of effective representation and
accountability.
Electoral democracy cannot be determined or gauged on the basis of constitutional and legal
the process
tant.

provisions alone. It is how
works in practice that is impor-

Electoral

democracy

presupposes ex-

istcncc of choice between

competing parpolicies. It also a.s.sumc.s
that parties or opponents must have equal
tics, candidates
access to

or

the electorate

as

well

as

compete

the

of the blurred distinction between

carrying out development, find it
difficult to discu.ss development without atones

tacking the ruling party and, therefore,
being political. Their access to the Kgotla.
guaranteed by the Constitution, is, therefore in practice, very limited.
The BDP also has

cial

rc.sourccs at

its

pork-barrel of finandisposal. Multinational
a

organisations and foreign organisations
resident in the counU'y al.so make substantial contributions towards the BDPs finan-

cial

viability. It is

election year

no .secret

that in the 19S9

alone, the West German

Frederick Ebert Foundation gave the BDP
almost PI20 000 towards "educational

programmes". How then
said

to

be fair when

can

elections be

party has an unfair
advantage over its opponent? If Botswana’s
electoral democracy is to mean anything,
parties must be state-financed in proportion
to

one

their share of the electorate in the

prcccd-

ing elections.
It is .said that in
tolerated

Africa, elections

arc

long as they do not threaten the
status quo. Once the ruling party is
threatened by the opposition, the election
as

of Elections, it is clear that the office .still

on an

relics

concerned, it cannot be said that the parties

Botswana, it is difficult to speculate on

footing. The ruling
party has a monopoly of various resources
at Its disposal. It has u.scd the
Kgotla as a
means of reaching the populace. Added to
this is the fact that government Ministers

what would

to a

large extent on the assistance of

the Executive Branch of Government.

The Constitution also

provides that

Botswana should be divided into

constituencies
National
five

as

there

arc

years,

Sapf-M May, 1990

at

intervals of

there should be

.

many

members of the

Assembly and that

to ten

as

a new

equal basis. As far

as

BoLswana is

compete on an equal

and the President

can

and do

use

results

is still

can

be nullified. With re.speei to

happen since the ruling party

firmly in control. Some

common-

have argued that Botswana will go
the Africa (Third World)
Whether
tutors

way.^

that will

happen

or not

remains to be

seen.

govern¬
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There have

developed some practices
which have given rise to
cynicism. Both the constitution and the
local government election laws provide for
specially elected members. This process
has been abused by the ruling party for purposes other than what was intended. The
Constitution provides for four especially
elected members. Any member of the National Assembly is entitled to nominate a
candidate to be specially elected. However,
the procedure has ben used to save some
members of the ruling party who had been
defeated at the general election. But even
more worrying, it has been used to nullify
even the will of the people, by specially
electing a person who has been rejected by
over

the years

the electorate.'* Added to that is the fact that
such

specially elected members are paid a
constituency allowance even though legally they do not represent any constituency.
This allowance gives them the financial
resources necessary to ready themselves
for the next election. Why should a person
with no responsibility to the constituency
be

paid a constituency allowance?
the procedure

At local government level,

is

even more

sinister. The Minister of Local

Government and Lands is empowered to
determine the number of specially elected

members of any

council and thereafter appoint persons to these vacancies. The ruling
party has in some instances used this
mechanism to turn their defeat into vie-

tories and thereby control

the councils they

have otherwise lost. Are these to be taken

indications of what

might happen should
the ruling parly lose to the opposition par-

as

ties?

Finally, like all other "liberal
democracies", Botswana allows elected
members to

change party allegiances by
simply crossing the floor from one party to
another. This practice, if anything, is a
betrayal of the electorates. Such a member
has been elected on a particular party ticket and has the mandate to represent the
wishes of the electorate and their party. It is
this last point which makes the electoral
process in Botswana different from that of
other "democracies". For in Botswana
didates stand for elections

on

can-

parly lines

and not as individuals.

Naturally, therefore,
defection should ipso facto lead to a
by-election.
In conclusion, the electoral process in
Botswana may be "free" but whether it is
also "fair" is debatable. The system is
heavily loaded in favour of the ruling party.
every

quo. It is for this reason that our decdemocracy has survived. Should the
situation change, we are likely to see changes in "Africa’s success story".

status

toral

Notes

1. The President is not elected

by a popular
indirectly by the number of
parliamentarians who are willing to
vote

but

back him. Therefore, the leader of a

winning party, no matter how
unpopular as an individual may still be
President of the Republic.
2. Mogalakwe "Will Botswana Remain
the Samfe?” Mmcgi 8-13 October,
1989.
3. The provision was

initially intended to
provide the National Assembly with
people with special skills who
otherwise would not be able to stand
for
elections.
The
Magang
Commission (on Law Reform 1986)

erroneously states that the provision
was meant for minority representation.
The conclusion stands in stark contrast
to

the

Attorney-General’s view that the

constitution of Botswana docs not

recognise minority rights/groups.
provision was in the past used to
save such prominent figures as the

4. The

President, Dr Masire, the Vice

President, Mmusi, Ministers Mongwe
and Butale.

The Constitution, too, still favours the

Bojosi Otlhogile is a Lecturer in Law.
University of Botswana

The Political

Economy of Botswana

Botswana’s liberal tradition is

sitting

on

fragile ground

Patrick P. Molutsi
OTSWANA

B

is
increasingly
regarded as one of the few economic
success

stories found in the

economically trouncing and debt trapped
Africa. Politically, Botswana boasts of an
incomparable political success with liberal
type democracy in Africa. Botswana has attraded international attention and recognition through her architectural role in the
Southern African Development Coordinating Conference (SADCC). Put together.
12

these statements

project Botswana as a
political and economic model for many
developing countries.
This paper explains Botswana’s apparent political and economic success. On
the political dimension, it questions the extent to which the Western type liberal
democratic institutions Lave been

legitimised. It discus.ses the degree of
popular participation in election, decision¬

making, policy formulation, etc. On the
sphere, it also identifies the sources of rapid economic growth and conclude
that these remain external and have only
economic

marginally benefited the majority of the
population. The central point of the paper
is to assess the extent to which political
democracy can exist in conditions of
widespread poverty, illiteracy and incquality.
SapemMay, 1990

failed and in many

The Botswana State

places it has been aban-

doned.
Botswana is

regarded by many as a suecessful liberal democracy. The Constitution
provides for regular election and popular
vote. It enshrines basic rights and freedoms
of speech, press, association, etc. The rule
of law has also been upheld
However, two major shortcomings
characterise Botswana’s

democracy. The
first is the lack of popular participation in
the political process other than in the election. The second is the general poverty affecting the majority of the population.
Liberal

democracy is by tradition not
participatory. It was only after the Second
World War that Western democracies

espou.sed popular participation through
organisations such as Parents

civic

Teachers Associations, community
local government structures, etc.
World

on

forums,
The Third

the other hand, saw the success of

their

political and development programmes in their ability to mobilise and encourage participation by the population.
Over all, this ambitious assignment has

At

Independence, Botswana adopted

basic local

structures

and institutions such

District Councils (local

governments).
Village Development Committees (VDCs),
Parents Teachers Associations (PTAs) and
encouraged farmers, workers and other
groups to form into interest groups or organisations. These were intended, among
others, to promote grass-root participation.
Twenty-four years later, these structures
and organisations are non-existent or at
best very weak and ineffective. Thus apart
from occasional high turn up at the elections, the majority of the people do not participate in Botswana’s democracy.
The absence of popular participation
has, among other issues, resulted in a strong
and
dominant bureaucracy. The
bureaucracy uses the National Developas

ment

Plan

provides social services

—

healtli iuid Irec

education etc., for the poor

as an

instrument of both control

and

allocating

tors

and sections of the

the various secsociety. Through its
bureaucracy, the State provides food aid,
mounts drought relief programmes and
resources to

and gives
generous granLs and high subsidies; low tax
rates and protective legislation for capital.

Using these schemes and

programmes, the

Botswana state has been able to

temporarily reconcile the conllicting and contradictory roles of promoting aggressive capital
accumulation

the

on

one

hand and retain-

ing popular programmes for peasants — in
the interest of political legitimacy — on the
other.

State

Ideology and Kcononiic (Jrowth
Independence, Botswana had nothing
to offer to her poverty-stricken population.
The idea of independence was not even
convincing to many, not least the British
colonial power. The argument for independence was, therefore, more on
democracy and the right to self-determination than anything else. In an undemocratic
and racially divided Southern Africa of the
196()s, democracy was a scarce but adAt

mirable ideal.
In this context,

the leaders of BoLswana

recognised the value of making the ca.se for
democracy. Of course, one can hardly underestimatc the fact that the late President
Khama had

personally been

a

victim of ra-

cial discrimination in the hands of both the
British arrd the Boers when he married

English

an

in 1949. Botswana’s
projected the country as a
experiment on the "doorsteps

woman

leaders thus
multi-racial
of

Apartheid" and the white minority
regimes in the neighbouring Angola,
Mozambique and Southern Rhodesia.
This

involved

move

white minorities in the

accommodating

eastern

and

western

parts of the country even when they pas.sed
the motion of

no

confidence

on

the "Black

government". This ideology paid dividends
when Botswana atU'acicd lots of sympathy
from especially Scandinavian countries.
The latter devoted considerably large sums
of money to rural development in
Botswana. Scandinavian countries were,

for instance, the

major sponsors of the AcDevelopment Programme
(ARDP) which financed the construction of
clinics, health posts, primary schools, rural
water supply and rural roads across the
celerated Rural

Occasional

high turnout at elections but the majority do not participate in
democracy: voting in the 1989 elections

Botswana’s

SAPt.M May, 1990
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in the mid-1970s (NDP, 1973-

country

1976).
Since the late 1970s, financial assistance
in the form of grants,

soft term loans, etc.,

And thirdly, the agricultural sector, especially the livestock subsector recovered from drought in the 1970s.
A combination of these favourable changes

ment

programme.

as usual, this aggregate figure
lot of anomalies. Firstly, labour

However,
hides

a

statistics show Botswana has at least 25%
of her labour force

unemployed (CSO,
1985/86). The majority of these arc women

(Oden, 1982). Sources for financial assis-

coupled with increased revenue from the
Customs Union Agreement with South

diversified

Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland since 1%9

(.see Table 1). Coupled with financial assis-

make Botswana one of the richest countries

people who arc already siruclurally disadvantaged in society. Some effort to create more jobs through economic

in Southern Africa

diversification, financial assistance

has continued to flow into Botswana

tance are now more

than

ever

Botswana has been technical per-

tance to

sonnel from different countries of the

today.

sums

In October

Foreign personnel included national
volunteer groups such as Peace Corps, International Volunteer Service (British),

Norwegian Volunteer Services, Danish
Volunteer Service, German Volunteer Service and the United Nations’ Volunteers.

Through inter-governmental agreements,
Botswana also benefited from

highly sub-

sidised technical personnel such as medical
doctors, engineers, technicians, etc. These
have and continue to occupy central positions in

planning and decision-making
(see Table 2). Table 3 shows that
foreign technical personnel will play a vital

processes

role for many years to come.
The

Prosperous Economy

1989, Botswana held her

sixth national election since

independence
country’s eight
political parties todc part in the election.
Although as in the past the Botswana
Democratic Party (BDP) emerged vietorious, the campaign was highly competitive. All the 34 parliamentary seats were for
the first time all contested. Only 12 of the
292 council (local government) seats were
returned to BDP unopposed. The results,
unlike the campaign, were devastating to
the opposition and depressing to political
observers who had projected better performance by the opposition parties. The BDP
won 31 leaving only 3 parliamentary seats
in 1965. Seven out of the

to

the BNF.

Although the election is over, the
Cabinet named and most of the political

poverty-stricken and depleted agrarian

momentum

resource

country’s

undergone

an

base at independence,

the

in a decade transmineral-led one.
Today, it is one of the fastest growing
economies in Africa. The average annual
rate of growth has increased from less than
economy was

formed into

a

prosperous

3% in the 1960s, to 10% in real terms in the
1970s. The GDP per

creased from

a mere

capita has also in-

US$80 in the 1960s

about USSl 200 in real terms iri the

1980s.
In financial terms, three

major factors

explain this growth. Firstly, the discovery
and exploitation of rich minerals —
diamonds and copper/nickel in the early
1970s changed the structure of the GDP’s
industrial origin and brought substantial
revenues to

the state (see Table 4).

Second-

ly, as noted above, foreign assistance in the
form of grants, loans and foreign investment as well as technical personnel contributed positively to Botswana’s develop-

of the election behind, both the

BDP and the Botswana National

have

Front,

petitioned the High Court claiming
irregularities in the

that there have been

conduct of elections in

a

number of

con-

stituencics. The

opposition, in particular,
strongly feel that cheating during elections
has reached a magnitude where continued
participation is meaningless. However, in
1984 following a successful court petitiön
by the BNF, a by-election was held in
Gaborone South constituency. This was the
BNF leader Dr Koma to Parliament.

that Botswana’s
democracy will face more challenges in the
tions

decade than

ever

before. More ques-

being raised about low participation by the population, persistent poverty in
the midst of plenty, growing unemployment

are

and fairness of the electoral process.
The

annum.

Related to unemployment is rapid
population growth which is drifting into the
urban areas. Gaborone, the capital, grows
at the rate of 12% per year mainly from
rural-urban migration. The effects of rapid

urbanisation and its attendants

Economy and Democracy

Presently, Botswana’s income per capita
is well above USSl 200 in current

prices.

arc

rellected

in

high unemployment rates, housing
shortages, increasing crime, urban poverty
and general depression on social services in
the urban areas. Put differently, not enough
of the country’s economic growth has
most

sections of tlic society.

Inequalities in incomes, wealth and
privileges are widespread in Botswana
society. A recent survey — Hou.schoki Income and Expenditure Survey 1985/86
showed gross inequalities between regions
and households. As

a

result, the national

Gini

co-efficiency which measures inequality has increased from around 0,52 in
1976 to 0,56 in 1986. Ownership of cattle,
urban property c.g. hou.scs, businesses and
machinery has also become more skewd in
the 1980s than in the past decade.
Many observers have on grounds of low
participation, high unemployment and
widespread poverty questioned the extent
to

It would appear

next

of money into the

benefited

economic
revolution in the past two decades. From a

Botswana has
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and injecting considerable
ailing arable
agriculture do not seem to reach them.
These efforts are not only long-term but arc
also not likely to mean much in the context
of a fast growing population — 3,7% per

programmes

Democracy and the Election

world.

to

and young

which Botswana

can

be said to be

democratic. Tliey have

argued that political
democracy without economic democracy
is at best limited and at worst meaningless.
Indeed studies have shown that many
groups are not able to organise
both economic and legislative

because of
constraints

(Holm, 1989).
Challenge
As the Minister of

Agriculture so cor-

rectly observed recently, the Botswana NaSaph.m May, 1990

tional Front is

challenge to the eleccapable of scaring
away investors (Botswana Daily News,
17th Nov., 1989). Botswana’s planning and
politics are organised around the major obJective of attracting foreign investment.
recent

tion results of 1989 is

attracting the private sector to invest in

privileged in their political and

Botswana.

bureaucratic

The belief here is that the
will

the government is going to put emphasis on

positions, have been major

beneficiaries of the

provide much needed jobs, skills and

services. However,

The 1989 BDP Manifesto made it clear that

private sector

economic

developments in the

country’s rapid

growth.

From the

foregoing discussions, it is evidemocracy is
very fragile ground.

past two decades do not support this claim.

dent that Botswana’s liberal

On the contrary,

sitting

patriates and

a

foreign investment,

ex-

on

few local collaborators.

Table 1: Sources of External

Development Finance (P Million)

Year Ending

March

1967

’68

’69

■70

■71

■72

’73

■74

■75

■76

■77

■78

•79

0.2

10.5
0.1

5.3
0.6

1.6
0.9

2.7
1.0

1.5
0.9

1.3
3.1

0,8

0.1

0.1
1.7

0.1
6.4

2.9

3.7
2.4

4.9
5.2
3.4
0.1

7.1
3,4

5.3
9.3

Canada
Denmark

0.1

0.2

0.2

W/Germany
Norway

0.3

Sweden
UK

3.2

0.2
2.6

2.9

3,0

neg

0.2

4.1

4.6

0,8
3,7

USA

2.6
3.2
2.5

3.1

ADB/a ADF/b

1.2
4.2
2.8
2.8
0.2

neg

Olher

0,2

4.4

0.2

0.4
2,0

3.2
7,5

2.9

6,2
0.2

8,7

9,9

4,4

2,0

4,5

1,7

1,4
0.9

0.1
3.5

2.2

2.0

0,7

1.2

0,9

1.4

5.6

26,3

18,9

22,2

29,3

32,0

45,1

4,0

13,9

13,2

8,3

12,4

33,9

30,3

3^8

35,4

37,6

44,4

79,0

TOTAL: ExiemaJ

3,2

2,9

2,9

4,8

6.5

11,2

29.1

Internal Funds

3,4

0.9

0,4

0,1

2,0

1,0

0,8

Total

6,8

3,8

3,3

4,9

8,5

12,3

29,9

Development Spending

6.1
5.4
6.1

2.7

EDF

IBRD/d IDA/c

1.4

Notes:

(a) ADB — African Development Bank.
(b) ADF — African Development Fund (soft loans from ADB).
(c) EDF — European Development Fund (multilateral aid agency of the EEC).
(d) IBRD — International Bank for Reconstruction and Develofxnent (World Bank),
(c) IDA — International Development Agency (soft loans from IBRD).

Table 2; Estimated Number of Paid

Employees by Citizenship and Occupation, March 1986
Number

Employed

Citizens

Ail

Non-Citizens

Occupation

Total

%of

Total

Citizens

.

Employees

%of

Total

%of

Non-

Uocali-

Citizens

sation

Professional &

Technical
Admin &

Managerial

Qerical
Sales
Service

Agricultural
Other
Not Stated
Source: I^abour Statistics Bulletin

SapemMay, 1990

14 167

12,0

2 606

50,5

16 773

84,5

1 904

1.6

926

17,9

2 830

67.3

18 165

15.4

160

3.1

18 325

99.2

7 497

6.3

115

2.2

7 612

98,5

17 695

15,0
3.5
45.8
0.4

no

17 802

99,4

4

2.1
0.1

1 495

99,9

874

16,9

55 059

98,4

371

7.2

894

58,5

1 492

54 185
524

1986, CSO, CabortMie.
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Expatriates by Cadre in Public Service 1983 and 1987

Table 3:

No.

Cadre

Super Scale
Professional

Percentage Change

of Expatriates

1983-1987

1983

1987

42

30

284

332

78

41

-47,4

239

214

-10,5

0

2

■28,6
+

16,9

General Admin

(GA, 1-3)

Technical
Gncld. 11)
P. Posls
N. Posls

Teachers
Total
Source: Ih^sideniial Commission on

29

34

-^17,2

317

650

■»■105,0

989

1 303

33,1

lux:alisaaon and lYaining in Botswana Public Scaor.

1966-1983 {Selected Years)

Table 4: (Jross Domestic Product

AgricöUure
Mining
Manufacturing
Waicr/Iileciricily

1982/83

1975/76

1971772

1966
P

M

P

M

P

M

P

M

14,5

39,4

33,1

65,7

5,1

5,0

31,5
16,1
10,0

73,5
286,3
81,7

7,4

11,2

32,3
10,9

38,7
8,2
3,0

33,6
20,9

2,9

7,9
0.8

1.3

1,3

11.1

5.7

10,0

9.7

18,8

5,3
9,0

29,5

Construction

0.3
2,1

43,2

4,3

Trade and Hotels

6.8

18.5

17.5

42,5

20,4

223,5

22,4

IVansport

3,0

8.1

3.8

17,0
3.7

12.5

6,0

29,8

3.0

Services

2,4

6.5

8,8

8.6

28,6

82,2

8.2

Govcmmenl

4,9

13,3

11.8

11.5

36,1

13,7
17,3

147,4

14,8

36.8

100,0

102,6

100,0

269,8

100,0

997,1

100,0

Total GDP

(Current mki prices)
446,0

287,0

129.0

lixal GDP

968,9

(ai 1979/80 values)
Source: CSO National Accounts.

The Electoral Process
How much of

Ranwedzi
HE

T

a

mandate?

Nengwekhulu

general election in
has come and gone. Like

1989

Botswana

in all liberal societies,

elections

arc

ubiquitous of
political institutians and

In other words,

policies, and
of action put on the political
by different political parties and can-

between two or more

programmes

considercd amongst the most

table

contemporary

didates.

processes in post-colonial Botswana. Like
in all liberal democracies, Botswana elec-

significant because;
First, voting in an election is considered
the only positive and rational political act
undertaken by the majority of adult citizens

tions

are

considered

of Botswana.

Second, voting in an election

invites in-

dividuals to choose those who control

government and
16

voting involves choosing

Third, it is. generally

assumed in all

liberal democracies, including

Botswana,

permits citizens to participate in
reciprocal and continuing exchange of in-

that voting
a

Fourth, it is assumed that voting can cn-

help maintain and produce inallegiance to the existing constitulional government. This implies that a voter
may feel that he or she owes voluntary acceptance of the authority of a popularly
elected government whether or not his or
her preferred party w'ins. In theory, elections confer legitimacy on the part that

courage or

dividual

wins.

holders and candidates,
resulting in a need for a rethinking of
policies by candidates and power holders in
order to guarantee or at least improve their

recognised means of providing succession
in political leadership in control of the State

chances for re-election.

apparatus.

fluence with power

Fifth, elections are assumed to be a

the whole State apparatus.
SAPU.M May, 1990

Sixth, elections

are

assumed to provide

mechanism for the control of government

policies by citizens.

The

But, in order for elections to

serve as a

mandate and for voters to exercise in-

fluence

public policy through elecassumptions to be
satisfied, the following conditions must be
over

tions and for all these

satisfied:

(1) Voters must be mobilised and

politicised;
(2) Competing parties and candidates
must offer clear policy alternatives and oplions;

(3) Specific and clearly identified issues
be presented to the electorate.

must

(4) Ideological positions of parties and
candidates

must

be

clearly articulated and

presented.
This paper
to

seeks to examine the extent

which these conditions

were

satisfied

during the 1989 general election in
Botswana.

Political Mobilisation and Politicisation
The

significance of political mobilisa-

lion of the

masses

obviously very little socio-economic and
political change is likely to take place.

cannot be over em-

phasised. For political mobilisation enables
voters to consciously appreciate the sig-

political mobilisation referred to
therefore, a more deep rooted
process. It denotes conscious political work
carried out by political activists with the explicit purpose of intensifying, heightening,
accelerating and directing the political
energies and instincts of the masses in order
to sharpen their perception and comprehension in the socio-economic political reality
of the society in which they live. Work undertaken by political activists may consist
of organisational, political, educational efforts directed at demonstrating social inadequacies, or of institutional socioeconomic and political alternatives available to change the existing social reality or
to reinforce the status quo. Through political mobilisation, the actual potential and
actual energy of the masses is productively
here is,

harnessed and translated into actual votes
in

election.

Meaningful political
precede but
also encapsulate the election process.
This kind of political mobilisation was
generally absent before and during the
1989 general election in Botswana. No
an

mobilisation must, therefore,

generalised or intensive political mobilisation of the masses prior to the general election was undertaken by any of the political
parties. What this assertion implies is that
no sustained and widespread process of
political mobilisation of the masses was undertaken.
This is, however, not to imply that no
form of political mobilisation took place at
all. Some form of limited political
mobilisation

undertaken

by some parespecially the Botswana Democratic
Party (BDP) and to a certain extent the
Botswana National Front (BNF). The
political mobilisation conducted by these
two parties took the form of seminars and
workshops. The target of these seminars
and workshops was, however, not the masses, but rather elements of the party leadership. No political mobilisation seminars or
workshops were conducted for the masses
by either of the two parties. More important
also, these seminars and workshops tended
to be isolated and sporadic. Though these
were sporadic and unsystematic, the BNF
was

ties

and BDP,

nevertheless, did attempt to

politically mobilise and sensitise the masses, unlike the other parties. Of equal sig-

nificance of elections. This, in turn, enables
them

to

vote

critically. The political

mobilisation referred

to

here is the kind

through which the masses begin to see
clearly the socio-economic and political
contradictions between their

own

percep-

tions of social

reality, aspirations, dreams,
desires and the existing socio-economic
and political institutions and structures exisling in the society they live in. It is this
kind of political mobilisation which
enables voters to appreciate that governmem policies not only influence their lives
but also determine, to a large extent, their
whole outlook in life. More importantly
also, the kind of political mobilisation
referred to here is that which enables voters
to

consider

response to
masses are
aware

altering party preferences in
change in policies. For if the
not consciously mobilised and

of the structural and institutional

contradictions

is,

aware

existing in their society, that
enough to articulate them, then

Sapem May, 1990

Bringing candidates and voters together: Vice-President Peter Mmusi
campaign trail

on

the
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political mobilisation

some decline although a significant number

potential voters. A few of the candidates,

activities of the two parties was the fact that

of people still attend. For instance, the
Botswana General Election Survey, conducted by the University of Botswana Election Study Group found that:

however, tried to utilise additional cam-

nificance about the

BDPorganised more political mobilisation
activities such

as

seminars and workshops

organised
workshops seemed to
have had something to do with the fact that
the party as shown in the preceeding chap-

than the BNF. That the BDP
more

seminars and

has

ter

BNF

more

—

material

resources

The main

resources

than the

alone cannot in-

fluence the party to

organise political

mobilisation activities,

they, however, go a

attended rallies

mobilisation process.

campaigns are of major importance in elections for they facilitate interacElection

sometimes.

importantly also, campaigns

facilitate the candidate to influence the
electorate to vote for him/her in the eleclion. Election

campaigns, therefore, bepolitical mechanism through which

candidates are able to sell them.selves to the
electorate. Whilst this view is

theoretically

in practice there is a considerable

body of evidence to suggest that in a
majority of cases, a candidate can have no
influence on the result But despite this vital
flaw, election campaigns remain central to
an election process in a liberal democracy.
Hence election campaigns are also central
to the election process in Botswana. Almost
all the political parties consider their electoral success or failure to be dependent to
a certain extent on their electoral cam-

paigns. And as a result, election campaigns
have become central to the election process
in Botswana.

The freedom square

(public speaking

place) is the most popular campaign
strategy in Botswana, and is utilised by

never

attended rallies. In the urban

areas,

however,

a

greater proportion

of 43,8% stated they seldom or never
attended political rallies (Molamu,

tion between candidates and the electorate.

correct,

or

respondents said they seldom or

Campaign Strategies and Issues

come a

often

interesting, however, that in the
rural areas, over 48.1% of the

It is

long way in facilitating the political

More

for rallies are

"freedom squares". In urban areas,
approximately 56
of the sample
said they often or sometimes attend
political rallies. A margin proportion
(58J%) of the total sample said they

especially financial resources.

Whilst financial

venues

L.

1984).

squares.
In the rural areas,

63,8% of the rural

woricing class indicated that they never attended political rallies at freedom squares,
whilst 44,4% of the peasants

indicated that
they attended political rallies at freedom
squares regularly. The irresistible conone

reaches is that the working

class does not
in

seem to

have been attracted

sufficiently great numbers to freedom

statistical data was
political
rallies attendance, during the 1989 general
election campaigns, indications were that
there was a drastic decline in political rally
attendances at freedom squares. In fact, this
was one of the main complaints by councilsquares.

collected

Although
on

no

freedom squares and

political party and candidate. Almost
every party and candidate seem to regard it
as the most effective strategy for bringing

lors and other elected leaders

candidates and voters

Botswana in 1989.

every

together.

also the most popular
place among the public, and attendance
was normally very high. But in the recent
years, attendance at political rallies organised at freedom squares have shown
In the past, this was
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during
organised by the
Democracy Project of the University of

several workshops

But despite this decline
most

in attendance, al1989 general

all candidates during the

election considered the freedom squares as
their main strategy and
which

cam-

Although face-to-face campaigning is
of the most important and effective

one

methods of communicating

the candidate’s
point of view and of securing voter support,
a very small proportion of candidates,
however, utilised this method,. In fact,evcn
in the 1984

general election, very few canOnly 12,0% of
the entire sample of voters indicated that
they relied on this method of comm unicating with the candidates. This is in spite of
the fact that a relatively high number of

didates utilised the method.

write

voters

in Botswana cannot read

and

such cannot depend on newspapers,

as

nor

party documents etc to inform themselves
about the election position of the party or
candidate.

particular significance was the fact
that 47,3% of the working class said they
never attended political rallies at freedom
squares. This seems to indicate that there is
less enthusiasm on the part of the working
class to attend political rallies at freedom
Of

elusion

as face-to-face
paigning, radio, newspapers, etc.

paign strategies such

medium through

The

over-dependence on the "freedom
square" strategy by candidates has meant
that most candidates also neglected the
utilisation of the mass media despite the
fact that they provide one of the most effective methods for candidate-voter contact.

Very few, if any, candidates bought any advertising space in the newspapers to advertise themselves. Nor did any of the candidates utilise the system

of billboards.
majority of
the election candidates in the 1989 general
election and those in the previous elections
relied heavily on the "freedom square"
campaign strategy, there is an increasing
awareness among politicians in Botswana
that the political climate is changing rapidly. They realise that voters are becoming increasingly sophisticated and fastidious.
Their electoral support can no longer be
taken for granted. Their support must be
earned through hard work. More importantly, however, there is a growing awareness not as pervasive as one would expect,
But whilst it is true that the

that all of the

sources

of information, talk-

ing with ordinary constituents and face-toface canvassing etc are very vital campaign
techniques. They are also beginning to
realise that within the

mass

electorate,

a

variety of audiences exist and must, therefore, be addressed in different ways; mean-

they attempted to communicate with
SapemMay. 1990

ing that certain issues are only relevant for
a healthy
development for in the past candidates
tended to carry one issue from one audience
to another. The majority of candidates are
certain audiences. This indicates

still, however, stuck
dications are,
torate

to the

old system. In-

however, that

continues

the elec-

as

politically and
begin to raise specific issues relevant to
their problems, interests, etc, candidates
will have to campaign on specific issues.
to mature

An

interesting development in election
campaign strategies in^Botswana is the
mailing of the candidates’ flection
programme
in the

and profile to all eligible voters

constituency. This strategy

in the Francistown

tried
constituency by the

BDP candidates and evoked

a

was

great con-

troversy from supporters of the opposition

parties especially the Botswana Peoples
Party (BPP). They considered it a form of
"bribery", although the strategy is quite
legal, legitimate and ethical in terms of the
logic and morality of liberal democracy.
Opposition to the strategy was certainly
evokQd by its novelty in the Botswana election process. The electoral process entails
consolidating one’s faithful and perennial
support as well as poaching new supporters
from the opponent’s camp. There is, therefore, nothing wrong in a candidate soliciting support, either from a freedom square
or through the mail, from his or her
opponent’s camp. And as the electoral
process continues to mature in Botswana,
the mail canvassing campaign strategy is
likely to become a general and an integral
part of the election campaign.

But

despite this encouraging development in the election campaign process, certain weaknesses still stand out

con-

spicuously. Some of these weaknesses have
already been referred to above. One of the
most conspicuous of the weaknesses of the
election campaign strategies evident
during the 1989 general election was the
failure by many candidates to present clearly articulated issues. More importantly,
some of the political parties did not present
clearly defined policy alternatives to the

Sapem May, 1990

not

clear. What is clear,

however, is that where the issues

was to

the

tions and

issues, lest elections become

clearly articulated, there is a possibility that

empty political process and citizen
control over the political leadership

voters’ choice will not be related to any

remains a

specific issue. The implications of this are
very serious for liberal democracy. First, it
will compromise the cherished liberal ideal

relevance to reality. Thus, for the model of
elections being the means of popular con-

that elections

voters must be

serve as

are not

mandates to the

leadership to pursue the policies they
presented when they come into power. And
for the electorate to be able to do this, competing parties and candidates must offer
clearly defined and articulated issues and
policy alternatives etc.
There is

no

intention

to

imply here that

had the

parties and candidates in the 1989
general election offered clearly defined and
well articulated issues and

policy altemafives, voters would necessarily have voted
according to and in terms of issues and
policy alternatives offered. For in the hurlyburly of practical politics, voters do not always vote according to and in terms of issues and policy alternatives presented by
parties and candidates. Factors such as
party identification, loyalty and affiliation
also play a crucial role in motivating a voter
to vote

for

a

certain candidate rather than

the other. In fact, Botswana party affiliation

decisive role than isfor
party affiliation, loyalty and identification
seem to be more central to the political
beliefs and aspirations of the mass elecseems to

sues

play

a more

and policy options and alternatives,

torate in Botswana than the issues and

policy alternatives presented by candidates
and parties. The stability of party loyalty,
identification and affiliation in Botswana
does not, however, imply

Weaknesses

electorate. What the effect of this

electorate is

that voters are impenetrable to political cajoling by candidates during the election campaign. In
fact, in recent general elections and during
the 1989 general election, in particular, a
substantial number of voters abandoned
their

parties and crossed over to the opposing party.
But the ideal model of liberal

democracy
parties and candidates present clearly defined and well articulated issues and

is that

policy alternatives and options to the electorate and compete for votes on the basis of
their contrasting programmes, policy op-

more

trol

more

theoretical rhetoric with

no

public policy to become a reality,
reasonably well informed
about policy, issues and options and must
hold definite opinions on these issues. Yet
over

available evidence in Botswana does, it

that a large number of the
politically not well informed
inarticulate. The high level of illiteracy

seems, suggest

electorate
or

are

amongst a substantial number of the elec-

especially in the rural areas, congreatly to this lack of information,
for where personal and face-to-face contact

torate,

tributes

with the candidate is

possible and they
they cannot resort to
newspapers, party documents, etc to glean
out information about issues and policy altemafives being traded during the election.
The danger inherent in an uninformed electorate is that its participation in the election
process in particular and the political
process in general remains largely quantitafive rather than qualitative, which nullifies
the tenets of the democratic citizenship. No
one of course would argue that every voter
not

do not possess a radio,

should and must have
view

point

sometimes

or

opinion

a

on

well considered

all diverse and

contradictory issues and

problems presented by parties and candidates. Nor is it implied here that every
voter must be a political expert or a sort of
a mobile encyclopaedia of information
about political issues, policy options and
party ideologies etc.
It is

important to bear in mind, however,
perceptions about political
issues etc displayed by" voters may be
caused by the inarticulateness of the candidates rather than solely by the ignorance
of the masses. För if the parties and candidates do not provide well defined and
clearly articulated policy alternatives, options and issues, then perhaps the failure of
the masses to perceive the policy options
and issues reflects a valid case of being
uninformed. The question of issues,
themes, policy options and alternatives, is
very central to the notion of liberal
that the blurred
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democracy. But elections if they are to be a
means not only of popular control over
public policy, but also a mechanism for
sharpening and deepening mass political
participation in the decision-making
process of the State, the parties and can-

ignorance of policy alternatives, themes

capable of familiarising itself with policy

election is also

alternatives, themes and issues, and also

prevalent in the United States (considered
the symbol of liberal democracy). As Dye
T. R and Zeiglerput it:

relating its vote to issues articulated by can-

and issues involved in

..

didates must inform the electorate about

which

are

available evidence suggests

fundamental to the election

battle. For, if the elections are to have any

meaning, the vote must be related to policy
alternatives, themes and issues. Elections

that

with other

matters.

and

voting will merely become a symbolic
exercise of control by the masses over State
policies rather than a de facto mechanism.
But of course this is not a weakness peculiar
to

Botswana alone. In fact, it is common to

all liberal democracies. For instance, voter

didates. In conclusion, it should be
reiterated that, the electorate in

general
policy altcrnatives, options, themes, issues, etc, and this
is a sad commentary on the doctrine of
government by the people, of the people
and for the people. Thus for liberal
democracy, citizen action through the elecloral process is fundamental. Yet one of the
does not relate its vote to

large numbers of the electorate are
politically uninformed and inarticulate... typically, the elite wage their
political issues while the unconcerned masses occupy themselves

policy options, alternatives, themes and issues

.

an

most

However, any suggestion that the elecin Botswana assiduously

insulates itself from political information, issues, etc,
would be an exaggeration. If adequately
torate

mobilised and

salient weaknesses of the liberal

democracy in general is the relatively low
level of qualitative as opposed to quantitative participation by the masses.□

politicised, the electorate is
Ranwedzi
stitute

Nengwekhulu is with the Inof Development Management,

Botswana

Election, Democracy and
Hegemony
A

shining example in Africa?

Balefi Tsie
HERE is a

T

general consensus among
scholars of contemporary Botswana
that Botswana’s liberal democratic

experiment cannot just be dismissed as
mere neo-colonial petty bourgeois
democracy, nor can it simply be eulogised
as "a shining example of democracy" in
Africa. All protagonists in the debate on the
nature, form and content

liberal

democracy

there has

not

been

of Botswana’s

are further agreed that
transfer of power from

a

discussion by

pointing out that there is a
controversy regarding the applicability or
relevance of the notion of bourgeoisie
hegemony to the politics of underdeveloped countries such as Botswana.
Those scholars who deny the applicability
of this concept contend that a national bourgeoisie has not yet emerged in Botswana.
To them, it exists in Botswana as a neocolonial

dependent petty bourgeoisie. It,

therefore, makes no sense to speak of bour-

political party to another since independence and that, if anything, Botswana’s

geois hegemony when there is no bourgeois

is

class in the Botswana social formation

one

dominant one-party system through
ballot box. Therefore, the stability
a

the
of

Botswana’s liberal democracy is questionable. Its durability remains to be seen.
This article seeks to contribute to this
debate

by exploring the complex relationship between elections, liberal democracy
and bourgeois hegemony in the politics of
contemporary Botswana. It prefaces the
20

—

the argument runs.

Contrary to this view,
that the notion of bourgeois hegemony is potentially useful in
helping us to grasp the nature, form and
so

this article argues

content

of liberal democracy in Botswana.

The concept of bourgeois

hegemony is here

used in two related senses; one of which
cannot even

be denied

by the defenders of

the Marxist thesis that there is

no

national

bourgeoisie in Botswana. And that this is
the simple fact that bourgeois political concepts — individual initiative, equality
before the law,

equal opportunity etc — arc

part and parcel of every day political
discourse in Botswana. So, in a way, it is
now

that a national
bourgeois exists in Botswana in order to
show the importance of the concept of
bourgeois hegemony in political analysis.
But for the purpose of doing justice to the
argument, and by implication to refute the
not even

necessary to prove

neo-Marxist thesis, it suffices to state that
a

bourgeois class, though numerically

smaller than its foreign counterpart,
in Botswana

exists
especially in the agricultural,

commercial and to

some extent,

the

manufacturing sectors. Certainly if by the
bourgeoisie we mean the class that appropriates surplus value by virtue of its conSapemMay, 1990

trol and

ownership of the means of produc-

tion from
means

of

a

class of

production, then such

ists in Botswana
a

non-owners

even

a

of the

class

ex-

if we grant that it has

dependent status. Otherwise it will be dif-

ficult

conceptualise and explain the un^;^
deniable existence of a working class in
Botswana, part of which is often referred to
to

freehold farm workers in Central Statis-

as

tics Office

Employment surveys. After all,
classes exist in mutual opposition to any social formation.
The second

sense

in which the notion of

bourgeoisie hegemony is used that it captures

the undeniable fact that the dominant

class in Botswana,

or at

least its

governing

section, has since 1965 secured its political

leadership or dominant position through
the active consent of major groups and classes

in

society. In other words, that the
Party (BDP,) which
of the political organisadons of the

Botswana Democratic
is

one

dominant class in Botswana exercises
"moral and

philosophical leadership" over
the vast majority of Batswana is revealed
by the results of the past six general elecdons. Stated differendy, the BDP is not
only dominant electorally, but also
ideologically. It is being suggested here that
the BDP’s ideas, percepdons, explanations

the well-to-do sections of the society. It is
precisely because the material hopes and
aspirations of the people are partially
realised through programmes such

as

Arable Land Development Programme
(ALDEP), Accelerated Rainfed Arable
Programme (ARAP), Financial Assistance
Policy (FAP), etc that die BDP is voted into
power by the vast majority of Batswana.
Elections as an integral part of liberal
democracy, serve, not in any conspiradonal way to confer legitimacy on the
existing
political order and its associated trajectory
of capitalist accumulation. In that way, the

actively consent to the reproduction
capitalistic social rcladons of produc-

masses

of

tion, which, when all the politiking and
elecdons are over, affect their life charKcs

differently as members of a particular class,
gender and/or ethnic group and no longer
homogeneous people. But whether or
not the exisdng system of produedve relaas a

dons

advantages or disadvantages a pardcular social class or group is treated as a
private matter which can be pursued in the
sphere of civil society. Thus, the efficacy of
bourgeois hegemony resides in this pardcular way of concealing existing social
contradictions and by projecting the
dominant class interests, as universal.

and visions of a future Botswana are shared

Bourgeois hegemony achieves this goal not

by

because it

large proportion of Batswana with, of
course, varying degrees of commitment
a

masses,

conspires against the popular

but primarily because reality is it-

and support.

self

an

orthodox leftist

It has established, so to speak,
"organic cohesion" between itself and
the vast majority of Batswana by addressing them as a collectivity; as a people almost devoid of gender, ethnic and class inequalities. Of course, the BDP, like other
political parties, recognises these inequalides. But unlike the Botswana Nadonal Front (BNF) and the Botswana
Progressive Union (BPU), it (the BDP) explains the
incqualides to the masses in a way which
dilutes and conceals the contradictions
from which they emanate. The emphasis it

places on individual effort and inidative, on
equal opportunity, on its development
record and its potential to deliver development to the masses
irrespective of their

gender, ethnic and class posidon in society
has a cognitive and material efficacy
amongst the popular masses, not to mention
SAPE.VI May, 1990

ses

contradictory. Hence, contrary to the
analysis, the popular mas-

in Botswana do not suffer from "false

consciousness"
The fact that
bers in each

"political awareness".
they go out in such large numor

general clccdon to

BDP should alert

democracy

us to

vote

for the

the fact that liberal

ardculated by the BDP concredses the hopes, aspiradons and demands
of the popular masses with some degree of
practical value. To them, liberal democracy
is not just the best political shell that
capital

ever

as

invented to

tions of its

secure

the social condi-

reproduction. Furthermore,

Botswana’s liberal

democracy is not simply bourgeois in all manifesladons or effects.
It has attempted, and with some
degree of
success, to incorporate popular demands
and interests into its programme at almost
all levels of the social formation. It is com-

mon

knowledge that in a liberal democratic

framework popular ideas, perceptions and
values permeate bourgeoisie

hegemony

though they remain subordinate. This
is so because political relations and
struggles are also ideological relations and
even

struggles.
However,
liberal

to argue

democracy

BDP has

some

as

that the ideology of
articulated by the

material

efficacy is

not to

suggest that all is well in Botswana’s liberal
democradc system. In fact, there arc a number of conu-adictions that it

condnuously

throws up both at the level of its formal insdtutions and in actual pracdcc. For ex-

ample, it is very difficult to reconcile the
system of especially elected Members of
Parliament and nominated councillors with
democradc practice, since in the majority
of cases, such individuals would have been

rejected by the electorate, notwithstanding
the constitutional provisions
permitting
this practice. It is also significant that there
is very little concrete
participation by the
masses in several
voluntary organisations
such as the Village Development Committees (VDCs), trade-unions,
brigades, to
mention but a few. Yet if liberal
democracy
is to have rpal meaning, it must permeate
all those institutions operating at the level
of civil society in more than just formal
pronouncements. That this has not happened to any significant extent can also be
explained by the lechnicist and paternalist
approach to social development adopted by
all political pardcs in thiscounu'y, c.spccially the ruling party.
The separadon that the BDP government
maintains between politics and development, especially in Kgotla meetings,
means,

in

essence,

that the electorate is

gradually and systematically being cncouraged to view politics with some degree
of cynicism, or at least to see their role as
that of casting a vote once in every five
years and thereafter leave politics to professional politicians. So, whilst it can be argued convincingly that the BDP exercises

hegemony leadership
masses at

over the propular
the level of formal polidcal (elec-

toral) participadon, it is difficult to argue
the same point at the level of civil
society.
There is, therefore, a need to nurture,
deepen and extend democracy to all
21

spheres of society — excluding of course
the sphere of the intimate.
Counter
The
count

Strategy

suggestion made by this brief acopposition parties have not

is that

played any part in the extension and
deepening of democracy in this country, but
that they have not yet mapped out a convincing political strategy to counter BDP’s
hegemony in the politics of the country —

although they all argue that this is a top
priority in their political agenda. In the
same vein, this account does not at all claim
that liberal democracy as we know and
practice it in Botswana is the only conceivable form of conducting civilised political
discourse. A variety of forms of democracy
can be anticipated particularly participatory democracy though not in its formal meaning, but in its concrete form in
which the masses have empowered them¬

selves

the subjects and creators

of hisseveral political philosophers
have pointed out, the music of the future
cannot be composed in advance. It must
and certainly will be composed in actual
historical and political struggles. The point,
to

tory. But as

however, is that Botswana’s liberal
democracy should and must be taken

seriously.n

a Lecturer in Political
Science, University of Botswana

Balefi Tsie is

Women and Politics
Few

women

participate in the political process

Motsei Madisa
HEN Botswana

gained independence as a multi-party
democracy in 1966, all citizens
above the age of 21 were guaranteed the
right to vote and to be voted into positions
of leadership, both at local and national
levels, irrespective of race, tribe, place of
origin, political opinion, colour or creed
(note that sex is conspicuously missing
from the list). Though this omission does

w

not

constitute

a

serious barrier to women’s

participation in politics and other areas of
national development, it sheds some light
on how both government and individual
political parties perceive gender issues.
This paper will argue that, though women
have had the vote since independence, this
was not accompanied by political power or
influence through which they could influence policies on women. Further, that
gender issues are not yet on the political
agenda of any political parly, rather, they
are treated as peripheral, and not as part of
mainstream political debates. Also they do
not normally find their way into parly constitutions, manifestoes and conference

agenda. At best, they are trivialised in

public rallies, treated as second class issues
not meriting national debate. It is, therefore, not surprising that Botswana is neither
a signatory of the United Nations convention
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on

the elimination of all forms of dis¬

for the cstab-

against women, nor has she
ratified International Conventions on the

all, parties have a provision

rights of women.

The Botswana National Front

crimination

Women in Politics

Though women have always had the
this right has not been coupled with
political education or economic empowervote,

ment.

Political education could have

helped women to develop a critical mind
and

to

understand the realities of their sub-

ordination, while economic empowerment
could have enabled them to engage in

productive activities that would allow them
some degree of financial independence.
These factors have acted

as

barriers to full

participation and development of women
into positions of political leadership from
which they can influence party policies.
Consequently, they are unable to sufficiently articulate issues which are of immediate
concern to them. Any serious analysis of
the role and position of women in contemporary Botswana, has to go beyond the
usual rhetoric of equality before the law.
After all, international experience has
shown that legislation on gender equality is
well ahead of practice.
Women account for

51,6% of the total

population of Botswana and it an be safely
assumed that political parties do have a
large following among women. Most, if not

lishment of Women’s Sections of the ptuty.

(BNF) and

formally launched their Women’s Sections in
1977 and 1987 respectively, but none of
these parlies has any policy on women. In
fact, none of the eight registered political
parlies can provide very basic information
on their position regarding women’s queslions, the numbers of women in their parlies, or even the problems faced by tlieir
the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP)

women

members because of their .sex.

the above is that
people join parties as individuals and not as
groups. Indeed the ruling BDP has limc'and
again emphasised its position that it is interested in safeguarding individual rights
and less interested in the protection of
group rights. This approach leads to a logiA simple explanation to

cal conclusion that

as

individuals,

women

enjoy all freedoms enshrined in the Constitution and do not, therefore, constitute a
disadvantaged group.(NIRD, 1989, Basic
Facts About Women) This

impre.s.sion is,

however, incorrect. General observation
seem
•

to

indicate that;

only a few women are in key positions
in the private and public sectors, and
their numbers are loo negligible to warrant any mention. Women parliamen-

SAin-:.M May, 1990

tarians, for instance, have

never ex-

ceeded two;
•

political party Central Committees arc
male dominated, women are normally
included by virtue of representing the
Women’s Wing; and
women rarely address political party
forums, consequently they have little
opportunity to gain relevant political expcricnce.
Only a few arc confident and assertive
enough to contest for elections. The num•

berof those who contested the 1989 general
election do not depart from the established
norm.

fielded

At national level, no single party
more than two women candidates.

They accounted for only 6% of the parliamentary contestants while at the local
council level, they made up 13% of the candidates. These figures can be grossly misleading if used to gauge actual participation
rates of women in general. They only beindicator of the low participation rates at a higher level like policy
formulation and decision-making. They
serve to demonstrate the lack of political

come

useful

as an

balance, and the fact that there is
need

to move women

an urgent

from margins of

positions where they can participate in the country’s decision-making
processes. Generally, information on the
participation of women in politics is inadequate and fragmented and hence it is difficult to assess actual women’s participapower to

tion. Even where such data is available, it
is normally not propterly analysed. Both the

1984 Election Study Project and the currently on-going Democracy Project do not
pay enough attention to gender issues and
facts. Both projects, apart from failing to
desegregate data, scarcely discussed
gender issues. This confirms the low
priority given to gender issues by both
politicians and social scientists. Examined
from a different perspective, it can be argued that since women are members of
political parlies, they have the right to attend party conferences and constituency
meetings, at which all leadership positions
are

filled.

What is most
women
seem to

that

disturbing, is that even
political party organisations
have taken a fatalistic approach in

they

roles

are

in

appear to believe that leadership
for males, and that women are

there

primarily to support them. Two explanations for this unfortunate tendency are
possible.
In the first instance, women generally
have less material

Sapem May, 1990

resources

available

to

them than men, and most lack a stable
source of income. It is, therefore, rare for
women to

conduct sustained electoral

cam-

paigns.
In the second

place, particularly because
political education, women in
Botswana have generally failed to understand the conditions which shape their
lives. This can also be explained by the fact

of lack of

that

the

gender issues are never raised within
or debated in freedom squares.

parties,

This confirms

Nengwekhulu’s contention
that in the build-up to the election, parties
in this country generally lack clearly
specified issues for debate. For instance,
from 1986 up to the time of the 1989 election, women groups lobbied political parties on legislation discriminating against
them. Yet, none of the parties raised this
matter during the 1989 election campaign.
This demonstrates the difficulty faced by
women in trying to work within the existing male created structures. Perhaps the
time for them to look for alternative

strategies to improve their participation
rates

has

now

arrived.

Women in

One of the

Development

most

effective

promoting increased and

more

means

of

equitable

participation of women in economic
development is to upgrade women’s skills
and qualifications. (N. P. Stromquist, 1988,
Womens Educational Development: From
Welfare to Empowerment, Convergence,
Vol.XXI,No. 4,p.l3)
I
The real problem, however, that women
in Botswana are facing is the lack of a clearly worked out policy to serve as a guiding
principle. (L. Dirasse,op. cit., p.l8) Inspite
of this shortcoming, several projects under
different ministries have been launched

throughout the country, and after 1981 have
mostly been co-ordinated by the Women’s
Affairs Unit (WAU). In addition, the
Women’s Development Planning Advisory
Committee (WODPLAC) was set up in
1981 as an inter-ministerial committee to
advise government on project formulation
and identification. Projects were launched
in a vacuum without involving the expected

target group in the planning process. The
of any

development project can
only be realised if the target group correctly understands its role. In order to fully integrate women into national development
projects, there is need to improve women
participation rates in several areas of
development. To cite only a few:
Education: Women participation rates in
higher secondary, tertiary and university
success

education

low

are

—

there must be

more

positive gender awareness studies.
Employment: At present, the women occupy the lowest paid jobs such as teaching
and nursing. There is, therefore, a need to
improve their skills and qualifications.
Professional Scales

—

Teaching P’orce

(1987)
Male

Female

Primary
21,6

Secondary

78,4

40,2

59,8

Source: Basic Facts About Women, 1989.
Credit: Women have less access to credit
facilities. The need for collateral limits
their capacity to get financial assistance
and to engage

in productive economic activity.
Generally, women’s projects focus on
small income generating activities, which
are mainly related to traditional women’s
activities. These are "hard to implement because they are time consuming and expensive in the initial phases" .(M. Madisa et al
[eds], 1988, Proceedings of the International Women's Day, Women’s Affairs Unit,
Ministry of Labour and Home Affairs)
These include, for instance, knitting,
crocheting, etc. Apart from implementation
problems these projects are mainly social
welfare oriented and, therefore, not direct-

ly oriented towards capital accumulation.
Earlier studies on Women in Development
in Botswana have observed that "because
of women’s multiple roles as mothers,

wives and farmers, their income generating
activities usually take a secondary place,
even if these provide the primary source of
income for their family livelihood. They
are viewed more as hobbies than legitimate
businesses. (NIRD, 1989, Basic Facts
About

Women)
Lack of National

Policy

Policy to serve as a blue-print has limited
There is an imperative need to
strengthen the staff of WAU in order for the
Unit to be effective in co-ordinating
women’s projects. Both cabinet and parliatheir scope.

ment

should,

as a matter

of urgency, adopt

the draft
ment.

policy on Women in DevelopAlso, politipal parties should review

their manifestoes and constitutions to meet
the needs of women as a group and seek in-

formation, and identify various problem
areas

that hinder the full partiemation of
in national programmes.C)

women

Motsei Madisa is Assistant

Registrar,

University ofBotswana
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ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

Liberation and
International finance

Economy in South Africa

capital to strengthen white dominance

Dani W. Nabudere
HE recent release of Nelson Man-

T

dela

by the settler colonial regime
and the hasty attempts at getting a
"negotiated settlement" under way in South
Africa, have created an atmosphere of optimism about the prospects of a "post-apartheid economy" and its role in the international, continental, regional and national
settings.
The Issues
The optimistic mood .seems to centre
around the size and level of the development of South

Africa’s economy as the con-

tinents "economic power house". For international finance capital, the issue is how it

should re-arrange the affairs in the country
in order to create a new atmosphere for new
investments. For African states, the issue is
how to take

advantage of the changes to
"aid drought and famine"
which has appeared on the horizon, given
recent events in Eastern Europe. For the
region, the new discussion is whether
SADCC is necessary any longer given the
fact that a "free, non-racial and democratic
South Africa" would join the region in new
efforts at economic development which
was interrupted by destabilisation of the
settler colonial regime.
Nationally, within South Africa, the "end
of apartheid" is seen as partial, if not total
victory, of the liberation forces and the
confront the

mass

new

democratic movement. The

the future economy
24

answer to

of the country is offi¬

cially, as far as the African National Congress (ANC) is concerned, seen as lying in
the nationalisation of mines, industries of

large scale and other major means of
production. For the Pan African Congress

most

important item

on

the agenda is the

ending of apartheid, but with protection for
white interests in the country since these interests are seen as the main forces for

stability and orderly change within the

(RAC) and Black Conscious Movement of
Azania (BCM) (A), the answer lies in the

liberal agenda.

continued armed

conceived of as

Black

majority rule, or total liberation, is

smuggle with the ultimate
aim of establishing a "socialist" Azania, a
prospect with which the Communist Party
of South Africa (CPSA) very weakly associates itself with given the recent happenings in Eastern Europe which it used to sup-

capital, since the African
majority, consisting of the working masses,
would ultimately stop at nothing short of
grabbing white land, the mines and industry

port.

Western "civilisation" and
the continent.

the country, and particularly the working
class movement, in some confusion, strug-

is behind the

mass

democratic

movement

gles for the establishment of a U'uly socialist
republic in which the African working class
plays a leading role. The confusion is
generated by the settler colonial regime in
its attempts to change the situation before a
"negotiated settlement" on the one hand,
and by the liberation movement itself in its
own initial attempts to spell out an agenda
for negotiations, on the other.
The Main

Players

players in this game of expectations, hopes and struggles are imperialism, the continents bourgeoisie and
petty bourgeoisie, and the working class.
For

imperialism, led by the U.S. and
by the British and

Union and other

now

imperialist

to

"darkness" for

"modernity"

on

It is in fact this fear of total liberation that

expressed hostilities to the

ANC programme

of nationalisation. U.S.
Secretary of State, James A. Baker III, on
his recent visit to the region, met with Mandela and, while "encouraging" him to "continuc the campaign against apartheid", cautioned him

to

"abandon socialist economic

principles". A State Department spokesman
stated, just before Baker departed for
Southern Africa

to

attend Namibia’s inde-

pendence celebrations:

The main

anchored

scenario

which form the solid foundation for

inside

The

a

international

the Soviet

powers,

the

We do not agree

with his economic
future South Africa.
There has been plenty of time since
he devised his model to experience it

model

for

a

in other countries,

Europe, and

we

such

would

as

urge

Eastern

him to
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I

look

al

those countries.

post-apartheid South Africa would, among

The continent’s

bourgeoisie and petty
bourgeoisie, including the majority in the
liberation movements, agree with this
general scenario. They, too, want to see an
"independent" South Africa based on
majority rule, but with possible compromises along the Zimbabwe "Lancaster
Model". They are prepared to go further to
give "protection" to the whites, which Mandela also agrees to do. They want to .see a
capitalist South Africa, bccau.se without it
they cannot hope to obtain investments,
"free trade" and a possible "Marshall Plan"
to retrieve them from collapse. With Mandela in the Presidential scat, S AIXTC disappears into oblivion and a possible scenario
of an African Common Market cnvi.sagcd
by the Lagos Plan of Action becomes posThe

expectations of Finance Capital

postpone our di.scu.ssion of the
player until later, these two main
actors mentioned above expeet that a "postapartheid" South Africa will open the gates
once more for the 350 US corporations
which operated before the Comprehensive
Sanctions Act. The U.S. publication
January Letter expects South Africa to be
a more important capital outlet for the U.S.
than Eastern Europe: "America’s lift from
the Eastern European revolution is es.scntially emoiionai and political not
we can

third main

,

economic. But South Africa, after the
moil

things, receive

a

"post-apartheid

dividend" of about USS2 billion due

to

the

elimination of the’cosLs of apartheid system
andincumbentresu-ictioms. The savings, he

adds, would give rise to relatively high

growth rates in the economy, which if
added to a further saving of USSl-2 billion
from defence budget cues, could provide
"new opportunities".
All thc.se sources of optimism point to
huge gains being made for international
capital. But this capital al.so sees the "explosion of trade" with the rest of Africa as
being important for its own activities on the
continent. Theya/iuary Letter, for instance,.
argues that South Africa’s economic
linkage with the 53 African states (of which

tur-

apartheid and .sanctions subsidies, should pay large and steady
dividends to the U.S. economy."
over

The Letter adds that whereas in Eastern

region which has actually increa.sed in the
last five years. At an Investment Conference held in mid-February 1990 in
Johannesburg by big busine.ss, a number of
papers submitted pointed to the need for
closer trade and invesunent ties with the
rest of the continent. They argued for the
creation of a Southern African Economic
Community and Development Bank of
Southern Africa to act as a regional

development bank, pointing to the two suecessful joint-ventures with Lesotho (Highland Water Project) and Botswana (Sua Pan
Soda Ash Project) as evidence of such
cooperation. All this suggested that moves
from their side would be favourably
received in the rc.st of Africa,
Liberation and

South Africa will be the 55th member of the
OAU after

siblc.

If

other

Namibia) will open up food exports to them and since the U.S. is the
world’s leading ftxxl producer, the link will
enable the U.S. to provide the technology,
equipment and knowledge needed for the
expansion of South Africa’s agriculture.
For this rca.son, the U.S.

Africa

the

as

"which is the
in the

South

now sees

"gateway" to black Africa,
market about to explode

new

world''.
Africa’s

African

Hopes

pin their own hopes on this
being reali.scd. Recent speeches
from the busine.ss community in Zimbabwe
and Kenya, for instance, foresee new "opportunitics" in post-apartheid Azania.
slates

.scenario

Economy

To consolidate their gams,

big capital
plans to accommcxlatc "black
business" in post-apartheid South Africa it.self. This will not only create a bigger
market internally, but it will defuse the
al.so have

liberation bomb which could be detonated

by the working class and the
democratic movement

mass

the third

(opposing) main actor and player. This bomb consists of several components. The first is the
"radical tendency" to push for a .social
transformation beyond apartheid to include
w'orkers and pca.sanis, economic and (xilitical rights. The .second is the demand by
workers

to

have

a

as

hand in the decision-

Zimbabwe’s Senior Minister of Finance,
Economic Planning and Development, Dr

making proce.ss at the work place, which
would imply .some form of nationalisation
which goes beyond the present economic
slatism of apartheid. The efforts aimed at

Bernard Chidzero,

the achievement of both thc.se aims

"big

recently pointed to the
challenge" Zimbabwe faces with

can

be

in the several workers'

economy

recent events

infrastructure". South Africa, on the contrary, offers first-class infrastructure
capable of supporting a major industrial
economy which could be well matched
with America’s, balancing industry with
mining and agnculturc: "neither Japan nor
Western Europe matches this balance". If
each of the 300 or so corporations invested

be taken to ”take advantage" of
developments: "We must see to it that
we are geared to take
advantage of the
political trends now evident in South

chapters that
recently come into the open. The third
element is the political iran.sformation
which will recognise the new mass
democratic organisation at gra.ssr(X)ts as a
primary element in a new democratic sys-

Africa, which could well influence

tern.

"a

and the

Europe, the creation of a modem market
will require billions "just for the

mere

US$20 million which is chicken

feed for

companies of this size", this would
inject USS7 billion into the South African
economy enabling it to become a major
actor on

the continent.

Stephen Lewis in his recent book for the
U.S. Council on Foreign Relations in an
"exercise in futurology" predicts that a
Saplvi May, 1990

new'

in South Africa. He argues

that steps

these

events

in

Mozambique and Angola, including the
whole of Southern Africa." Among these
were the opening up of the
Benguela line
completion of the Nacala, Beira and

Chicualacuala lines. He viewed

recent

seen

have

We arc able here only to deal with the
first two elements. To dcfu.se the bomb, as
■

we

have seen, international finance

and domestic

launched

an

capital
capitalist interests, have

attack in die form of privatisa-

liberalisation policies in the counpy as a

tion of

good beginning in this direction.

SASOL, ISCOR and

Business circles within South Africa
have increa.sed their
northwards.

own

drive

to

link

They start from a position of
strength in trade and investment in the

existing state corporations such

as

ESKOM, the
Post Office and SATS (South African
Transport Services). Two strategies have
been adopted here. One is for the state to
now

sell out all iLs shares and hand-over the

25

one private monopoly. The
second is to sell different components of
business to separate capitalist enterprises

Africa loans

which has the effect of

the effect that the workers would not lose

form of neo-colonialism of power-sharing
which both super-powers support. To
achieve this, attempts will be made to
create and strengthen black capiuilists in

their money

of a drop in the prices
Exchange. This
sU'ategy of finance capital is beginning to

South Africa and the African

weaken the resolve of workers to oppose

Africa. It is hoped that injection of new
capital from outside will make thus new
continental bourgeois alliance possible.
The working class and the mass
democratic movement are, therefore, posed
against a formidable new alliance without
a rear support base as before. Its own
strategy must be multi-pronged. It has to
continue pressure within the liberation
movement for its own rights in the negotia-

enterprise to

disorganising the

working force.
Another major approach of state disengagement, while at the same time
weakening the work force, is the new practice of creating Thatcherite "peoples
capitalism" out of workers, which has involved selling part of the shares to the
workers. This strategy has led to the evolution of the employee share ownership
programmes (ESOPs). The state tries to sell
off assets in order to raise

revenue

state, while at the same time

to

enable them

shares, while at the
trust

same

lO

purchase

time creating a

which would underwrite the loan to

of shares

in

on

case

the Stock

privatisation as some unions e.g. NUMSA
have accepted the offer although they at
first opposed it. The divisions within the
labour

movement

also account for this

weakening.
The Settlement

Negotiation

for the

making it

necessary for a future African government
to have to nationalise the assets again, this

time with the workers

having a share in the
private enterprise. It is hoped that the
workers will side with finance capital
against the new African government
policies. To make it easier for the workers
to raise funds to participate in ESOPs, the
Rand Merchant Bank (RMB) has in the
ISCOR privatisation, offered the workers
in National Union Mineworkers of South

These

strategies of capital mean that the
political strategies of de Klerk are well
matched by the strategies of finance capital
to

attack labour on all fronts. It also reveals

that the attack
tion"

on

the ANC "nationalisa-

policy and the call that it drops "dis-

credited socialism" is, in fact, aimed at the

working class which is the main opposing
force.
It has been shown above that the intention of international finance

capital is to
restrengthen white dominance under a new

states

will

no

states.

These

longer be funded to

oppose
the economic infrastructure in South

tions. At the

lime, it must begin to
political and economic
platform to begin to combat petty hourgeois opportunism which will be used to
bring about not a "negotiated .settlement"
but a negotiated sell-out. In so doing, it will
have opened new political battle lines for

spell out its

future

same

own

suaiggles.n

Dani Wadada Nabudere is
international law

at

professor in

the International

People's College. Uelsingcr, Denmark
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Africa: Out of the Doldrums?
Kinfe Abraham
HE 1960s

T

are

generally regarded

as

the years of African liberation.

During the rest of the decade, many
colonies matured into nationhood. Over the
period between 1960 and 1990, much was
achieved globally. The African states too,
were able to make significant
progress in
fields such

as

health and education. But the

wealth gap and

and

nearly all Sub-Saharan African
belong to thiscategory. Countries

countries

in the lower-middle income category

(US$400-1 6(X))

grew by 2,6% and only a
few Sub-Saharan African countries such as

service

Ghana and Zimbabwe

view of diversification and the

belong to this group.
In contrast to the above, the upper middle
income countries (USSl 600-7 400) and
the rich countries (US$7 400 and above)
increased their level of per capita income
by several-fold. Besides, the New Internaeluded the poor

richer.

investment.

tional Division of Labour has almost

To illustrate this, let us look at the dis-

in income between Zaire and the

US which rcprc.scnl two extreme ca.ses.
Their income gap widened from seventyfold in 1968 to almost two-hundred fold in

1985. The average

income of Zaire
pa)gressively worsened from USS210 in
1960

to

USS215 in 1980 and USS150 in

1987.
In contrast to Zaire and other Least

Developed Countries (LDCs), the increase
(GDP) per
capita over the same period in the case of
in Gross Domestic Product

the US, other industrialised nations

or even

middle-income developing countries was
both

progressive and significant.

The economies of the poor

developing
(with per capita income of
USS4()0 and below) grew by 0,8% except
for China and India which grew by 2,8%

countries

in 1965 and 1987

respectively. The declining share of
agriculture, was offset by the growth of the

consequently the gap in the
quality of life of the populations in the rich
and poor nations has continued to widen.
The poor nations of the 1960s are thus
poorer today and the rich considerably

crepancy

and 50 to 37 percent

nations

as

ex-

unattractive for

Declining Income
Several factors have contributed to the
decline in income. One explanation is that
the growth of population has exceeded that
of

production. The annual rate of population growth in the mid-1950s was 2,1 %. By
the late 1970s, it had risen to 2,7% and rose
precipitously in the 1980s reaching an
average growth rate of 3% in 1989. In conU'ast, production grew by 1,8%.
Although agriculture is still the mainstay
of most African economies, its contribution
to Gross National Product (GNP) growth
has not changed much over the period 1965
and 1987. The share of agriculture in the
GNP has instead continued
most

Sub-Saharan African

to

decline in

states. For in-

in the case of Ethiopia, Niger,
Sudan, Benin and Malawi, it had declined
from 51 to 42, 68 to 24, 54 to 37, 59 to 36
stance,

Changes in GDP Per Capita (US$)
Country

sector and not

which is

ment

more

of export

the industrial branch

crucial from the

point of
improve-

potential.

Further, due to the combined effect of the
decline in agricultural productivity and the
stagnation or slow growth of the industrial
sector, both the perfonnance of the domestic economy and the external sector has
been very slow. This can be discerned from
the low real GDP growth, slow growth of
exports and the negative current account
balance.
Trade Links

Africa also suffers from
donate loss of revenue and

a

a

dispropor-

resultant de-

pendence because of its trade links with the
rich nadons. This
stems

disequilibrium mainly

from the unequal basis on which their

relationships is founded. There
reasons

for this. First, Africa is

are
an

several

exporter

of

primary products for which she is paid
poorly. Second, due to limited camings and a vulnerable economic position in

very

international markets, Africa has limited

in determining the price of its products.
a weak lobbying power and the lack
of cohesiveness among different nations
hamperAfrica from selling her products
and buying Western technology and services at fair prices.
Another problem is that Africa is a viedm of inequities inherited from the colonial
period. On gaining independence from
say

Third,

J968

1983

1987

Canada

2 247

12 196

15 160

colonial rule, the African nations found
themselves in an international .economic

Year

U.S.A.

3 578

12 632

18 530

organisation in which their role

France (1967)

1 738

9 918

12 790

determined. There

U.K.(1967)

and

1 560

8 665

10 420

Ghana

198

349

390

Kenya

107

698

330

Malawi

52

387

160

Morocco

185

1 221

610

South Africa

543

385

Zambia

225

584
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were

was pre-

well defined rules

procedures of commerce to be followed and attempts to disrupt these proccdures were severely punished through
measures

of

reprisal.

African nations

890

towards the

250

modifies. This

were

also geared

production of specific comwas maintained even during
the post-colonial period. Such a crude in27

icmal division of labour had slated

.some

African countries to the

production of vital
minerals which were exported to the point
of depletion, while other countries
produced particular types of cash crops
such

as

coffee, tea,

cocoa, cotton,

rubber,

jute and sisal, often at the expense of vital
staple crops. Besides; such prcxluction was
limited to

one or two

items.

Protectionism

Despite the relatively encouraging
growth of tlie industrial sector, wimessed
between 1960 and 1975, in some developing countries, industrial exports have incrcasingly become the target of protcclionist measures. The penetration of Third
World

products was slowed down considerably, particularly after 1975.
The rea.sons for these protectionist tendcncics

arc

several. These include the fact

that poor

developing countries which concentrate on products such as clodiing and
sh(x;s, prixlucc goods which are of lower
quality considerably cheaply. Although
dicy can compete in terms of price, their
poor quality renders them less competitive.
This is further com[X)undcd by competition
among the developing countries thcm.selves. In die sU'uggle for the conquest of
markets, usually the poorer developing
countries such
Africa fair

as

diose of Sub-Saharan

poorly.

The Sub-Saharan African
Third World countries

and poor

also

hampered
improving their output volume and
quality due to the acute .shortage of foreign
exchange needed for importing vital
machinery .spare parts such as chemicals
and industrial inputs. This is further compounded by austerity measures inuoduced
to cope with debt burden.
arc

from

Unsustainable
Debt in .several Africtin countries has become
as

unsustainable, leading to defaulting
case of Zambia. Tanzania,

in the

Madagascar and Somalia had debts equal
to 943, 813 and 2 (X)0% of their cxpxirt
revenues respectively in 1988/89. Even
relatively better performing economies
such as Kenya and countries with small
populations like Djibouti arc too heavily indebied to extricate themselves from the

debt trap.

Lingering uncertainties cau.scd by the
adverse trends of the 1970s and the first half

of the 1980s also clouded economic
28

prospecLs because the

positive trend of the

second half of the 1980s which will,

hopefully, continue in the 1990s is being
diminished by the growth of population
which at prc.senl runs at 3% a year. Unless
measures are taken to bring down fertility
rates, many African countries will soon approach 4%.
The slow development of trade and
agriculture is also aggravated by the poor
physical infrastructure. Most African states

iribuicd to

good weather, policies ol'
an improve-

economic liberalisation and
menl

of the

of trade in the

terms

case

of

Zambia.
These

growth rates are inadequate to
development requirements
but an encouraging trend was afso witnessed in the Sahelian region in 1988. According to the 1989 World Bank report, except for Mali, where agricultural output
meet

Africa’s

suffered from unfavourable climatic condi-

have mountainous terrain w'hich makes the

tions, economic growth had also ac-

construction of roads

celeratcd

exceedingly difficult
and costly. Moreover, distance to major
cities, markets and to export outlets make
goods expensive and less competitive.
Roads arc not always all-weather and

significantly in all Sahelian
averaging some 6%.
Real exports also increa.sed by more than
6%, on average, in The Gambia,
Mauritania, Niger and Senegal in 1988. In
countries in 1988,

Botswana and Malawi

five Sahelian countries that have been im-

via other countries.

In Botswana, the Central African

plcmcniing measures of structural adjustment for some time, the budget and current

and Chad

account

countries such
have

.some

access to

1

,

as

the

.sea

Republic
gtxxls have to be transjxrried

400. I 8(K) and 2 (XX) km respee-

lively by rail and
to

.sea before
their mtukei destinations.

being shiprpted

were

reduced relative

to

Everywhere the inllation rates came

down

substantially and prices declined in

several

Another roadblock to Africa’s

deficits

GDR

cases

ac-

in 1988.
Positive Trend

celerated

development is that many
governments run factories like mililar; barracks. The rigid control of die public sector
spills over to the private sector and thus at fccting the profitability of state-run
cnterpri.ses. Moreover, local entrepreneurship is discouraged by ill-ad\ ised government policies.
In general, economic performance is
also marred by drought, en\'ironment
degradation and civil wars. For instance.
Sudan’s GDP fell by almost 29! in 1988 as
a

result of the combined effects of die civil

war

and the llocxl disaster which left

some

2 million

people homelc.ss. Civil w'aral.so
disrupted both production and export in
Somalia, Ethiopia and Mozambique. In
Rwanda, the sluggish agricultural growth
of 1986 resulted in

a

visible decline in per

capita income. In Zaire, the failure of the
government to curtail expenditure resulted
in runaway inllation which conunued to
hamper economic growth in 1988.
Redres.sed
But the

depressing picture of the 198()s

is somewhat redressed by trends
Southern Africa where the

first time in

a

in
region, for the

decade, witnessed some

growth. A 4% growth of GDP look place in
Botswana, Mozambique, Tan7.ania, Zambia and Zimbabwe in 1988. This is at-

The .same positive trend also applies to
Uganda and Kenya where GDP growth
stibilised at 4,6 and .S% respectively in
1988. Civil war-racked Ugantia was also
able to bring inllation from 250% down to
559( m 1988 and Kenya’s .sectoral adjustment programmes remain on track although spiralling population growth in the
last decade continues to eat up much the
progress made in economic growth.
The region’s major source of growth in
the past four years has been agriculture,
w hich, according to indicators of Food and
■Agricultural Organi.sation (FAO) grew at
an

annual

rate

of 4% in 1985-88. Produc-

lion in 1988 was 13% higher than what
would have been predicted from an ex-

irapolaiion of the 1970-85 rates of growth.
As a result, the oflen-reptiried decline in per
capita agricultural production seems to
have been revcr.scd. Higher production is
also rcnecled in

a

market shares for

reversal of the decline in
some

agricultural com-

modilies, that characterised the 1970s and
the early 1980s. This gives reason for oplimism about the 1990s but they should he

reinforced by

African governments unacwillingness to adapt to greater
reforms, much higher resource flows from

cuslomcd

the rich nations and

African economic

an

intensified inlra-

cooperation.^

Kinfe Abraham is a writer on African Affairs and Aid professional.
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ZAMBIA

Zambia: The Constitutional Debate
Petros

Muyunda

ESS dramatic but with

equal force,
single party system that was
erected almost universally after independence, has come under scrutiny in
many African counu'ics. Zambia is no exception and if the events of the past few
months are anything to go by, the myth that
it was the system best suited for the country
has come under question.

L

the

Defeated

A

safeguard though still existed in the
which
would
least publicise undemocratic bills. But

presence of a multi-party system in
the opposition, though in a minority,
at

vention

to

which the matter

was

put to a

and as expected, the motion of reverting to the multi-party system was soundly

vote

defeated and buried.
But this did not

remove

the obvious im-

pression that the result of the National Convention ballot was conceived by the ruling
party itself. The unions were in the
forefront in pointing out that the Convention was the wrong forum to decide on such
an important matter and that a National
Referendum would have best drummed up
the mood of the nation.
But the Government is undef

no

Con-

Committee

party state, a whole new pattern set in with
the deliberate attempt to marry the party to

enemies and to carry out personal vendettas even if these emanated from petty or

the republican constitution which many
people think has created the conditions for
a dictatorship.

personal issues. Members of Parliament
recently echoed this view by calling for the
abolition of the veto power in toto.
Worsening economic difficulties are increasingly acting as an eye opener to the
structure of power in the country. One

Thorny Issues
Some of the issues that have
faced

now sur-

just as thorny when the single
party Constitution was introduced. These
were

issues relate

to

the term of office of the

President and the

vetting role of the Central
Committee. According to the recommendations of the Mainza Chona Commission
that carried out

public hearings, not on the
desirability of the one-party state, but on
the best form it should assume, the term of
office of the President

was

only of five

was to

be restricted

each.
This clause was carefully erased by the
Central Committee and yet it reflected
widespread opinion. Instead, a new clause
to two

years

inserted in the final recommendations

stitutional

in which the Central Committee had the

the referendum clause from the Constitu-

power to vet aspiring candidates to Parliament and the elective offices at the lower

tion and secured themselves the

ranks of the party

obligation to hold a plebiscite. In
1969, the Government managed to remove

right to
make Constitutional amendments through
a

two-thirds

majority vote in Parliament.

of the Central Committee, Mr Sikota Wina,
the veto power has been used by the Central

after 1972, with the introduction of theone-

To avoid the obvious

impression that the
system was unpopular, the Government
called a briskly assembled National Con-

According to a paper presented to the
National Convention by a former member

without giving any explanation and to which there is no recourse
for redress to any authority.

to

settle old

scores

with

notable feature of this structure is the persistence at the helm of the same old guard
that

fought for independence. The perof the same people in power has
come to give the characteristic impression
that these people have turned themselves
manence

into institutions.

Accordingly, members of the Central
Committee are supposed to be elected at the

Mulungushi Conference held after every
five years. It is here also that the Presidential candidate is adopted. But what happens
in

practice is that, the President proposes a
list of candidates to be adopted as members
of the Central Committee which the

delegates then vote upon. To date, no single
candidate has ever been rejected.
Show of Hands
Part of the
mode of

explanation could be the
voting itself yhich is by show of

hands rather than secret ballot. What this

Sapem May, 1990
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simply

means is lhal dissenters ean easily
be idcniiricd and prwbably never allowed to

foot there

again.
adoption of the Presidential eandidatc follows a similar pattern that leaves
very little rtH)m for ehangc. Previously, up
set

The

to

three candidates

were

allowed to contest

nothing sinister in the changes they
sought. However, this is being .said amid
protests from some wards against canwas

didalcs who have been vetted

councillors in the

A petition to
ncr

this contest

the High Court on the
was

conducted

was

man-

thrown

ground lhal the status of UNIP under
was equivalent to a club and, therefore, the court had no authority to adjudiout on

the law

matters pertaining to ics internal
functions. Allegedly, no poll was conducted and the choice of the Presidential
cate on

candidate

done

by acclamation.
Presently, only one single candidate is allowed to contest. If rejected, then another
one is selected. The chances of
being
rejected tac slim given tliat the delegates
arc carefully screened and in some ea.scs
with the help of the police. Nevertheless, it
docs not require a profound imagination to
conclude that it is not possible lhal a single
was

candidate would loose
audience chosen

an

election

to an

by the party itself.

democratic

ones

have been

to

instance,

institutions

slate

out

such

as

Parliament,

.seem

target of party control. For
of 125 members, 68 are front

enlargement of

the Cabinet to include Mini.siers of State
and the fact that

There is
Parliament

tion

Governors, who

week when Parliament

rejected a governbring in line
the Republican and the Parly Constitution.
Among the changes sought was the requirement

w

that

without

hich

one

was meant to

cannot

become President

being the Chairman of the party
of vetting to a

and to restrict the power
smaller committee.

The Government claimed that the defeat

did

not

indicate

a

rift beiweeh Parliament

and the Government and hinnied that there
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doubt that the Members of
the

Republican Consiituindependent of the Party ConTheir fears arc fuelled by an ap-

parent apprehension that the parly leader-

ship want to tailor the Constitution in the
manner of a pocket manual.
It is apparent that, the overriding position
of the party is the key issue. According to
the prc.scni arrangement, the Parly is
supreme and all other structures including
that of Government

are

subordinate

to

it.

representative of the national mood regarding the rejection of the rc-introduetion of a
multi-party system in Zambia. The
majority of those who attended arc
Presidential appointees and the inclusion of
former politicians and rcprc.sentati ves from
other organisations did not ab.solvc them of
the image of a pre-determined election.
The Convention itself

was preceded by a
keynote speech by the President who told
the delegates that events in Eastern Euroiic
had no bearing on Zambia. This is despite
the fact that the whole concept of the
supremacy of the party originates from
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union and it
is this very concept that led to the dramatic
changes that saw the demise of tho.se very
regimes.

Party Supremacy

This has

brought the role of the National
Council, a parly creation, as the supreme
decision-making bexly. The National Council is wholly staffed by Presidential appoinexcept for iho.se Members of Parliawho arc backbenchers.

tecs

ment

Because all Members of Parliament

are

by virtue of being so, members of the Nalional Council, people have viewed this arrangcmcni as an aiicmpi by the leadership
to turn Parliament into a rubber stamp. By
virtue of their membership in the Council,

arc

are

are out-

by Presidential apfxnntees, they

part and parcel of v\ hat e\er decisions
made. .Members of Parliament are not

expected to oppose those decisions
however prejudicial to their role as Parliamcntarians, when they are taken before
them

to

There is little doubt that it is the concept
of the supremacy of the party
into question. Pre.senily, llie
his

key advisers

to

consider Constitutional

recommended

This arrangement

plus the power of veto
brought in question the role of Parliain national life as the veto powers enlhal vocal Members of Parliament who

ment
sure

express dismay at
lional Council arc
to

stand

arc on a

changes as
by the National Convention.

Some of the recommendations relate to
a secret ballot al the Mulun-

the need for

gushi Conference and the removal of the
veto powers. The.se measures, including the
rejected bills that advocated that a person
cannot become President unless he was the
Chairman of the party and that the

Secreimy-General of the parly becomes the
Acting President in the ab.sence of the incumbent, are clearly aimed al reducing the
sway lhal llie old gumd has had on national life through the parly.
Lixal Elections
Another

Veto

has

that has come
President and
working holiday

be made law.

are

De.spiic this arrangement, however, the
Government suffered a severe jolt last
bill

no

want

be

stitution.

Presidential appointees, are now being
chosen from Members of Parliament.

mcni

to

numbered

including

a

benchers. This follows the

Pocket Manual

where the Members of Parliament

Party Control
Other

legislation has

been rather low.

adoption as
from which the

tion.

as

coming council elections

in which the turn out for

for

Presidential candidates
delegates would choose
one. But this system was di.seontinucd after
the 1978 conference when the late opposition leaders, Mr Harry Nkumbula and Mr
Simon Kapwepwe tried tocontest foradop-

stand

to

Many people do not think tliat the reecm
election in the National Convention w.is

as

the resolutions of the Nanot given another chance

Members of Parliament

Yet Members of Parliament

strongly
allegiance is first and
foremost to the electorate and their primary
obligation is to their electorate and not the
believe that their

Government
sentatives of it

or

the individual repre-

measure

that is

likely to weaken

the

parly’s hold on the nation is the making
of local elections free to everybcxly. At
prc.scni, only parly members can vote and
the person elected a party ward chaimian
automatically becomes a councillor. Added
to

this, the head of the District that

Council is

a

Governor who is

a

runs the
Presidential

appointee. Democratisalion of elections at
this level will bring in question the veto
powers as applied within the party.
It is true lhal events in Eastern Europe
were caused by pressures emanating from
within. But it is doubtful whether the

con-

cept of the

single party and its dominant
role will not be subject lo similar pressures
in Africa as its effects on political life and
freedom

are

idcniical.G
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An

Open Letter to The Fifth Zambia

National Convention
This is

abridged and edited version of an Open Letter to The Fifth Zambia National Convention
held in Lusaka from March 14 to 16, 1990.
an

Sikota Wina
HAVE decided to address this

I

Open

Letter to the Convention because I feel

it is immoral for the present

The Chona Commission

leadership

Some of its recommendations arc,

Party and Government to try and
hide their crimes and, in some cases, the
subversion of the Republic behind the

however, significant and, if adopted, would

of both the

closed doors of a seminar whose attendance
consists of almost 90% of nominees of the

existing leadership and are, therefore,
equally guilty of the same misdeeds. The
country at the present moment is run as a
dictatorship ma.sKcd behind the cloak of a
meaningless slogan called Humanism
which is being flouted ever so often by the
lop leadership and their off-spring through
acts

of economic

which

sabotage and other acts

being committed with the full
knowledge on the part of the culprits that
they arc, by the nature of the positions
which Uicir parents hold, above the law.
arc

The

One-Party State

When the

One-Party Stale Constitution
was introduced in 1973, bringing with it the
dcmi.se of all other organisations with diffcrcni political views, we built a myth surrounding the need for the establishment of
this system, a myth which we very efficicntly fed to an unsu.spccting populace.
The myth was that the nation and the people
of Zambia

as a

whole demanded the csiab-

lishmcnl of the

One-Parly State Conslitulion in order to usher in a pcricxl of peace,
progress and stability.
What the public did not know and still
docs not know

was

that the views of the

"People" as expressed to the Mainza Chona
Commission which received evidence at
each and every district in Zambia over the
issue of the wishes of the people concern-

ing the introduction of the One-Party Stale
Constitution, were dramatically opposed to
the final version which

adopted as the
basis for our system of Government today.
Sapem May, 1990
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So, gradually, the machinery of the OneParty State became more and more
autocratic until today power has been surrendered totally to a clique of those who
shout loudest from the rextf-tops about Participatory Democracy and the infallibility

Report is, of

available to this Convention.

course, not

have led to

a

that which

we

different

political system than

live under

today.

of the

leadership.
people of Zambia have been prai.scd
by the leadership and the international ob.servers for their di.scipline and dedication
to peace, progress and stability. But arc we

One of the

major recommendations
which was rejected by the Central Committec was that Zambia adopt a iwo-lcrm
Presidential system whereby a President
could

not serve

for

more

than two terms.

This recommendation was jcllisoncd

Central Committee in the

name

by the

was

sure

of the quest

for stability and substituted by the
Presidency of Perpetuity, under which the
Republic is today ruled.
At that lime and in the euphoria of indcpendcncc and the desire to prove to the outside world that Zambia

The

stable,

no one

that behind the facade of Isilcncc and

seeming obedience of the thou.sands of
Zambians there docs not lurk underneath
,

heard.

foresaw the

dangers of a possible dictatorship nor did it occur to any of us that we
might be planting Dragon’s teeth for coming generations.
There was also the question of vetting of
candidates in the elections to the Republic’s
National Assembly. The Chona Commission did

not

recommend this clement in

our

political national life. It was included on the
insistence of the Central Committee.
This clement which

originally intended to help the Party weed out would-be
candidates with past criminal records and
that would tarnish the

image of Zambia’s
National A.s.scmbly and hence the name of
the Republic has now been turned intoa vicious and malicious weapon by those in
power and in some cases by individual
members of the Central Committee to set-

lie old

scores

matters

petty.

and to

The State of

There have been

punish individuals

purely personal and, in most

on

cases,

Emergency

constant

calls both from

the

public and from elected Members of
lifting of the State of
Emergency whose origins go back to 26
July, 1964 when the Governor, Evelyn
Parliament for the

Hone,

Liberal,

a

powers

was

forced to

assume

under the Preservation of Public

Security Ordinance.
This decision

was

others who had records of a criminal nature

a

rising turbulence who.se potency the leadership would carefully monitor as the true
reading of the mtxtd of the people? Those
silent voices may one day demand to be

it

was

then understandable,

following the savage rampage of
killing, burning and looting by the Lcnshina Lumpa Sect in the Chin.sali and Lun-

as

came

dazi districts in which hundreds of civilians
and some military pcr.sonncl had been mcrcilcssly exterminated. There was, therefore, justification for the Emergency.

But

ever

since then, it has remained on

the Statute Books of Zambia for

well-nigh

26 years, a sad reminder of what African
Governments are capable of doing once in

What was supposed to be a measure
with the Lumpa uprisings has not
only remained as a permanent and obpower.
to

cope
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noxious feature

the

on

political landscape

of Zambia, but has been used recklessly and

ruthlessly against friend and foe, imagined
or real in our society including even some
of the architects of our independence — an
independence which has now been hijacked by a ruthless dictatorship bolstered by a
coterie of "yes men" from nowhere.
During its enforcement, the Emergency
has taken

heavy toll on some of our
leadership personalities who had sacrificed
all to bring about the birth of a new nation.
Irrespective of any efforts on the part of the
present leadership to explain away their fall
from grace the names of these men and
a

women are

chronicled in the hearts of the

nation.
This

than

quarter-of-a<entury old
has become a national
disgrace and a bitter joke regarded with
contempt not only among civilised nations
more

Stale of Emergency

outside

our continent

but

even

within the

corridors of our own Continental Organisation — the OAU where it is now taken as
routine when

they hear Zambia delegations
mouth loud protests concerning the abuse
of Human Rights in South Africa and our
condemnation of that country’s three-yearold State of Emergency.
Under the
gency,

ever-going-on State of Emerit has become clear that the law in

Zambia is intended

to

detain real

as

well

as

against South Africa for failing to lift its
three-year-old State of Emergency.
Africa

must

re-examine herself and stop

deluding the masses that we are still fighting against imperialism, colonialism and
oppression from the white
excuses

of

our

which

we

used to

countrymen to the

are now

master. Those
thousands

wearing thin.

of amazement to realise

digenous 2^ambians, some of whom are architects of what is today the ruling party
who have been deprived of their passports
and any other form of travel document for
periods ranging from six years while
known criminal suspects and their children
who have "the right contacts" are roaming

the air
But

routes

of Africa and

unaware

the nation

Europe at will.
of the ridicule with which

holds the party

slogans of
yesterday, the leadership still protests
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now

political angle.

in which these

way

men

and

women

birthright to freedom
of movement. There is no way in which the

Instead of us telling the people that our
jwlicies have been wrong and in some cases
need adjustment, we still utter pronounce-

today. All claims that our problems might
also be caused by dissidents sound hollow,
for each of

us

who loves this homeland

by force of circumstances be critical
of the way matters are going downhill. As
the continent is now moving towards the
21st century, we cannot pretend that the
must

theories of 1959

can still hold good nor can
the same old mentality can face the
new challenges.
So it is not Eastern Europe alone which
is throwing away the Communist Manifeswe

to

say

which in 1917

Union. That

was

was

Bible in the Soviet

inevitable. What brought

the upheavals and the march

by millions of
Europe’s suppressed people to explode was
the determination of every individual, irrespective of race or colour, to be free.
That is why day by day we learn of
African countries which

going back to
the multi-party system. The people demand
a

choice. If South Africa

are

was to

be taken

as

tomorrow, but de Klerk has had the courage

sizeable number of in-

a

And yet the South African President
realised that once out of prison there was

administrative shortcomings which we face

who

a

thing from

Zambian Government

thousands of others

a matter

today in Zambia docs

After 25 years of independence, the
blame now lies with us for the financial and

men

It is still

die

would be denied their

nowhere for themselves and their children

that there is

or

no

sudden amassed untold wealth from

Freedom of Movement

live

flag of freedom

an

kwacha/dollar business deals.

to

lie in the hands of God, but remains in
the hands of individuals who regard everynot

rouse

imagined foes and to protect the families of
those in the leadership who have all of a

today are known as "prosperous
businessmen" dealing in multi-million

decision

example, not only has the repressive
regime there recognised the fact that great
like Mandela, Sisulu, Joe Slovo and

speak in the voice of

give them passports to go anywhere in
the world knowing full well that they arc
going to tell the world that the Boer
to

domination must cease and the Blacks must
the country

which exactly is what
they have been doing, and doing it exuemely well, during their triumphant tour of the
now run

world.

ashamed

continue

help but feel

can

contrast.

the effect that

ments to

to

the

at

man

and

woman

has

meeting the weekly incrca.se in

most essential

commodities. For we who go

about

meeting "the people" and sec them
endure the weekly torture of increments
leading to the sky-rocketing of the cost of
living, we realise that something has to he
done not in terms of personnel but Constitutional

change.

So, today, all of

us

stand at the Bar of

Zambia’s

history charged with the serous
crime of conspiring to deceive and mislead
the entire country
it is not and we do

own

that all is in order while
so

in order

to

protect our

interests.
Power to The

As

People

drift further and farther from

we

reality, so do we invent new slogans to justify the forced silence of the ma.sscs. Such
slogans as "Power to the People" which in
effect means power, not to the ordinary
Zambian living in the far-flung corners of
this Republic who could rightfully relleci
the true and indigenous feelings of the common man

but to those whom

we

nominate

from Freedom House and Sate Hou.se and
who

we

know will kow

caprices of

our

tow

the whims and

leaders. Suirling from the

grass-roots at disuict level with the District
Governor and his coterie of disU'ict Political

Secretary

and

similar

Party

functionaries for women, youths, comup to the Provincial level with an
larger establishment all under the pay

mcrce etc

Mockery
In stark contrast,
some

even

today in Zambia

serious medical

cases

even
which need

specialist treaunent overseas and for which
not the Government but the patient himself
is prepared to pay, are denied passports to
travel. This serious negation of human
rights makes our worn-out slogan of
Humanism a mockery. In short, the

of Freedom House, all of these posts are
held

by nominees of the powers that be. No
today the people in some parts
of this counU'y talk about "power to the
wonder that

nominees".
Even

representative bodies are
by nominees who are naturally
expected to make critical observations
our

dominated
not
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in

matters

concerning Government policy.

ment

whose views, be it on Radio,
or Press eannot be published un-

The following is an analysis of three principal state organs depicting their composi-

Television

tion:-

are in praise of the
overzealous drive to
create a psychologically monolithic society

"Top" unless they

The National Assembly:

135 members of
the National Assembly out of whom 10 are
nominees, upon entering Parliament are
nominated to various positions in Government taking oath at State House. This
leaves only a minority of elected members
who are independent to express the true
feelings of the eountry and even these do so
at the risk of being vetted by the Central
Committee at a subsequent General Election.
The National Council: This is the most

powerful policy-making body, with the exception of the General Conference at
Mulungushi. It is equally a rubber stamp of
Government policies as it is completely
dominated by government and party
nominees. It comprises of Central Committee

members. Cabinet Ministers, Ministers

of State,

Parliamentary Secretaries and Ex-

ecutive Secretaries, Provincial Women and
Youth League Chairmen etc etc.
It would be

asking a little bit too much
during these days of mass unemployment
to expect any of them to stick out their
necks and address themselves
state

less clearance has been obtained from the

of the nation when

benefit is at slake

—

a

so

to

much

the true

personal

free car, free fuel,

leadership. !n
label

we

our

"dissidents" those who hold

as

views contrary to ours.
No sensible and responsible

citizen can
quarrel with the monopoly which the President enjoys over our newswaves for some
of his

August

as-

Media

Manipulation

Press, Radio and Television: One of the

disturbing aspects of our society is the
in which the mass media has unashamedly been manipulated to the exelusive monopoly of a small clique of the
leaders at the top and how the views of the
ordinary citizen who wishes to construetively criticise our policies are blacked out.
Any Editor in this country can testify (if
he is not afraid to lose job) to the fact that
there is an unwritten rule accompanied by a
most

way

Black List of former leaders and other
known critics of the
Sapem May, 1990

policies of Govern¬

important for us to realise
that in every revolution promises are made
but promises are also broken but the mashave a long memory and it is imperative that we keep explaining the reasons beses

hind those broken

promises and pledges.
startling that after so many years
our revolution
began, people in the

It is

since

pronouncements, there must follow those
of His Honour the Secretary General, Right

areas can still stop your car and ask
whether you remember the pledge of
"an egg a day" for every Zambian; "a pair

Honourable Prime Minister and the

of shoes

Honourable

"no

Secretary of State for Defence
and Security no matter how trivial or even
if one of them is riding a bicycle after
having received a donation of bicycles —
then this becomes ridiculous; this is a diswe call over-exposure which only

ease

defeats the purpose of the mass media in na-

tion-building.
This decadence and subservience

powers-that-be

to

the

the part of the mass*

on

you

the feet of all Zambians" and
shall have patches on their

on

one

trousers".
These

sincere promises, now made
by the changing climate of the
economy, but it is important for leaders to
tell the country why such promises and
many others have never been kept. These
are simple matters, perhaps, in the opinion
of the leadership but the public puts very
great store on them.
were

obsolete

media has

now led to a dangerous developwhereby a growing number of Zambians purchase and own radios for the purpose of tuning in to the BBC, Voice of
America and, even more surprisingly.

Social Services

ment

that it has become

is true of this

the Government the

unorthodox, but then we live in unorthodox

rural

party. Under these circumstances, it is only
human to remain silent.
same

to

times. It is also

nation’s future policy. But when it becomes

policy that after the President’s

feed back

feelings of the population, and warn them
people really want the
Government to explain. This may sound

established

Radio South Africa.

The

to

about what the

form the basis for the

statements

free houses and other crumbs that go with
the privilege of working for the ruling

semblage, the National Convention, which
is called upon from time to time during
periods of National crisis to give semblance
to some prevalence of Participatory
Democracy.

also

Another problem

with our mass media is
a

"collaborator" in the

leadership’s current obsession with foreign
affairs

news to

the exclusion of the home

Our obsession with the liberation of

South Africa may be pardoned because it is
an issue which morally, spiritually and even

physically

we are

compelled to pay atten-

to.

Students of the

independent African
beginning with its spiritual leader
Kwame Nknimah have always warned that
the tendency of African leaders to give
preference to foreign affairs at the expense
of paying attention to their domestic
problems always leads to eventual disconstales,

tent at

home. It

was

the failure to balance

these two which in part was

the cause of the

downfall of Nkrumah.
In

a

nation such

as

Zambia, where the

Mass Media is owned and controlled by

State, its role
the

a

field in which

our

must be

the

two-fold. To inform

public about Government policies and

present

of Government has

completely
failed either in implementing Party policies
which
or

in

brought UNIP to power 25 years ago

explaining the reasons for that failure,

it is in the field of education, health and
other social services. The

lengthy policy

booklet entitled When UNIP Becomes
Government which outlined the

news.

tion

If there is
strueture

Party’s

policies, committed the Party

to the policy
of free education and free medical services,
among

other issues.

As time went on,

it became obvious to

all serious minded

people that these
promises could not stand the test of time,
and that as Zambia became affected by
world-wide recession, serious adjustments
had to be made to those

early electoral

promises when "King Copper" was enjoying unprecedented high prices on the London Metal

Exchange.

The country understood that even
continued to pay lip-service to the

if we
early
manifesto it would be virtually impossible
to eontinue the masquerade. What went
wrong, therefore, is that the leadership did
not have the courage much earlier nor the
sincerity to come out in the open and tell
33

the country

that the "dream"

was over.

Again,

as had become the fashion, the inU'oduclion of school fees and hospital fees
came

cases

clear
until

in

quieUy and piece-meal, in some
without Government approval or a
announcement of change of policy,

now

so at

their

This lack of courage on

the part of the
leadership to face up to the facts that the
UNIP policies were a "dream" had grave
consequences. The nation is now faced
with an army of Grade 7 school drop-outs
who arc increasing every year thus creating
a young population of
unemployed — a
phenomenon whose consequences we
know.
The health services and the

hospitals
questions in each area of Zambia not
only because of an acute shortage of doctors but that of drugs.
The leaders have to come to grips with
these problems and find answers to them.
That is what full-time leadership as per our
Constitution means. It is no use merely
going round the countryside and telling a
depressed populace that nothing can be
done to give them a ray of hope because of
the Foreign Exchange situation.
It is this lack of courage on the part of the
leadership to either admit failure or provide
solutions that is becoming increasingly embarrassing to those who have followed the
history of this nation which at the time of
its independence was one of the most
promising states in our region but now
reduced toa nation of beggars travelling the
world with a begging ba.sket for aid from
raise

ever cares to

The

what happens in Eastern Europe should not
influence our political thinking here.

Republic strikes all intelligent people, and
more so the villagers who suffer the most
out of the mismanagement of the State, as

While we admit that our political set up
and the supremacy of the party formulae
are a carbon copy of former Eastern Com-

sheer make-believe.

almost most of the schools arc not

only charging fees but arc doing
own pace and price.

who

With all this going on, the boast of our
leaders that all is well in the affairs of this

receive

photographs of

us.

our

Ministers

on

front pages of our daily newspapers or on
the television screen as they thank visiting

Need for

It is

munist

Change

fact that

looking back on the dismal performance of the Republic of Zambia during recent years and the decline in
a

The

after another for the financial
aid they have given to Zatnbia
and expressing the hope that
more will follow is a sight
which
is
becoming
embarrassing to the nation as
„

a

.

and for how

long? That is the question in
public mind every time television
flashes across the screen the begging and
ingratiating smiles of our leaders soliciting
the donor nations for

some more.

now

states

which

arc

re-considering the structure of their

political systems is increasing every day.
no way in which we can say that
all of them are inllucnccd by the events in
Europe. If anything, they arc influenced by
the pressure from the young generation of

.

,

,

changes in
.

our

„

,

political system which will

.

the country is

.u

run

a

today, l

i

propose

u

k

the fol-

• That as a first step towards giving the

people of Zambia a free hand m discussing and shaping their future, the State of
Emergency be lifted in order to enable
those who have views to express them
freely. Under the prevailing conditions,
circumstances exist whereby any Zambian

man

or

woman

can

be detained

under the Preservation of Public
the

membership of UNIP (in contrast to the

rise in the

Security Regulations detention papers
which are sometimes even signed by the
Secretary to the Cabinet. As long as this

population of the counmy) which

is reflected in the resulLs of the latest and
still

on-going registration of voters for

situation

party elections, that there is need for change
of direction in the area of the Constitutions

Republic.
objective will acknowledge the truth that the Party is not as
popular as its nominated spokesmen keep
claiming before more and more dwindling
Those who

care to

people to air their
openly for fear of the "Knock at
Dawn" from representatives of the Of-

now

when,

imperative, thc.se meetings

What this Convention has
mind is that the
demands

to

as

are

fice of the President.
•

caused,

held

bear in

as we are

a

Constitutional

powered to re-examine the Party and
Republican Constitutions with a view to
moving away from the present OneParxy State Constitutional mechanism to
the introduction of a multi-party state.
The Commission should be given a
period of 90 days from its inception to

it is

often

cautioned

by our leaders, by upheavals in
Europe. This, I know, has been the recent
line of defence by the leadership to say

The establishment of

Review Commission which shall be cm-

changes which the country

arc not

some

views

be

even

exists, it is difficult even in this

Convention for

of both the party and the

behind closed doors.

to

in Europe.

The number of African

whole.

pressing the hope that more will follow is a
sight which is becoming embarrassing to

the

ges

photographs of our
on front pages of
their people who need the change.
We still have two more years to go before
our daily newspapers or on
the next general and Presidential elections.
the television screen as they I
propose that this Convention should use
thank visiting delegations one some of this time to prepare for peaceful

numbers of attendance

whole. Where does it all lead

demand for change here

Ministers

delegations one after another for the finanthey have given to Zambia and ex-

as a

our

There is

cial aid

the nation

States,

has its roots in years before the recent chan-

submit its recommendations.
•

That a nation-wide referendum be called
to

decide

on

these measures.D

Sikoia Wina is

a

former member of the

Zambian Cabinet and Central Committee
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of the ruling UNIP
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ZIMBABWE

From Growth With

Equity to

Liberalisation
Is liberalisation the solution to Zimbabwe’s economic woes?
Louis Masuko

s

OCIAL thought as economic thought
is particularly important in its in-

a

flucncc. It seeks

at

to measure

and

re-

evaluate industrial and business enterprises
in terms of their socictary

significance. The
ownership of the material resources of

TTie intention of this article

limited

is, however,

Attention is mainly directed
the behaviour of economic indicators
one.

since 1980. But

not

all of these have been

drawn into the game.

Ups and Downs

cntcrpri.scs, the distfibution of economic
gains and surplus, correlation between dif-

babwe since 1980 has been characterised

ferent economic indicators
Economic

etc.

development,

by
as a

embraces all the above factors. Sad

rule,
it is,

as

therefore, economic development in Zimbabwe also evolves around these factors. It
is the

interpretation of how these factors in-

teract and relate to each other

from

one

section of the

Zimbabwe

ups

performance of Zim-

and downs. The economy started on

registering an average
growth rate of 12,2% in 1980/81 financial
a

very strong note,

year.

Consensus has it that this
U'ibutable

to

opening

up

was

the removal of economic

at-

sane-

of the

economy; the existence of favourable terms
of trade since 1975; large incrca.scs in

foreign exchange allocations to industry in
both 1980 and 1981; increase in

earth, the management of technological

The economic

tions and thus the

incomes;

good weather; and the building of pent-up
demand during the period prccccding 1980.
On the other hand imports increased
rapidly during these first two years into independence. This followed the relaxation
of quantitative restrictions operational
during the UDI period. While exports grew
by 27% between 1979 and 1980 and only
6% in 1981, imports experienced a 47%

that differs

society to another.

capitalist economy at
so today, 10
years into independence. It is a market
economy in which firms’ decisions arc
based on calculations of profitability. But it
is argued that, albeit the market economy it
was a

independence and remains

is not, however, a free market economy.
An economic

in 1981

as a

blue-print was published
guiding programme to address

the above nature of the economy

in line
philosophy of Growth with Equity. Plans thereof were formulated and
published; starting with the 3-year National Transitional Development Plan (19821985) followed three years later by the first
Five-Year National Development Plan
(1986-1990).
with the

Impressive growth rates were calculated
respective plan periods. An 8%

for the

growth rate
the

over

the 3

five-year period

Sapem May, 1990

years

were put

and 5%

over

forward.

Petroleum

by-products

are some

of the country’s bjggest consumers of foreign
exchange

35

change during this first period and a 27,7%
increase between 1980 and 1981.
The change is also reflected in increases
registered in Gross Fixed Capital Formation. Impressive growth rates of 19,2% and
36,7% were achieved in the period

1979/1980 and 1980/1981 respectively.
But it is not clear whether this

was

directed

expanding the technical material base or
maintenance or upgrading of the existing
technology.
Employment responded favourably to

imports on the other. Akyuz argues that the
required trade surplus has been generated
largely through drastic deflation and massive import cuts, depressing output and in
particular, investment.
Akyuz further observes that the current
to the foreign exchange
shortage

"solution"

entails .serious contradictions: in order

at

cover

the investments realised. An average

order

growth of 2,8% between 1980 and 1981
was registered. However, economic
perfor-

needed for debt

mance

deteriorated in the period between

1982 and 1984. Growth rates
a

plummeted to
record low of -2,0%, -3,0% and -0,1%

to

the

growing financial outflow, investment and exports ought to be
rising and
the economy needs to be growing. But investment
to

and

growth have been checked in
generate the trade surplus
.

.

.

beyond this is the question: why docs
agriculture have such an impact on the

in the rate of increase from 1985

-

of investment had its toll.

from 1,3 at the

far

plummeted to -2,9% in 1983 and
19,2% in 1984, from a 1982 increase of

rate

prolonged drought; external backed insurgency in Zimbabwe and Mozambique; the
expansion of basic services (since 1980)
and subsidies to railways, steel and agricultural marketing.
This period also saw the devaluation of
to

adversely affected the agricultural sector’s
percentage share to GDP between 1982 and
1987 (1982 (-7,2%); 1983 (-15,7%); 1986
(-5,0%) and 1987 (-18,7%)). In this case,
the impact of drought on economic growth
in Zimbabwe cannot be
underplayed. But

economy?
Exports continued

9,2%. This is an indication of a high degree
of dependence on imports. But it can also
be argued that the private sector’s attitude
of "wait and see", which affected the rate

the Zimbabwean dollar

sluggish in 1987. This has been explained
by the effect of prolonged drought which

servicing.
Following the 1982 policy shift. Gross
Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF) growth

respectively. It is sad that the above
performance was due to a combination of factors of which the following
are always cited: world recession;
economic

In 1985, the economy recovered, but real

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth
rate slackened again in 1986 and remained

Employment grew slightly in 1982
(0,8%). In 1983, employment growth
registered a negative 1,2% but picked up
again in 1984 with a 0,3% change.

terms

although there

to grow

was a

in absolute

noticeable slide

(23,6%);
(20,6%) to 9,3% in 1987. The same
could- be said of imports which grew at
1986

20,5% in 1985; 13,4%

in

1986

to

6,2%

(1987).
From 1985,

employment was pegged at
average growth rate of not more than
2%. This was accompanied by an
average
an

negative rate of growth of GFCF of 2,9%
up to 1987. On the other hand, short-term
commercial debts (incurred in the boom
years of 1980/81) increased Zimbabwe’s

the US dollar

beginning of November of
by the end of 1984. The

1982 to under 0,7

foreign currency allocation system was
tightened and imports constrained in the
face of a current account deficit which

was

starting to impose itself. This was bolstered
by fH'eferential credit and foreign exchange
allocation

to

exporters.

exports dropped to a negative growth
rate of 0,3% (1982). Although imports also
took a downward trend,

they maintained an
edge over exports registering a percentage
change of 6% over the one-year period to
1982. Exports picked from -0,3% in 1982
to 18% in 1983 and reached the
crease

in 1984.

Imports

26,3% in-

went down

1,9% in 1983 but registered
13,1% in 1984.

an

by

-

increase of

In other words exports and imports
responded to the policy shift realised in

1982. This was intended to generate more

foreign

currency

through the promotion of

exports on the one hand, while constraining
36

Massive import cuts have depressed factory output: a Zimbabwean
plant
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external debt from Z$385 million at inde-

pendence to Z$4 063 million by the end of
1986. This raised the debt service repayin 1987 to 33% of exports. The debt

ment

service ratio
around

expected to drop to
22% of exports by 1990. Growth
was

for 1988 of around 6% and 3,5% in
1989 arc considered to have provided a

where there is

negative correlation beinternal and external dynamics, and
dependence on imports and other exogenous factors e.g. drought and recession
coupled with a weak internal technical and
a

tween

material base.

rates

favourable factor for the government’s
liberalisation programme.

Ups and Down
The above

by

ups

growth pattern characterised
and downs, reflected a situation

The

These patterns of growth

have prompted
government to move on to liberalise the
economy. Is this the solution? In other
words, has the problem infesting the
economy been diagnosed or it has again
been assumed? The issue,

therefore, is

the

genealogy of production
dichotomy.

—

production

function

Whichever is the case, there is need to

explain scientifically how liberalisation
will be operationalised. What arc the ncccssary tools, their source and the insbuments
to implement the liberalisation programme
in order to fulfil the desired ends.

Lotus Masuko is
the Zimbabwe

on

Research Fellow

a

at

Institute of Deyelopment

Studies

Super-Powers and Southern Africa

Lloyd Sachikonye
HE Zimbabwe

T

Chapter of the

African Association of Political
Science forum

on

the above

topic

was

held in Harare

on

The

panellists

Michael Clough, Yuri

15th March, 1990.

gola and South Africa in the 1980s. Thus,
the belief amongst

the

super-powers

that

they would succeed in promoting their sys-

capitalism and socialism

terns

—

Kokcrov, Pallo Jordan and Michael Sim-

now

in shambles. As

mons.

developments in Eastern Europe,
Clough claimed that conflicts between

were

Michael

Clough began by ob.serving that
the present period was one of "great transition" in Southern Africa. This transition

occurring against the background of

the relaxation of
tween

bipolar competition be-

the US and the USSR; the decline in

the economic

hegemony of the US and the
changing patterns of domestic politics in
the US. In

explaining

some

which had occurred in the

relations with Africa,

of the changes
super-powers’

Clough observed that

several defections had occurred.

Ethiopia

had defected from US influence in the

1970s;

so

which

came

did the Sudan, Somalia and Egypt

question had
super-power
had

capitalism and socialism
There

now

become whether either

had got value for the money it

poured into these countries. The

re-

on

decision

by both super-powers not to inter-

this issue partly influenced the

was a

was

of

were now over.

clear trend towards the con-

tinued decline of US economic
One indicator
banks in the
man

and

was

hegemony.

that of the 10

largest

world, 6 were Japanese, 2 Ger-

only 2 American. It was even like-

ly that the next President of the World Bank
would be
was

Japanese. Related to this decline

the transformation in US

policy. Bi-partisan

consensus on

Kenya)

foreign

the super-powers

Lesser Role

material support to

lesser role in South Africa. Domestic
a more

foreseen. Hitherto,
had mainly channelled
was

the governmental elite.

The cessation in aid could well result in
shifts in the internal balance of power

so-

decisive role

creating pressure for change. In addition.

be-

domestic forces.

Michael Simmons

Concluding his presentation, Clough
predicted that the super-powers would play
play

Africa (ex-

strategic allies namely Somalia,

tween

cial forces would

to

Zaire and

television.

in

decline in US economic aid

cept to its

had the influence of black Americans and

a

a

foreign

policy-making was breaking up; the role’of
Congress in this process had increased as

under the US umbrella. The

thinking
vene

—

consequence

recent

Great Transition

was

a

that Afro-Americans

began by ob.scrving
were

victims of racism and

often viewed

as

passive actors in the

foreign policy-making process. There were
several

tenets

perspective

on

of the African-American

foreign policy. These

were

directly in the fighting between An¬

Sapem May. 1990
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bound up

with their struggle for justice in

the US and their support

of oppressed

its

independence. South Africa would

sess a

peoples abroad, their opposition to the arms
and their active role in

influencing
policy towards Southern Africa through the
Congressional Black Caucus and the TransAmerican lobby.
race

\

Vocal

Constituency

Historically, there had existed

a

vocal

pos-

heavier industrial base.
Different Positions

Yuri Kokerov observed that there existed

different positions on

the nature of the rela-

tions between the super-powers and
African

states.

One such

Africa

was a

tween

the super-powers.

position

that

was

victim of the collusion be-

Another is that

constituency on certain foreign policy positions. For example, Dubois espoused pan-

Africa is

Africanism

by the forthcoming
visit of Forei,gn Minister Shervadnadze.

as

Malcom X later did: Afro-

Americans

opposed McCarthyism. The
participation of Jesse Jackson in the race for
the Presidency confirmed the growing role
of Afro-Americans in domestic
in

politics and

foreign policy debates.
organisa-

tions had been instrumental in the

to

was to

boycott

Portuguese goods prior

the liberation of Zimbabwe and the

ex-

was not

static; the cold

The USSR had
movements

in

supported the liberation

Angola, Mozambique and

South Africa. This

policy had been

by success in Namibia with the at-

tainment of its

independence. The

withdrawal of South African and Cuban

troops from Angola also illustrated this suecess.

One

towards South Africa.
The

Although the international community

play an important role in
mobilising support for the anti-apartheid
struggle, domestic forces would thcm.selves play the key role in the liberation of
South Africa. The release of Mandela and
other

political prisoners owed a great deal
campaign. However,
the release also represented an attempt by
the regime to "buy time".
to

the international

the release of Nelson Mandela. On South

stability and security and the dismantling of

and sanctions

Africa, Simmons stressed that the

apartheid. Currently, African countries

come

tinned enforcement of sanctions
cial to the

con-

was cru-

on-going campaigns by Afro-

Americans. It hd been shown

the sanctions weapon was

recently that

effective against

owed the USSR the

billion of which about US$25 billion
owed

were

equivalent of USS30
was

by Angola, Ethiopia and Libya.

However, USSR-African trade

was

still

Key Role

would continue to

best served

through the promotion of

indeed

significant development had
growing active role of minorities
(especially Afro-Americans) in foreign
policy-making. Indeed, positive changes
could now be detected in US policy
over.

Portuguese colonies. There had also been
tremendous support for the campaign for

Soviet national interests in Africa

war was

been the

be confirmed

crowned

Black American grassroots

of Rhodesian and

from the

important region; this is so
USSR’s point of view — which
an

region, Pallo Jordan observed that while the
USSR had supported the liberation suuggle, the US had supported the oppressive
minority regimes. US policy had not been
supportive of change. However, US policy

Thatcher

was

wrong to call

of sanctions. International

of the

were

for the lifting

public opinion

still crucial for the out-

negotiations, Jordan argued.

Indeed, the South African security and administrative apparatus was

still intact. In

concluding his presentation, Jordan

em-

phasised that other domestic forces apart

the Sandinistas in

quite low amounting to only 2% of the

from the

of

USSR’s external trade. There existed scope

minimum political
programme (based on the Harare Declaration) before negotiations with the regime

Nicaragua. The concepts
‘group rights’ in South Africa should be
demolished. The ANC had a right to choose
whether or not to go ‘socialist’. As it was,
the South African economy was

already
heavily nationalised. The hope was that at

for Soviet imports

of tropical products in-

eluding fruit There was also scope for joint
ventures

with individual African states.

to

leading force of the ANC needed

agree on

a

began.D

Focusing on the impact of US and USSR
policy towards the Southern African sub¬
Lloyd M. Sachikonye is

a

Senior

Research Fellow and Head of Labour
Studies Department at the Zimbabwe In-

stitute
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SOUTH AFRICA

Getting out of the trap
Why Pretoria is negotiating
Shafa ath-Ahmad Khan
LTHOUGH the talks scheduled for

A

three

envisaged conditions for the ANC’s desired
talks about change in South Africa.

days from May 2 between the

South African Government and the

For the South African Government,
however, right now, it is a case of walking

African National Congress (ANC) are back

track, it is the initiator of apartheid that
mainly to pick up the gauntlet. Should
it do this, the mist dimming the vision of

on

the

has

climate

many, of the contemplated new
Africa would begin to clear up.

South

a

fix with the sudden side-

resolution of the South African political
problem. Still faced, nevertheless, with
crises
political, economic and social —
the South African government has to brace

forcing it to act

on

March 30

to

the action of the

South African Police

against peaceful
Sebokeng, south-west of
Johannesburg, on their way to the National
Party office in Vereeniging to hand in a
memorandum objecting to, among other issues, high rent and segregated schools. Unprovoked apparently, police opened fire on
the crowd of 50 000, leaving at least 17
people dead and several hundred injured,
protesters in

on

March 26.

For the Government, negotiations are a
means of getting itself out of the trap years
of repression

ironically got it into. In a bid
clearly safeguard the rights of some
groups against alleged future domination
by others, it has been striving towards getting particularly the ANC to the negotiating
table. The government unbanned this organisation as well as others and, in phases.
to

Sapem May, 1990

—

on

its part per-

in addition to escalating

inside South Africa parthe threat of sanctions against

pressure
—

Government. Much, it seems, will depend
on what the Government is now prepared

even more

The ANC attributed its withdrawal from
the talks

Nelson Mandela

of defiance aimed

swiftly
towards creating a climate conducive to
negotiations. And that would mean allowing free political activity.

does

Initially, the South African Government
was not prepared to
negotiate with anyone committed to
violence. The shooting incident at
Sebokeng clearly put up the back of the
ANC and the ball firmly in the court of the

—

at

so

had made it clear that it

a

even more acts

serious deliberations

sists,

it.

step by the ANC from the April 11 preliminary discussions regarding talks leading to

itself for

more

political
ticularly

The South African Government had

found itself in

tightrope. As the delay in effecting a
sufficiently conducive to eventual

released the leaders of the ANC and the
other liberation

movements.

But, despite its having pledged itself to
meaningful negotiations, it still latches on
to the process of not giving all. As yet,
amongst other things, not all political
prisoners have been released, the State of
Emergency has not been completely lifted

and, above all, apartheid structures are very
much alive and well in South Africa. This

being the case, the road to meaningful
negotiations — bearing in mind that the
ANC has, through the Organisation of
African Unity and United Nations-endorsed Harare Declaration of August 1989,
categorically demanded an apartheid-free
climate foreventual talks—could be a long
one.

And the
climate

to

longer it takes for the right

materialise, the

the struggle

more

intense is

against apartheid in the form of
campaign bound to become
since that campaign has as its main purpose
the destruction of apartheid structures
which will go towards bringing about the
the defiance

do in respect of firmly
South African Police from

restraining the
reacting overly
to peaceful demonstrations which have become a way of life in South Africa in ridding it of what are seen as obnoxious laws
designed to keep black people subservient
and this despite South African State
President F. W. de Klerk’s undertaking
when he met ANC Deputy President Nelson Mandela on April 5 to institute a Commission of Inquiry into the tragic Sebokeng
to

—

incident.
The South African Government’s clear-

ly one-sided need for negotiations as soon
as possible — which it is obviously also
desires to hopefully, yet sadly only ternporarily, ward off the increasing tension as
a result of its own mainly discriminatory
laws
is rooted in its concern that it might
not later be in the position of strength it
presently is. That is why the government is
presumably, inwardly in turmoil and, worse
still with the ANC’s recent backing down
from the initial exploratory talks in Cape
—
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Town, the government finds itself no longer

however, is clear. The South African

in the

Government will have

proverbial Easy Street.
Not surprisingly, therefore, as is being
speculated, the government will ask the
ANC to drop the armed struggle — something the liberation movement is vehemently committed to — when the two come face
to face in May. At this stage, this would appear to be about the only obstacle to
negotiations coming from the ANC. The
South African Government

bleak debit side

a

great

—

deal

to

do

a

great deal

thinking about the realities it is
confronted with in the light of the current
political situation in South Africa if it is to
more

of

avert a

stalemate between itself and the

ANC—which has, of late, garnered the un-

of

flinching favour of even the majority of
South Africa’s nominally independent
Bantustans in respect of conditional
negotiations — rather than mooting group
rights against the grain of an envisaged

pin-

non-racial, democratic and united South

who.se

more

obstacles is attributable—can and will

to

whatever reason, the rest would be

anyone’s

guess.

In the final

analysis, however, it needs to
anti-apartheid people

be noted that not all

in South Africa would be gratified with
negotiations materialising. For them,
negotiations will have meant finally having

taken the South African Government out

political rut it finds itself trapped
given consolation to those it accorded over the years of privileges denied
the majority of South Africans.D
from the
in and

Africa.

point.
How

Should the

long the ANC will resist the first

step is not easy to guess.

One thing.

when

May exploratory talks —
they do take place — break down for
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DEMOCRACY

Democracy for Whom?
Who will benefit from the

changes in Eastern Europe?

Patricia McFadden
OR the last

eight months or so we
especially by
US propaganda, with the claims that
what is happening in so many of the Eastern
Europx^an counu-ies is a ‘democratisation of
totalitarian regimes’, and the US in particular is taking all the credit for such
momentus events. Listening to some of the
‘new leaders’ proclaim the initiation of
democracy in East Germany ä la American
style, and their praise of the US regime for
showing the world what democracy really
is (sic), 1 have been thrown into an often
confusing and very depressing state of

F

mind,

have been bombarded,

a

situation I think 1 share with many

progressives all over the Third World. I
keep on asking myself ‘What the hell is
going on?’ ‘How could we lose, overnight,
the gains that we struggled so long to
achieve?’ After seeking out those colleagues who have not yet given up on
socialism as a viable and nece.ssary altemative (and .so many ‘committed .socialists’
have changed their minds about its
relevance and applicability over the last
half year), I began to understand some
things a bit more clearly.
It has been tough coming to terms with
what Ceausescu really was about, and although I stopped defending Romania after
a visit to Constansa (on the Black Sea) way
back in 1984,1 think what

swallow is the

high

wave

is most bitter to

of imperialist ar-

they
Europe and other countries
which we (as progressives) understood to
be on the path of socialist development.
And being in the US at this time makes it
even harder, regardless of what the scienrogance and
claim Eastern

self-righteousness

tific and historical

reasons are

as

which have

led to the present state of affairs. Now brave

Nicaragua, inspite of all the fight it put up,
both militarily and in terms of ‘doing it

right’ vis-a-vis the implementation of
SapemMay, 1990

People’s Power, has fallen to the ballot box.
A middle-of-the-road. Contra-supported,
‘transitory’ candidate, in the form of a
woman,

has ‘won’ the election. But whose

election

was

it, and who created the condi-

tions for the

right-wing to take over in
Nicaragua, after 10 years of courageous
and unmatched struggle in Central
America? I will return to this question later.
The

Reahty

that what is very iinporprogressives to do now is the following. First of all, we have to admit that
most of us knew very little if anything about
what was really happening in those
countries of Eastern Europe which we
It

tant

seems to me

for

described

as

‘socialist’. We read the litera-

ture, we argued and defended socialism on
the basis of our own desires and needs for
an

alternative to

domination
what

we

—

capitalism and imperialist

as

well

understood

those countries. One
Dar

es

as on

the basis of

be

happening in
only has to refer to the
to

Salaam debates of the 1970s to

realise how much the ‘belief’ in socialism

has shaped the perspectives and ideological

growth of many African progressives. I say
‘belief’, because much of what we thought
was, actually was not. It is one thing to understand and accept the law of value and the
scientific laws of motion, and it is another
to

argue against the trends and events which

clearly manifesting themselves in the
the
So
one is caught in a predicament out of which
there is a way, but only through a critical
reassessment of much of the ideological
and personal experiences of the past three
are

Soviet Union, Hungary, Poland and
German Democratic Republic (GDR).

decades.
I often wonder if tho.se young people on
the streets of East Germany, Poland, Hun-

gary
what

and Czechoslovakia, really know
they are getting into when they say

that

they want the ‘freedoms’ of the West,
me is tliat either they do
know the history of exploitation and

What it does tell
not

colonisation of the Tliird World, and therefore

they do not know how thi.. US and other
imperialist nations came to what they call
democracy, or, they know what tl’.^ all
about and do not give a damn, end are simply expressing their class iiia -ests and
aspirations as a frustrated petty-bourgeois
class which could not fully realise itself
under the preseni/former socia system.
I suspect that it is the lattei ea:?c, and the
sooner we accept that very few white
people in those countries know about our
history or even care about what happens to
us, the sooner we can face up to the new
challenges of the 199()s. The fact is that
most Eastern Europeans are just like the

millions of whites elsewhere who still perceive

us as ‘savages’, and as a ‘burden’
which they have had to carry through the
so-called ‘solidarity support’ their govern-

have dished

ments

three decades. Of

level,
—

we are

as

course at

still referred to

but that will

order

out to us over

soon

be

a

as

the last

the official

‘comrades’

relic of the old

perestroika changes tven the Ianmeaning of solutions in those

guage and
counuics.

In the past,

when I heard of incidents

when African students

were

attacked in

Hungary, Poland and the USSR for example, for having relationships with white
women/men — the latter is very rare—one
tended

to

dismiss such information

as

iso-

latcd and reflective of backward elements

who did not represent the general attitudet
to Black visitors in those societies. And
when one read about Polish trade links with
the racist

regime in South Africa, and even
Hungarians and Poles who were working in South Africa, in contravention of the
UN resolutions regarding trade and other
met
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links with South Africa, one still tended to

regard such behaviour as ‘individual’.
Well, clearly these were not just individual
forms of behaviour, but they were really a
reflection of much deeper social, economic
and class dynamics which some of us
refused to accept and deal with. Now one
reads in the news that Hungary and Poland
have openly met with the Boers, and that
they have unashamedly established
diplomatic and trade relations with South
Africa and re-established links with Lsracl.

Clearly, they cannot wait to get their greedy
hands

the loot in

on

our

counU'ics. Which

brings me to a secondjmportant ‘biller pill’
which

wc

will have to swallow. And that is

the

question of how these petty bourgeois
elements, which have been hamstrung for

forty years in some of lho.se countries,
will realise themselves on our backs.

over

International

Bourgeoisie

pendcnce, in most cases, they have assisted
the MNCs in their plunder of the coniinem,
so that they (the African petty bourgeoisie)
could realise themselves

lional

bourgeoisie controls all the major

sources

world
cess

of wealth and influence in the

today, and they are desperate for acthe markets of the ‘socialist’

to

as a partial solution to the
problems of over-production and fiscal

countries,

crisis in Western economics. So, if the
Eastern

European petty bourgeoisie think
they will have an easy ride accumulating
surplus in the established pastures of the
US, British and West German mullinaiionals, then they are still dreaming. The US has
worked very hard over the last 40 odd years
to support subversives in the USSR,
Poland, etc, for US interests, first and
foremost. And characters like Walesa

arc

finding out already that big daddy is not
going to give ‘freedom’ for nolliing.
But the ix)int is that there will be very littie room for the emergent petty brrurgeoisie
in Eastern Europe to accumulate and realise
itself as

a

class within those c.ounirieSvAnd

that is where the Third World comes in,

especially Africa, which has been the iraditional source of some of the cheapest labour
and highest profits in the history of
capitalism. How arc we going to stop those
‘hungry’ Hungarians, Poles, Czechs, etc,
from adding to the already unbearable burden of ‘under-development’? Clearly, the
African petty bourgeoisie have not only
failed in terms of controlling the activities
of capitalist Multi-National Corporations
(MNCs) during the past 30 years of inde42

class. Now I

Europe, and
spells further exploitation and
extraction of value from the producers of
to me

that

the Third World. It stands to
since the US and other

reason

that

imperialist counties

make it

extremely difficult even for latecomers like Japan (which has been their
ally since the end of the second imperialist
war), to break into their markets, what of
those ‘Poloks’ and other former commies.
No

Way.

So, the ball is in

our court, as

I

see

This

new

foes who used to be ‘comrades’.

clearly stated by the son of the late
Gromyko, when he visited the
University of Dar es Salaam in 1987.
During a speech which sounded like heresy
then, but is now simply the new language
of the avani garde of the USSR, he made it
very clear that the time of gifts and
solidarity support was over. In the decade
to the 1990s, the USSR would propo.se joint
ventures with African governments, and
profit would be a major objective of such
was

Andrea

ventures.

On the face of it, that sounds

perfectly
enieqrrise
can survive without making a profit, but the
question is, profit for whom? I had no ilnormal. Of

course no

business

lusions then, nor do I entertain any

fal.se
hopes now, that Mr Gromyko was not talking about profits for poor pca.sanLs and
workers in Tanzania. No

w'oman.

He

was

talking about getting a piece of the pic, because that is tlic only way glasnost will take
the USSR to economic success and satisfy
the

expectations of the petty bourgeois

cla.ss there.

Recently, I saw a programme about Cuba
(the US ruling class is already selling up a
transitional government for a ‘free’ Cuba)
in which the Cuban workers openly
criticised the Soviet

policies of glasnost

perestroika, and showed how these
policies are undermining the viability of
and

Socialist Cuba and the relations between
those two countries. For
the last 30 years,

for
agricultural commodities, but recently, the
factories producing the bus-bodies have
refused to accept anything but dollars. It is
common knowledge that Cuba will find it
very difficult to pay for Soviet produced
goods in US currency, especially as the
trade embargo and international harassment of Cuba by the imperialists has had a
very debilitating impact on the society. So
why do the ‘comrades’ insist on imperialist
currency? I’ll bet even Bush never imagined that US foreign policy interests
could be so well furthered by new Soviet
policies towards their friends.

it,

regardless of the fact that we have never
been part of the game. But we will have to
come to terms with the very real possibility
that it will no longer be the ‘traditional’ impcrialists sucking our strength. We will
have

The fact of the matter is that the interna-

as a

hear of ‘freedom’ for Eastern

Cuba with bus-btxiies in exchange

example, during
the Soviets have provided

Petty Bourgeoisie
The role which the Soviets have

played
playing in Southern Africa is
another cause for concern to progressives
on the continent, but worse is the suspected
pressure which the Soviets are reported to
have put on die Angolan government to
and

are

‘bite the bullet’ and let the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank into
the Central Bank in Luanda. 1 am not saying
that every one in the Soviet Union has become an enemy overnight, bccau.se that
would run contrary to the kind of class
analysis we need to make about Soviet
society. As my parmer said the other day,
wc just do not know the petty bourgeoisie
in the socialist countries (nor in Africa for
that mailer). And the fundamental mistake
wc made during all these years of support-

ing and defending w haievcr die Soviets and
other socialist nations did, was to assume

that the

parasitic classes there were either

‘w'iihcring away’, or that they were so insignificant that they did not merit close and
careful analysis.
The petty bourgeoisie as a class in opposition to the interests of the working
people (workers and peasants) was conceplualised only in tcmis of spheres of imperialisi domination, of which Africa is a
pan. Well, clearly wc were wrong, and
when I listen to young males (the Soviet
petty bourgeoisie

is not unlike other petty

bourgeoisie even in this respect despite the
extensive intervention that

women

have

made into the formal Soviet

economy),
of 27 and 45,
talking about how wonderful it is to be in
the USA, the pleasure it gives them to .see
Soviet society moving so steadily towards
‘democracy’, I know that this is not an
who

are

between the ages
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overnight phenomenon. Couched behind
the rhetoric of socialism and emancipation
for all, hides a class which has shown itself
to be as ruthless and as unscrupulous as any

ruling class recent history has known. All
one

needs

to

do is take

look

a

at a

few

African countries which purjKjrt to be

socialist, and the speed with which the petty
bourgeois usurps the su-uctures of the state
and implement anti-people laws and
policies is astounding.
Reformulation

What does the ‘fall of communi.sm ’—as
the US press
recent

and regime like to call

defeats/setbacks

—

mean

for

our

us as

progressives? We need to consider this in a
global sense, as well as from a position of
Africans who reject the argument that the
most we can aspire for (in the short term?)
is liberal democracy — the nice .sounding
phrase for capitalism, of course. As I see it,
two

lessons

can

be drawn from the above

analysis.
Firstly, wc will have to begin reformulating our tactics and strategics of struggle, by
drawing upon the lessons of the past. But
also more importantly, wc must locate our
own resources and sU'cngths in terms of
more effective methods of struggle against
the continued domination of

our

societies

by imperialist controlled and supported
African regimes. The new Soviet policy of
encouraging ‘peaceful resolution of political issues’ in Africa (and the Third World),

is, in my opinion, saying two things. One,
that

only qualified (censored) forms of support from our former alwe can

expect

lies, and even that will be considered in the
wider context of how such support would
affect their relationship

with the imperialist

countries, and two, that we will have to
depend upon ourselves more than ever
before, and that will be a very good thing.
Secondly, that this is a turning point in
the history of anti-imperialist sU'ugglcs, and
although it .seems that for us as progressives, it is the darkc.st hour of the century,

dialectically, and after the anger which
accompanies the disappointment, we must
rise to the challenge by reclaiming the
seen

space we

have created in tlie

course

of this

century. The example of Nicaragua is most
instructive here, because no other nation in
Central America has

fought as bravely and
proudly to safeguard the rights and interests of the working people. In Africa, the
Angolan struggle carries similar lessons for
as

us.

After it became clear tliat the US im-

pcrialists, through the u.sc of every conccivable weapon (guns, terror, subversion and
the ballot box), had won the day, Ortega and
the other Sandinistas decided to

situation

best

use

the

they can for the inpeople. They have become an
official opposition and the structures which
were founded amongst and upon the people
over the past 10 years, will now serve as the
focus for strengthening the revolution —
new

tercsts

as

as

of the

For

feminist progressive, one of
important heritages of the sirug-

me as a

the most

gles of the 1970s and SOs, is that we have
begun to change the meaning of .socialism,
from a male-inspired, male focused idcology which aspired to the ‘dictatorship of
the male proletariat"
into an ideology
which has been forced
nise the crucial role

to

accept and rccoghave always

women

played in our past, but more importantly in
the construction of

a

different kind of

society in the future. The centrality of
gender, and of an ideological perspective
which is anchored

on

the realisation of

democracy in iLs widest and deepest sense,
are the weapons that we will take with us
into the 90s and the 21st century.
1 cannot say

with certainty what will hapthe Eastern Europeans. Given our
centuries old experience of capitalist
dciiKKracy, one can be sure, however, that
the ma.ss of working people in those
counU'ies are in for a very difficult and bitpen to

ter

lesson. And the

sooner

they start

mobilising and resisting the machinations
of their petty bourgeoisie, tlie better the
possibility that they will be able to take
some of the gains of the last 40-70 years of
socialist achievement into the future. But

they had better not delude themselves about
the ‘winds of freedom’which

arc

said

to

be

blowing through their countries, bccau.se
they certainly arc not for thcm.O

for the future.

Against Stalin and The Tsar
Bureaucracy and popular participation
Peter Anyang' Nyong'o
Just before Lenin died, he warned his
comrades in the Bolshevik

Party against
bureaucracy. The young revolution had
been bom, but there was a danger of thwarting its growth by state bureaucracy. The nature of state power, and the careerism that
gets hold of some revolutionaries when
they get into positions of power, constitutes
a major threat to
undertaking the types of

Sape.mMay, 1990

social transformation

measures

that the

building of socialism requires.
.Stalin
Yet there

was one man who thought and
being a party bureaucrat, and excelling in running the party, was the key to
being a revolutionary. This man was Jo.scf

felt that

Stalin. There

were

tho.se, like him, who

derstood the revolution to

mean

who know" had

that

un-

"they

to

lead the

masses

"who did

know". The Bolshevik

Party members,
particularly their leaders, became the
philosopher kings; and the masses
remained the ignorant who had to be led
even against their will.
Lenin did not deny that a vanguard party
was necessary in building a socialist
society. But the idea of being a vanguard,
not

from Lenin’s What Is To Be Done and his

43

entitled "Better Fewer, But Better",

Politburo, and all the other closely-knit

that a vanguard is ao exemplary leaden
that can be emulated in excellence, one

decision-making bodies that elevated
themselves above all elements of popular
participation and popular conttol in society.
Those who thought contrary to party
bureaucrats were frequently branded as
traitors, reactionaries, imperialist agents,
zionists, fascists etc. Soon, thinking contrary to Stalin was itself a treasonable act.
Thus, from limiting the arena of politics to
party bureaucracy, the logical development

essay
was
one

that leads

by dedication, commiunent and

the oppressed and downtrodden. All these
qualities of the vanguard he saw being
negated by bureaucracy and the party
careerists. Technocracy took politics and
idealism out of the party leaders and made
socialist ideology sound hollow w hen they
uttered it in public discourse. I’hey tended
to use ideology to narrowly justify their
bureaucratic privileges and power over the
selfless service for the good of

masses

into

rather than to mobilise the masses

political action and higher levels of in-

tellectual and cultural awareness. Because
of this contradiction, these careerists very
soon found it necessary to doctor the very
ideas

on

which the revolution was founded

and invent "Marxist-Leninist”

their

own;

ideology of

in short, Stalinism.
Stalin who

systematically muzzled political discourse in the Soviet Union
It

was

and the East Bloc countries. After the death

political matters became increasingly the preserve of the party
bureaucracy: the Central Committee, the
of Lenin, important

of Stalinism led to

one-man

The social, economic,

rule; tsarism.

political and cultural

consequences of this to the Soviet Union,
and Eastern Europe as a whole, can only be

the advice of experts, he quite often uxtk
policy decisions which were not only
wrong but utterly unnecessary. Thus, some
of the wrongs whose corrections arc being
attempted today by perestroika would have
been avoided had Stalin not triumphed in
the late 1920s.
Was it really necessary for the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics to have emerged
in the post-war period as an empire the way

people have argued that this
defend socialism
against imperialism. Yet another school of
historical thought argues that mistakes had
it did? Some

was

disastrous to socialist
before the Second
World War. Stalin’s flirtation with, and

been made that

were

told

by the recent developments in these
countries and the on-going perestroika

internationalism

revolution.

procrastination towards Hitler finally
plunged the Soviet Union into a war she
was least prepared for. The destruction of

Any defence of Josef Stalin today is almost futile. There is no God-given law
which says that the Soviet Union had to indusuialise the way Stalin did it, nor were
any of the measures he took "historically
inevitable". We say this due to the fact that
some people, in defence of Stalin, always
argue that, whatever wrong Stalin did, he at
least industrialised the Soviet Union.

Precisely because Stalin rarely listened to

even

her industrial base and the loss of 20

lion

people was a tremendous
socialist construction.

mil-

set-back to

Disaster

According to Roy Medvedev {Let Illslory Judge:

The Origins and Consequences

of Stalinism), it was the patriotism of the

Petty bourgeois aspirations? A pro-democracy march in the
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necessary so as to

Soviet Union
S.\PE.M May, 1990

I

Soviet people and the increasing expcrience and determination of its army that
ensured Soviet victory. Stalin’s poor
leadership, his mediocrity as a commander,
the unlimited power in his hands as a oneman

ruler and his limited horizon

as a tac-

tician and

strategist were all recipes for disaster. The authoritarian and highly
centralised system he set up made mistakes
not only inevitable, numerous and grave
but also extremely difficult to correct. The
army commanders learnt to ignore him in
order to win the

the

war.

having been

When he learnt of this,

he unleashed his
venomous vengeance in senseless military
purges. Again, the cause of socialist construction suffered while the ego of the dietator was raised to new heights with the title
of generalisimo: an epithet he only shared
with the fascist Franco of Spain and the
reactionary Chiang Kai-Shek of Taiwan.
To wield political power and be in a position of responsibility under Stalin, one had
to learn not to outshine the generalisimo. A
Stalinist was usually a careerist, a mediocre
or an apologist for careerism; he was one
who combined arrogance and concept with
political insecurity and hypocrisy. Many of
these, calling themselves "ardent communists", wanted not only power but ostentatious luxury, a clear demonsuation of
their elevation above the people. The
majority of Stalinists did not hesitate to put
their hands in the public till, to u.se state
property as their own
as the revelations
in Romania and East Germany recently
showed. They were not only incapable of
understanding socialism, but they worked
against the building of any humane society.
war

state

Barrack Socialism

The mission of perestroika in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe is to get rid of
Stalinism
not to put an end to socialism
—

the Western press would have us believe.
Stalinism was the absurd negation of
as

politics

was more akin to
tsarism and fascism than to Marxist-

Leninist democratic socialism. For, if there
is any one central feature of socialist construction that Lenin stood for, it was the

participation of the pxjople in making their
own history. This participation was not to
be without direction, without leadership; a
theory of participation which ignores

would be reduced from the ad-

minisU'ation of people to the adminisu-ation
of

things-.
In other

won,

...

socialism whose

leadership and direction is a mere utopia.
But political leadership, to both Marx and
Lenin, was essentially exemplary, educative and subject to accountability towards,
and recall by, those who are led. Thus, Marx
and Lenin saw political leadership as playing an increasingly inclusive role such that,
eventually, the problem of decisionmaking would be within the realm of
everybody, and the administration of the

words, a socialist revolution
its prime objective, the

would take, as

education of everybody; each person being
empowered — intellectually and politically •— to participate fully in the affairs of
government and social reproduction. Who
would quarrel with this? It was indeed the
ignorance of the Soviet masses that created
a pre-condition for, and a ground on which
to

breed, Stalinism. Indeed it

was

from

condition for the free

development of all."

Thus, it is not only the absence of exploitation that characterises socialism, but also
love for

people, concern for their everyday
spiritual and material, and
genuine democracy, order and legality —
needs both
all these

are

essential features of a socialist

society.
It would be difficult

to

think that the ad-

that the October Revolution made

vances

towards this end would be given up by the
people so as to restore capitalism. There is
a difference between using market
mechanisms to generate productivity from
establishing such mechanisms as essential
ingredients of capitalism in all its rumbustious forms. Real political power must
remain with the people if market
mechanisms are going to serve the interests
of all people qua people. Further, the control and direction of the system must be
vested in truly representative institutions,

such

representation being directly accountpopular power. This, too, is the csscncc of social democracy, and there is no

among the intelligentsia that Stalin met
with staff resistance, and it was from

able to

this intelligentsia that Europe was
finally to be liberated from Stalinism.
Cenu-alised planning — and poor and
mediocre centralised planning at that —

social dcmocrät who is not, at the same

among

bureaucracy, political authoritarianism,
rigid and uncreative social discourse and
hence inability to respond imaginatively to
socio-economic problems, are the elements
of pseudo-socialism or "barrack socialism"
that Stalinism had bequeathed to the world
"socialism". Socialism

means not only
ownership replaces private
ownership in the means of production, not
only a change in the relationship of man to
machine, but also a change in the relations
as

time,

a

socialist.
Perestroika in Africa

Africa, in the final analysis, has been involved in its

own perestroika for a long
Conoary to what people arc arguing,
the popular masses in Africa, in their own
popular movements, have been demanding
popular and socialist democracy —
perestroika — in Africa ever since indc-

lime.

that social

pcndence. We, ourselves, have analysed the

of

diversity of these movements in Africa in
various countries, in the book Popular
Struggles for Democracy in Africa. Wc
stand by this analysis, and sUess that Africa

men to

each other. Socialism

was

sup-

posed to be a profoundly humane social
system created for man, for the happiness
of the toilers. Back in 1845, Engels found
the

essence

of socialism in "the creation for

all

people of such conditions that everyone
the chance to develop his human
nature freely, to live in human relationships
with his neighbours, without fear of violent
destruction with his neighbours, without
will get

fear of violent destruction of his well-

being". The most famous statement of this
theme occurs in The Communist Manifest
to:

"The free

development of each is the

has had

more

than her fair share of both

Stalin and the Tsar, and Stalinist regimes
exist of both left and

right persuasions, oppressing and terrorising the people in almost equal degrees. The struggle for social
democracy to create an enabling environment for positive social transformation and
the liberation of human beings from backwardness in all its forms, is on the agenda
in Africa whether or not perestroika sueceeds in Europe. But we do recognise the
common enemy: Stalinism and the Tsar.O
Peter Anyang Nyong 'oisa Programmes

Officer, African Academy of Science,
Nairobi, Kenya
Sapem May, 1990
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A Force to Reckon With
Neither De Klerk

nor

the Liberation Movements

can

afford to

ignore

South Africa’s Mass Social Movements

Lloyd M. Sachikonye
FORTNIGHT after the release of

A

Nelson Mandela from 27 years

of
incarceration, I chaired a timely and
packed African Association of Political
Science (AAPS) (Zimbabwe Chapter)
forum on the prospects of a negotiated settlement in South Africa. The keynote
speakers were the African National Congress (ANC) and Pan Africanist Congress
(PAC) representatives in Zimbabwe.
Perhaps inevitably, they sharply disagreed on whether the liberation movement
should enter into negotiations over a political settlement at this particular conjuncture. The PAC representative observed that
although there was mounting international
pressure on it to talk to de Klerk, the liberation movement thought there was little to
gain from negotiations. Yet the struggle
within South Africa had reached

a new

qualitative level and in that context
negotiations needed to be pursued as
another form of the struggle, the ANC represented countered. However, there was
one assessment on

rades

which these two

com-

in

complete agreement. This
was that over the past 10 to 15 years, there
has emerged within South Africa other
movements
engaged in massive
democratic struggles and whose demands
were

neither the de Klerk

nor

movement

could afford to

negotiation

process.
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the liberation

ignore in the

Significant Contribution
This

acknowledgement of the significant

contribution of

mass

social

the liberation process

movements to

subordination to, or co-optation by, the
liberation movements and the post-

majority rule government. This contrasts
the basic

structures

and resilience of thc.se

the unions, students, the youth, community organisations,
women’s groups, civic associations and
others
is testimony to the immense
capacity shown by the South African mas-

anti-eolonial struggles in mueh of Africa
and in the armed liberation struggles in the

pursue democratic struggles in one of
the most difficult social and political ter-

movements, but

—

—

ses to

rains anywhere. There are few parallels
elsewhere in Africa where such a for-

midable

machine and

unrelenting
ideological apparatus (apartheid) have
sought to contain struggles for basic
freedoms by the majority of its peoples.
Nor has the option of armed liberation
struggle been as viable nor as externally
supported (through the existence of near
bases) as was the case in Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe. The more feasible
option has therefore been the primacy on
political struggles within South Africa itself notwithstanding the formidably repressive state apparatuses. One outcome of the
primacy on internal political mobilisation
state

has therefore been

an

significantly higher
participation of the mass social
movements in the liberation process itself.
However, the hope is that the autonomy
of these movements is not likely to be
amenable to being compromised through
levels of

movements

with those that

emerged during

above-mentioned Southern African suites.
These

struggles did generate mass social
compared to those in contemporary South Africa, these were on a
smaller scale and did not become as fully
mobilised in the liberation process.

Although these movements played a crucial
role in the independence simgglcs, they

generally were not only co-opted (through
their leadership) into the ruling party but
more

often demobilised

at

the achievement

of that independence.

Their incomplete formation and weak autonomy at the height of
independence struggles made their
depoliticisation by the new incumbent
ruling elite less difficult. Of course, this is
to generalise: there would be quite a number of examples where these movements
resisted such subordination

or

demobilisa-

tion tenaciously. The argument nevertheless sumds that on the eve of ius liberation,
the mass social movements in South Africa

comparatively stronger, better organised and functionally autonomous
precisely because of their unique hi.storieal

are

Sapilm May, 1990

essential component

of the democratic
country”.
The unions have pursued the mobilisation of workers at the work places seriously: by 1988, it was estimated that 20% of

an

forces in

our

'

the total black labour force was unionised.
In the mid-1980s, the unions were or-

ganised in 43 500 work places, had signed
plant agreements, had an estimated 1
500 shop steward committees or councils
and over 12 500 shop stewards. This points
to the increased organisational depth of the
unions. More importantly, most unions
managed to transcend economism as their
struggles broadened beyond struggles at
the work-place. Some analysts have ob-
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served that the economic recession of the

early 1980s contributed to

a

major fiscal

crisis which resulted in retrenchments,

plant closures and increased mass unemployment. But it was a crisis:
met by unprecedented levels of
mobilisation and resistance in the

factories and communities

over

economic and

political issues: the
highest levels in South African history; rent strikes, bus boycotts; consumer boycotts, school boycotts;
anti-constitutional campaigns and
stay-aways; all these forms of resistance became permanent features of
the

political terrain between 1984

and 1986.

These observations reinforce the

posi-

tion underlined above that unions in South

Africa, perhaps more than anywhere else
this continent, have gone further in engaging the politics of broader democratic
struggles.
Indeed, in alliance with students, the

on

Transcending narrow economism: it is not possible for TVade Unions to improve
the plight of these workers without demanding political and civil rights

experience and the geo-political
straints on armed liberation struggle.

lowing the Wiehahn Commission’s findings.
In 1985, the formation of the Congress
of South African Trade Unions (COS ATU)
provided a powerful national centre which

con-

Unions Mobilise
But how have the
ments

mass

social

move-

in South Africa contributed to the

articulated both the economic and

development of these democratic struggles? They have done so in a variety of
arenas and forms. Firstly, the U'ade unions,
for example, have been in the forefront of
smuggles for the dcmocratisation of conditions at the work-place. The Durban strikes
of 1973 signalled a new era of labour
militancy which forced concessions in the
form of recognition of black workers’
unions and collective bargaining rights fol¬
SapemMay, 1990

political

demands of the workers. In the South
African context, narrow economism was

youth, the unemployed and community
groups, the unions played a central role in
these struggles. This new form of unionism,
argued Webster and Lambert, has the
potential to forge an alliance with the
popular movement on the basis of equality,
and a commitment to defend a workingclass, socialist programme in a liberated
South Africa. Thus, by "combining links at

inadequate in conditions of absence of
political and civil rights. On its formation,

community level with

COSATU therefore stressed that, as a representative of the working class, it was

begun to take

committed "to the task of

mobilising the
democratic struggle,
independent org^isation and as

an engagement

in

national liberation, these unions have
on the characteristics
cial movement unionism".

of so-

Revolt of Students

workers in the general

both

as an

Perhaps nothing better symbolised the
against repression and its

massive revolt

I
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cultural medium (the Afrikaans language in
this

case) than the student movement

spawned by the Soweto uprising of 1976. It
is difficult to think of

a

comparable

spon-

struggle with such a powerful imagery as this uprising generated by those
vulnerable yet determined 15-year-and 16year-old school pupils. Much has now been
written about the subsequent lack of organisational cohesion in the student movement and its vulnerability to repression. But
taneous

it could not be denied that their revolt did

effectively terminate state regulations over
Soweto for

some

time, mobilised broad

working class action and challenged political structures such

as

the local government

system.

spite of formidable repression (which
detention, torture and
bannings) they did not only keep the banIn

included shootings,

ner

of revolt aloft within South Africa, but

youth particularly that based in the
townships and that which is unemployed.
This youth has been instrumental in the
political mobilisation of the townships; indeed in the mid-80s, they

made them ‘un-

governable’. It was in an attempt to root the
movement and the resistance galvanised by
this youth that nothing less than the occupation of the townships by the police and soldiers became necessary to pre-empt the
consolidation of alternative political struc-

in these

segregated locations. Even
then, the occupation has largely failed to
subdue the youth movement.
The youth movement has been supportive of union struggles: it has participated
in organising protest "stay-aways" or
general strikes on specifically political isturcs

It has endorsed and mobilised the

sues.

township citizens in consumer and rent
boycotts and in the process hitting white

ranks of the ANC and PAC. That the in-

where it hurts most and paralysing apartheid local government structures

fusion of their

respectively.

some

left in their thou.sands to swell the

youthful energies and radi-

cal demands lent

some

revitalisation

or

im-

petus to the armed struggle prosecuted by
the liberation movement should not be un-

commerce

as

mobilising issues which werejusta facctof
broader struggle to transform the existing
order. A new political culture was emerging: songs of praise to Mandela, Tambo and
Umkhonto weSizwe, study groups which
perused underground ANC and PAC publications, and the wearing of mock guerilla
uniforms and toy guns and demonstrations.
This was in itself politically and
psychologically "a liberating process" but
more significantly a mobilising process to
the extent that it permeated other social
a

groups.
Youth and the

Struggle

Closely related, but not necessarily subsumed, to the student movement struggles
against the apartheid, state have been the
48

con-

fore "a much broader church" than the

typi-

cal armed liberation movement. However,
unlike the model of the nationalist

move-

(which was basically a coal ition of social movements but much more loosely organised and less autonomous and therefore

ment

subordination to the petit-bourgeois leadership), there is real possibility of

prone to
a

model in which autonomous democrati-

call)' organised social movements closely
relate to, but nevertheless are not subsumed

by, the liberation movement (in this case
the ANC and PAC).
It is

precisely this possibility for such an

autonomy (which

would contribute to the

development of a much more robust civil
society) that questions should be rai.scd on
the future relationship between the liberation

movement

and such

mass

institutions

COSATU, UDF, MDM, the Azanian

the United Democratic Front (UDF)

others. The observation may be made that
in the specific cases of the UDF and PAM

Indeed, it has been observed that with the

viewed

the

People’s Organisation (AZAPO) and the

ganising further student struggles in the
early 1980s and the Black Consciousness
Movement (BCM) in radicalising the
students’ political awakening should be ac-

were now

on

tinent. The liberation movement is there-

youth organi.sations
explicitly political fronts such as

The formation of
linked to

demonstrates the

educational demands

connotations than elsewhere

as

derestimated. The role of the Congress of
South African Students (COSAS) in or-

knowledged.
By the 1980s, the student movement had
shifted its demands to explicitly political
ones. Amongst its short-term demands
were the withdrawal of troops from the
townships and the release of detainees
whilst at a wider level, the immediate and

respect, the liberation smuggle in South
Africa has much broader dimensions and

the

heightened awareness of
youth about the wider political issues.

growth of demonstrations in the 1970s and
1980s a relatively educated, totally urbanised youth immersed in a distinctively
urban youth sub-culture broadly sympathetic to the liberation movement differentiated this segment from the previously dominant, rather lumpen, sub-culture of the mapantsula (Lunn, 1986).
We do not havQ space here to review the
important role played in political mobilisation by civil organi.sations, peasant groups,
women’s and church groups. They continue
to contribute to these democratic struggles
both on specific terrain and through such
fronts as the UDF and the Mass Democratic
Movement

(MDM).
The Connection

But how do these mass social movements
now

relate to the liberation movement

that the critical juncture of preliminary

negotiations (‘talks about talks’) has been
reached? We have implicitly argued that
their democratic struggles were, in .some
sense, autonomous even though they conncctcd with those- of other social movements

and the liberation movement. In this

Pan Africanist Movement

(PAM) among

it is generally acknowledged that their
alignment to the ANC and PAC respectively is indisputable. As the unbanned organisations set up sauctures inside South
Africa, these movements may indeed be absorbed. However, what is not inevitable is
that the labour,
movements

student, youth and peasant
by the wings

will be absorbed

of the liberation movement which arc now
up formal political party sU'ucEven within UDF and PAM — which

building
tures.

may increasingly be .seen as
ANC and PAC respectively
over

fronts of the
— tensions

the terms of their

be discounted

subsumption cannot
completely.

Nationalist

or

Sociali.st?

brings us to the question of the
objectives of the
democratic struggles w'c have examined
above. The common objective is the dismantlemcnt of the apartheid system and the
establishment of majority rule. The agenda
of the negotiations with the dc Klerk
government will centre on precisely these
popular demands. Although in the South
African context these may appear to be
radical demands, the experience of
This

definition of the

decolonisation elsewhere

on

the continent

SAPE.M May. 1990

has shown that

independence can be
emptied of its contents in a neo-colonial
context by self-seeking, authoritarian
elites. Could the South African struggles
transcend the trap of nominal independence? Could they provide the basis of
further struggles for a socialist u-ansition?
It is precisely because of the substantive
slakes involved that the debate

on

which of

the strategies to pursue,

the nationalist or
socialist one, has assumed an urgent immediacy. Of course, a phased version of
combining both a nationalist and socialist
sU'ategy is not impossible. One scenario is
that a negotiated settlement will effectively pre-empt the second or socialist phase of
the struggle.
Indeed it could be asked, that given that
highly politically conscious social movements

have evolved in South Africa, will

they seek to maintain some organisational
autonomy from the liberation movement
and indeed from a nationalist fX)st-majority
rule government? One perspective is that,
at least with respect to the working class,
"the lessons from other societies where

national liberation

campaign has

a

success-

fully been fought suggest that unions would
be foolish

to

surrender their role

as

class

representatives".
Recent statements attributed to labour

leaders confirm that some unions indeed inlend to ensure that they exert influence over

the process

of rebuilding the ANC inside
objective has been
specified as being to ensure that "a massbased ANC will be a working-class ANC
with workers’ interests firmly in the leadership". Of course, the struggle to assert that
working-class hegemony within the ANC
will be contested by other social classes.
But trajectory of that struggle will deterthe country. The

mine whether there will be social transfer-

mation beyond the national democratic

phase. But already political developments
have

superseded the heated debate
of recent years over whether the strategy of
seem to

certain unions

pushing for working-class
leadership of the liberation movement was

based

on

‘workerism’; and whether the

SU’ategy of the leadership of the liberation

basically ‘populist’. The
struggles organised by the UDF and
MDM and indeed the envisaged merging of

movement was

broad

the ANC-linked SACTU with COSATU

SapemMay, 1990

have demonsU’ated the limitations of the

‘workerisis’

versus

(Quoted in the "Weekly Mail",
January 26-1 February 1990.)

‘populists’ debate.

Unity and Negotiations
So far,

we

And that is

have provided a reasonably

optimistic
mass

assessment of the role of the
social movements in the democratic

struggles in South Africa and tfte

pos-

sibilities of their maintenance of autonomy
from political structures (the parties and a

post-majority rule stale). It would be naive
though to overlook the structural and
military weakness of the liberation movements. The armed struggle has not, for ob-

ANC should

the broadest unified front before subslanlive negotiations commence. But the issue
goes

it needs to exert some control

source

draw into the

you

right place, determined
the struggle, but
often they don't understand the basic
political positions of the inovement.
(Weekly Mail, January 26-February
1,1990.)
That these

same battalions of young
lions have carried aloft the banner of the

lions on

a

the

formed

by the

mass social movements is
absent in the liberation movement and de
Klerk would be giving away a golden opportunity if he did not exploit those
divisions to his advantage.
It may well be that international pressure
may have ‘forced’ the pace of the negotialion process. Still it does not provide an excuse for the ANC for not sealing tactical
pacts with PAC and luring the BantusUin
leaders (including Buthelezi) and indeed
with those forces which Pretoria could play
against the liberation movement.
This brings us to our final observation
that the relationship between the liberation
movement

and

some

ments

of the social

may yet prove
debate over the efficacy

themselves could still
tween

move-

problematic. The
of the negotiations

create

tensions be-

them. As Walter Sisulu has

candidly

admitted:
The

problem is

of the
youngsters are not really interested
in negotiations. Infact, they have become a little angry. That is why I say
that this chap de Klerk is moving too
fast and can create problems for us.
many

bat-

become part of

to

which the liberation

unilateral basis. The ‘broad front’

movement

hearts in the

of weakness is the

The PAC refuses

its mem-

talions and battalions of young lions,

wings of the
to join the
negotiations. It may suind to gain some
political capital if the negotiations gel
stalled. This may indeed be a cynical, tacdeal position. But it does not absolve both
wings from the mistake of entering negotiamovement.

over

bership. As one leader has observed:

Mozambique and Zimbabwe when
negotiations began. In this respect, the
liberation movement does not negotiate
from a position of strength.
Another

beyond these tactical options. Already

the liberation movement discovers that to
build up solid structures within the country,

vious and understandable reasons, reached
the same advanced levels it had reached in

divisions between the two

why, it might be argued, the
its flank by building up

cover

sU’uggle without such formali.sed structures
set

is

what

movement

intends

fully acknowledged in this
paternalistic postulation.
not

It could well be that

our

some-

observation that

social movements

mass

to

—

as a conse-

quence of the specificity of their historical
experience and the unique trajectory of the
South African liberation struggle — are not
only stronger on the eve of majority rule but
will therefore have, greater capacity to
jealously guard their autonomy from politi-

parties and the state wilTslill need to be
tested in the contests that have already

cal

begun

negotiations commence and the
movement wings transform into
formal political structures. The outcome of
as

liberation

those contests is not

However,

our

pre-ordained.

general argument

massive contribution of the

on

mass

the

social

movements in South Africa
to

caution
some

—

already begins
against certain political positions

of which have been

SAPEM (see Vol. 3 No. 4)
that unless organised and

—

expressed in
which argue

led by a pettybourgeois leadership, these movements are
constrained in their democratic struggles.
In South

Africa, these

movements have

only made a significant contribution to
the struggle but also created space not only
for their autonomous development but also
conditions for the political space not only
for negotiations but for possible socialist
not

transformation after majority

rule.D
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Islam, Christianity and African Identity
By Suld5niian S. Nyang, Brattleboro, Vermont: Amana Books, 1984
Reviewed

by Chris Chidehe
the various Afirican ethnic groups, he has
shown the common values that unite the

consciousness. These are views from tradi-

as Harry Sawyer, Bolaji Idowu,
others in Africa and abroad, have
provided additional data for us to understand the three strands of thought identified
by Nkrumah.

community and individual responsibility.
He points out that the penetration of Islam
was not realised only through trade and
commerce; and that at some periods the
Arabs took advantage of African generosity
and hospitality.
In his third chapter, the Gambian scholar
looks at the Christian experience in Africa.
He argues that, though Christianity made
an earlier effort at penetration in the first
century of the Christian movement, its suecess in Africa is historically linked with the
arrival of the Western Europeans. He contends that, though the missionaries col-

honal Africa, Islam and the Euro-Western
world. In his view, these three must be syn-

The book under review is written with

laborated with the colonial governments,

the

INCH the early

s

1960s, when Kwame

Nkrumah of Ghana wrote his Consciencism and his fellow countryman.

Dr William

Abraham, published his Mind

of Africa, a number of books, monographs
and journal

articles have appieared in the in-

ternational media. All these works
united

are

African

pooples. This book, and the others
only establish Mbiti as a
major African thinker but it also enriches
the literature and thereby creates more in-

after it, did not

tellectual

concern

African

identity. Nkrumah set the stage

tuals such

ptointed out in his Consciencism
that there are three stands of thought which
are completing for primacy in the African

and many

when he

room

for discussion and debate

about the Consciencism of the late Kwame

a common thread and that is the
for and interest in the question of

by

Nkrumah. Mbiti and other African intellec-

framework of Socialism.

understanding that Africa’s encounter
with Islam and Christianity led to an identity crisis. Professor Nyang, a native of the

Nkrumah’s work has been

Gambia and

criticised

Studies at Howard

thesised in the New Africa within the

by

many

Though
severely
religious thinkers and

commentators because

of his Marxist lean-

very

one

time Director of African

University, gives us a
important book. Here he captures

they performed some useful and significant
services

to

the African communities. This

achievement

was

evident in the number of

schools and clinics they

built during their
colonial Africa. Nyang believes that
the missionary, Muslim and Christian,
deserves some credit for the development
stay in

ings, the fact remains that he has provided
the African intellectual with a conceptual
map. This is quite evident from a close look
at the bibliographical data on African
thought. Since the first appearance of his
book, many works have tried to focus on
some asptect of the African encounter with

px)ints about the Christian and Islamic
expterience of the African pjeoples. In his
book, he shows the way things were before
the arrival of Islam and Christianity. He discusses very well the traditional belief systern of Africans, focusing on the com-

alien cultures and civilisations.

monalities that united the Africans. After

outstanding works
which fill much gap in the literature on
Africa’s religious encounter with outsiders

this excellent discussion of traditional

He selects the late Nkrumah and the former

African

President of

One of the most

has been Professor John Mbiti’s book on

African Religions and Philosophies.
Through his meticulous study of the data on
50

within the two

covers

of a book the

essen-

tial

thought, the professor proceeds to
the examination of the Islamic expxjrience.
He argues that Islam affected the African
consciousness and this transformation is
evident in the African concept

of time.

and dissemination of what he calls
A. Mazrui, "the

a

la All

technology of intellectual

conservation".
His last chapter is that which crowns his
work. Here, he shows how two major inicllectual thinkers of contemporary Africa

grapple with the African identity problem.
Senegal, Leopold Sedar Senghor. He points out that whereas Nkrumah
sought his answers in politics or the
primacy of politics, his former rival and
critic Senghor saw the solution in cultural
Sapem May, 1990

engineering. Nyang concludes that each of

To conclude this review, I would say

that

these two men makes his own contributions

here is an excellent work on African affairs.

the debate and he hojjes that the future
generations will be able to work out an effective synthesis. He further concludes that

It will

to

Abrahamic tradition and that in their his-

certainly be informative to those inphilosophy and in the
religious life of man in Africa and the Pan
African World. I recommend it strongly to
all those in religious studies and African

tory they have somehow "fulfilled" the

studies.D

the Africans have

now

internalised the

central message of the three traditions. He
maintains that, like Jesus Christ, the Black

has carried the

man

cross

of colour and has

served, in the language of Edward Blyden,
all the

vard

a

scholar

at

the Har-

University and a Visiting Fellow at

SAPES

that the African has

climatic conditions of the world. He also
believes that African peoples are com-

parable to the ancient Jews of Israel who
into captivity in ancient Egypt.

went

Oden, Bertil & Othman, Haroub (eds).
Regional Cooperation in Southern

Africa: A Post-Apartheid Perspective,
Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of
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JeffMaseniola (1931-1990)
Shafa ath-Åhmad Khan
Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) stalwart Jeff Masemola lived just six months and two days after his
hitnself to the activities ofthe movement he helped found and which,
tpithin ayear of its founding, got the sledgehammer chop from the South African authorities ■— only
release fröm prison to rededicate
to be

legalised a couple of months short of thirty years later. Just when the PAC was reputedly
gradually ascending the political ladder, he came face to face with destiny.
But, when he died within hours of a collision on Tuesday April 171990, at about noon in the trauma
unit of the Garankuwa Hospital outside Pretoria, the ^'appointment'* that he had made with the
as-yetrunwritten "history” of triumph in the liberation struggle of the South African tnasses had sadly
come

to be cancelled.

Masemola, dubbed **The Tiger ofAzania” (South Africa), was freed after 26 years in prison together
with

African National Congress (ANC) leaders —r including fellow Robben Island prisoner and
presently head of the ANC's internal leadership corps, Walter Sisulu — on October 15 last year.
Immediately on his release, he said:
Our release from prison after such a long period is intended to soften world pressure on the racist
regime. We are being used as chips to buy world favour. Our release is not so much out of humanitarian
seven

consideration.
:

:

Who

was

the

man

with such characteristic firmness the South African authorities kept behind bars

for 26 years-—just three years short of half his life?

faphta Kgalabe Masemola was bom in Bom-Accord, Pretoria, on December 12, 1931. He was the
youngest son of eleven children bom to Sekgomaredi and Evelyn Masemola. By the time he xvas a year
and eightmonths, he had lost both his parents, and was taken care of by one of his sisters in
Marabastad Location, on the fringes of Pretoria.
Later, at the age of eleven, the young Masemola lived in the sprawling Atteridgeville township.
Outside Pretoria, where he got his primary education. After the secondary phase of his education, he
successfully studied for a teache}"'s diploma. It was during a teaching stint at a school in Atteridgeville
bi the latter part of the fifties that he was bitten by the political bug.
At that time, students of Pan-Africanism say, he was impressed by the unswerving political aims
of Isaac Ramopo, principal of the Bareng Primary School where he was teaching. Within tu>o years
Öfhis stay at Bareng Primary, he espoused the ANC Youth League. That was in 1958.
When the Africanists split from the Charterists (who favoured the inclusion ofxvhite liberals in the
ranks of the ANC) to form the PAC on April 6,1959, and continue with the ”Programme of Action”
#- 05 enunciated in 1949
against dispossession and exploitation.. Masemola was one of those in
the forefront of the new organisation. He was, in fact, elected to the executive of the Pretoria region
ofthePAC. Uncompromising he ventured into the artned struggle with his colleagues in the movement.
—
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Together they co-ordinated the modus operandi of "Poqo** — now the Azanian People's Liberation
Army, the PAC's military wing.
On March 21,1963, however, Masemola and 15 other PAC revolutionaries were arrested. Tried by a
fudge and two assessors in the Pretoria Supreme Court, Masemola wds sentenced on July! of the same
year for alleged sabotage and conspiracy to overthrow the state through violpttmeans. Also sentenced
to lifé imprisonment on Robben Island with him was John Nkosi, who was released some time ago.
The others charged with him and Nkosi were given jail sentences of up to 15 years.
On his release, he said that his and the imprisonment offiis colleagues had pot been within theambif
of Justice. He and his compatriots, he pointed out, had virtually been denied legal representation
because of the refusal by the South African authorities to allow their lawyers to confer with them.
In 1985, Masemola turned down then South African Prime Minister P. W. Botha's offer of release on
condition that he renounces violence. A year later, he was moved to Diepkloof Prison, west of

Johannesburg, equipped with a Bachelor ofArts (University of South AfriOaf degree for which he had
read

on

Robben Island.

Shortly after his release, he met with thenfailed ANC leadet Nelson Mandela dt the latter's Victor
bungalow in Paarl, some 60 km from Cape Town, leading to speculation that a unity
pact between the ANC and PAC had been on the cards.
Undeterred by his long stay in prison, however, Masemola maintained on the burning issue of
negotiations with the South African Government:
We cannot negotiate with the usurpers of our land. Our primary task, as stated over and over
again, is to repossess our coimtry ~~ Azania.
In July last year, a collective of research-minded members in the PAC's youth wing inside South
Africa, the Azanian National youth Unity (AZANYU)^fceen on chroniclipg ''oUr oxon stntggles to
counter distortions*’, initiated the ”Masemola Information Centre” (MIPS) to bring into focus
Masemola's predicament as a prisoner of the South African Govermnept not only fpr the ititemational
community, but also the masses in South Africa. But, even before the first project of MIPS — a
magazine, ”The Rise ofAzania” — had got off the ground, the’’symbol of the tried and tested fighter”
Verster Prison

(as MIPS

refers to him) was freed.

organisational structure of MIPS had visited Masemola at DiepkloOf Prison in July to inform
to name its forum in honOurofhis ”selfless dedication to the cause of the liberation
struggle” and because of his ”ignored” predicament. "We told Cde Masemola that he was our only
choice and an inspiration to Azanian youth. But he felt there Was no need för hint to behonbitred fyr
his contribution to the liberation struggle,” MIPS spokesman AU Hlöngpodnörhäd told me in an
interview prior to the ”Welcotne Home” rally for thePAC stalfyart atAtteridgeville’s Super Stadium
The

him ofits intention

on
:

December 16 last year.

”Although, after much persuasion, he accepted the honour, Cde Masemola pointed put tjiat his
struggle for liberation was merely -^
be had put it ■— an appointment with

involvement in the

history.”
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Compiled by Mapopa Chipeta
•

The acceptance of a multi-faceted
armed su-ugglc; and

•

The commiunent

Unity and Liberation Movements
in Southern Africa
BCM of Azania:

Rejoinder to The Report on the
on US-Soviet Policy on

SAFES Conference

Nyanga, 11-15 March, 1990.
The BCM has always recognised the historical contributions
made by all the organisations of the oppressed in the national
liberation struggle in Azania. The BCM has its own independent
history and its own policies and programmes which have evolved
since the founding of the movement by the likes of Comrade
Steve Biko. These are not in opposition to the liberation efforts
and views of the other liberation movements. The BCM
situation where the

arose

in

regime had effectively crushed the gallant

efforts of the two older libetalioa movements, after it had
outlawed them in 1960, and persecuted, imprisoned and killed
hundreds and thousands of their members up to about 1965.

On all occasions where it marked

turning points and

commemorated historical dates of the struggle, the BCM extolled
and eulogised

the leading lights of these organisations, as well as
Trotskyite grouping. Even the contributions
of organisations long since defunct, such as the Indusu-ial and
Commercial Workers’ Union, of the second and third decades of
those of the smaller

this century, were recognised and popularised.
The BCM appreciates, and has always appreciated

the need
unity of the organisations of the oppressed, even in the
light of their diverse programmes. On the other hand, the BCM
has always condemned individuals and organisations which
carried out the divisive and racist policies of the regime. The
BCM was the first organisation to criticise the involvement of
the highly articulate critic of the regime. Prince Mangosutho
‘Gatsha’ Buthelezi in the ethnic-based Bantustan system. In spite
of some very sharp disputes, the BCM was able to co-exist with
Buthelezi’s Inkatha without any spilling of blood, because
for the

members of Inkatha

are not our

enemies, oppressors or

exploiters. Our contradictions with them are real, but they are not
antagonistic.
The BCM recognises many points that it has in common with
the other two older liberation movements. Amongst these are:
The recognition of the foreign colonial conquest of our
country and the exploitation of the colonised;
•
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to a process for the redistribution of
wealth after the establishment of national democratic rule.

These, and various other points constitute the grounds for the
a broad-based Front, in which the three

establishment of

liberation movements could co-operate.

Southern Africa

a

struggle which includes

Practical Efforts Towards
It is

Unity

significant to point out that on the night of his last arrest,
to his murder by the South African Police, Steve Biko

which led

had violated his house-arrest and restriction orders, and had

travelled 1 040 km

Cape Town on an ongoing effort to bring
unity amongst the organisations of the oppressed. This
comes out on the video interview of his close colleague and BCM
stalwart, Peter C. Jones who was arrested with Steve, and who is
in the 1990 Central Committee of the Azanian People’s
Organisation (AZAPO).
In 1979, during the lead-up to the founding Congress of the
BCM(A) (external), a delegation was sent to our compatriot
organisation based in Lusaka, to canvass the issue of unity and
co-opcration. Similarly, in 1982, another delegation was sent to
Dar es Salaam, to discuss unity and co-operation with our other
compatriot organisation whose head office is in Tanzania. So far,
we have nothing to show as the fruits of those efforts.
to

about

When the

from

two

leaders of the older movements

were

released

prison in 1989, and in 1990, the leadership of AZAPO, the

senior BCM structure inside Azania, went to see both of them.
Such efforts are meant to keep the channels of communication
open.

Unity and Mass Work
Inside Azania, the BCM has several

organisations which the
people may join if they accept its political line. These are
organisations such as AZAPO; Imbeleko Women’s Movement,
The Azania Youth Organisation (AZAYO), the Azanian
Students’ Movement (AZASM), regional organisations and
community development projects. On the other hand, when BCM
cadres and organisations get involved, or initiate social
movements such as Trade Unions, Civil Organisation, religious
bodies and sports associations, they do not impose the political
line and programme of the BCM on such structures. This is in
recognition of the fact that people participate in such structures
out of necessity, and need to be united in these formations despite
their divergent views on the struggle. For example, workers in
SapemMay, 1990

industry would be greatly weakened in their bargaining
ability if there were to be a different trade union for workers from
one

The Role of Culture in Political and Economic
Development by Einar Braathen.
Development and Government Revenue by Daniel
Tctfschys.
Africa After the Crisis of the 1980: The Dialectics of
Adjustment by Timothy M. Shaw.

each of the various

political currents in the struggle.
Workers and uade unionists from the BCM are present in their
tens of thousands in the two major labour federations in
Azania,
the National Council of Trade Unions

(NACTU) and the
Congress of Trade Unions of South Africa (COSATU). BCM
labour activists found it easy to plan for, and
participate in the
two historic Labour Summits in
April and August 1989. These
were gatherings where the
people who actually labour, came
together to plan tactics and action against repressive labour
legislation, despite their different political affdiations.
With the rise in talk about a possible negotiated setdement to
the problem of Azania, and with several interests
seeking a quick
negotiated solution, the internal wing of the BCM co-convened
a

Parastatals, Neo-colonised

Telecommunications Development with reference to

Mozambique and Zimbabwe by Einar Braathen.
SAFES Seminar

Monograph Series (1990)

Impact of East-West Rapproachment

on

Africa by Dani

Wadada Nabudere.

broad-based forum where the oppressed could air their views

and take decisions on how to deal with the
negotiations scenario.
The BCM fought hard for the inclusion in the Conference for a

Technology Transfer,
Corporation and National Strategies in

Multinational

The Politics ofLow Intensity
Role

Warfare in Southern Africa: The
of the University by Horace Campbell.

Democratic Future (CDF), of all progressive political tendencies.
When the CDF took

place in December 1989, the BCM
willing and able to work on a platform
other willing organisation.

demonstrated that it
with any

was

Unity in Victory
Whether the

Call for Research Proposals on
”Conflict and Conflict Resolution
in Southern Africa”

victory of the oppressed is secured through armed

struggle

or through a plebiscite, secured through negotiations is
still to be seen. If such a process takes place, all three liberation
movements are

likely

to be well represented in the constituent

assembly, or other national representative body. The best
approach to ensure that the long suffering Black masses are not
subjected to any further strife would be a coalition government
which would absorb all the patriotic organisations and work for
reconstruction, emphasising the common aims of all its
components. If the BCM obtained a majority in constituent
assembly elections, even if it were an absolute majority, it would
probably find it prudent to invite the other two major forces to
be represented in a government of national
unity.

This is

to

call

on

all those institutions and individuals

research and those interested in
abstracts

doing research

doing

to send us

their

on-going research or their proposed research
topics. The intention is to create an information network so that
on

have informed discussions on conflicts as well as provide a
forum which will conU'ibutc in practical terms to the
process of

we

finding equitable solutions to the conflicts in the region. We hope
continued high calibre Research.
For those proposing new topics of study, your research will be
funded through the Conflict Resolution Research Network. If
you are already doing research, we hope to exchange information
and collaborate in future research projects. Send us abstracts of
your research reports, on-going research, and proposals to the
also to generate

address below.

SAPEM Seminar

Monograph Series (1989)

Your research may
to them:-

African Crisis: The Way Out by Nzongola-Ntalaja.
Technology Policies for Development in Sub-Saharan
Africa (Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe) by Hasa
Mfaume Miawa)
Democracy and the One-Party State Debate in Africa: The
Case of Zimbabwe by Masipula Sithole.
African Philosophical Projections and Prospects for the
Indigenisation of Political and Intellectual Discourse by
Archief Mafeje.
The Left and the Crisis in Africa by Brian Raftopolous.

restricted

Non-collaboration and Anti-imperialism by Alie Fataar.

Address them

The

•

fall under any of these sub-themes but not

Global conflicts, nature and extent;

•

Liberation process;

•

Peace ueaties and defence pacts;
The Frontline States and South African destabilisation;
The post-colonial state, nature and class content of the

•

•

state;
•

•

Regional Cooperation; and
Negotiations and Mediation in conflict

The Abstracts should reach
to:

us not

later than 1st

Attn: Donald Chanda, ADS

July 1990.
Deparunent,

University of Zambia, P.O. Box 32379, Tel.213221

Ext

1190/1188 Telex: UNZALU ZA44370, Lusaka.
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS
AVAILABLE TITLES

following publications are available from SAFES Trust:
of International Finance Capitalhy Dani Wadada Nabudere, 1989, Z$14,00
Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa by Issa Shivji, 1988, Z$5,00
Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poemshy Christopher Henry Muwanga-Barlozv, 1989, Z$8,00
Women in Zimbabwe by Elinor Batezat and Margaret Mwalo, 1989, Z$10,00

The

The Crash

I

FORTHCOMING TITLES

of Socialism by Samir Amin
of African Intellectuals, edited by Ibbo Mandaza
The Employment Crisis in Africa:Human Resources Development Policy Issues, edited by

The Future
The Role

Crispin

Grey-]ohnson
The IMF and Tanzania,

edited by Hgrace

Campbell

ORDER FORM
To:

The Production

Manager

SAFES Trust
P.O. Box MPlll
Mount Pleasant
Harare

Zimbabwe
Please send

me

proforma invoice for supplying the following titles and quantities by airmail/surface mail.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
Name:

Position (if

representing institution):

Address:

Signature:
Date:
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The associated companies of the Lonrho
Group combine to
make Lonrho one of Zimbabwe’s most effective
income
generators in the areas of mining,
manufacturing and

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates
(Private) Limited

Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited
W Dahmer &.

Company (Private) Limited

agriculture.

Crittall'Hope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts

Engineers

(Private) Limited

Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining (Private) Limited
Italian Coachhuilders (Private) Limited
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Mobile Motors (Private) Limited: Associate
National Blankets (Private) Limited
Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

Turnpan Zimhahwe Limited
Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughby’S Consolidated

PLC

Zambezi Coachworks Limited
Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTAS: WORLDWIDE 8186
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL

ECONOMY SERIES;

NEW TITLES FROM SAFES

Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and

Other Poems

Christopher Henry Muwanga Barlow
anthology, Barlow traces the history of contemporary Uganda. From nolstagic
early excitement of uhuru, through to the growing disillusionment and
faded idealism of later years when hard realities must be faced, the poems stand as
witness to the unfolding story of independent Africa.
In this

memories of the

Women in Zimbabwe
Elinor Batezat and

Margaret Mwalo
major contribution to the study of women in society
Zimbabwe. Focusing on specific key areas, Batezat

Women in Zimbabwe constitutes a
and is one of the first of its kind in
and Mwalo

present an overview of the social, political and economic status of women
by reviewing the colonial heritage and charting the changes that have

in Zimbabwe

occurred since

independence in the fields of education, health,

employment and

agriculture.

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy
Issa

in Africa

Shivji

'

'

,

(I

• I

^

’

i

publication contains two lectures given by the author at public student
gatherings at the University of Zimbabwe in 1988, during his sabbatical as a SAFES
Visiting Fellow. The lecturés discuss the role of students and workers in the struggle
against neo-colonialism and identify the forces required to create the New Democratic

This small

State in Africa.

Available from: SAFES Publications,

\

P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare,

Zimbabwe
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